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Board Meeting 
Opens On Time ?
Saanich Peninsula School 
Board meeting started on a sour 
note this Monday when Trustee 
Gordon Ewan objected to 
chairman Rubymay Parrott 
calling the meeting to order a few 
minutes early (according to his 
watch).
Mrs. Parrott pointed out that 
the Board used the clock on the 
meeting-room wall which said 8 
p.m.
Ewan invited Trustee Jack
Armstrong to join him in walking 
out to protest the early start, 
Armstrong refused.
Dr. L. Tinney, the newest 
Trustee from Saanich sector, 
walked in at this point and 
apologized for being late.
“You're not late. Dr Tinney" 
snarled Ewan, overriding the 
chairman’s words of welcome.
“By my perception, I 
replied Tinney, quietly.
am
POLICE WEEK DISPLAY 
. AT BEACON MALL
Members of the Sidney detach­
ment, Royal Canadian Mounted 
Police, will be in attendance at a 
display in the Beacon Plaza Mall 
scheduled for the coming week­
end.
The display will take place 
from 5:00 to 9:00 p.m. on Friday, 
May 18, and from 9:00 a.m. to 
5:00 p.m. on Saturday, May 19.
Prepared by memters of the 
local force, the presentation will 
include a drug display, 
breathalizer demonstration, 
marine services display, a 
handgun collection, R.G.M.P. 
equipment such as radar, police 
cars and a police motorcycle.
The celebration of National
Police Week has special 
significance for the force this 
year — the lOOth anniversary of 
the R.C.M.P.
TO WASH, OR 
NOT TO WASH
All Bay Homes 
Must Connect
And If So, When?
Accepting the recommendation 
of their public works committee, 
Sidney council approved a motion 
Monday evening that \,viil require 
a number, of property ovmers 
along All Bay Road to connect to 
the municipal sewer system — 
within the next twelve months.
The decision resulted from a 
sanitary sewer survey or' the area 
carried out by the Greater Vic­
toria Metropolitan Foard of
Health. The survey was
requested by the town Caf her this 
year. A
The Metropolitan Hciilth Board 
reply listed each All Bay 
property by street address, 
•giving a summary of the type of 
installation — and, in several 
instances, its condition.
“The majority of residences 
listed on All Bay Road,” claimed 
the report, "have outfalls in 
various states of repair with most 
residences’ sewage effluent 
flowing directly onto l.ie beach,"
The letter also included an 
assessment of similar cir­
cumstances on Beaufort Itoad, 
with five properties out of slevcn 
shown as having "no evidence of 
malfunction",
Sidney Council spent more than 
ten minutes Monday eveing, 
debating how often municipal 
vehicles should be washed — and 
how much it would cost.
The council’s public works 
committee had recommended 
that the three municipal vehicles 
used by the building inspector, 
municipal engineer and public 
works superintendent be washed 
at a local car wash once a week — 
at a cost of $1.50 per wash. The 
recommendation was justified by 
the comment that this would be 
cheaper than paying town staff to 
do it.
Debate centred on questions 
such as the lack of need for such 
washes during the summer 
months, the cost of periodic 
versus regular washes ($2.00 
rather than $1.50), and the cost of 
administering payment for 
irregular washing of vehicles 
compared with a regular annual 
contract.
Alderman Pat Merrett 
suggested that the three trucks 
be washed when necessary, but 
not more often than once a week. 
She also .suggested that the car 
washing contract be put out to 
tender. T’he latter suggestion was 
not accepted.
Debate concluded on the 
comment of alderman Peter 
Malcolm that the vehicles 
operators were "responsible men 
, let’s leave it to them.”
$1.5 MILLION ALCOHOLISM CENTRE 
PLANNED FOR PENINSULA SITE iIlIliiD ^
Province's First Private Facility Designed For 65 Guests
'TOTAL BEING' TREATMENT CONCEPT WILL INCLUDE PXTIENT'S FAMILY
Special to the Sidney Review 
BY PAT MLNSO.V
■lu/. *, S',»J •
e? V "'-i' '/la ^ f
The first private care centre in 
B.C. primarily for people suf­
fering from alcoholism and other 
related dependencies will be built 
on McTavish Rd. in North 
Saanich at an approximate cost 
of $1.5 million.
Construction of Gillain Manor 
Ltd. on the 100 acre site ex­
pected to begin very shortly. 
Farmer Construction Ltd. has 
been awarded the tender and 
architects are Siddall, Dennis & 
Warner.
(Yimpany president J. George 
Strachan, former director of the 
Alcoholism Foundation of 
Alberta and consultant to the
George Strachan.
■nKS required connectinna along 
All Bay Road will be limited to 
Uiose properties near enough to 
the sower line to be connected, 
iind will not include two or three 





Featured speaker at the 
monthly meeting of the Sisiney 
m»d North Saanich Chamber of 
Commerce meeting on Thursday 
evening will be Sidney Mayor 
Stan'Dear.;,,
A departure from normal 
procedure, the gat hering will bo a 
dinner meeting with refresh- 
ments 8erv(»d from (5:00 p.m, and 
dinner at 7:00. Reservations may 
lie made by phoning Sidney 
Secretarial .Services at 0.'>fl-47l2.
MALES QUIESCENT 
AT SCHOOL BOARD
The male representation of 
Saanich School Board dtbwc to be 
unchnracleristicnlly inild In their 
comments Monday,
/Vfter TrustiMJ Anne Foerster 
had urged the necessity of a 
meeting to discuss Board policy 
on community use of schools, 
Ti-uslee Gordon Ewan oald he 
would welcome recom-
mendntions from the “koffee 
klatsch" presumably referring to 
Trustees Foerslcr, Walsh and 
Scaley,
TYusloe Jack Armstrong said 
he had no objection,




Residents Will Build Own Equipment
NEIGHBOUR OBJECTS
‘You’re outvoted ... that’s 
unfortunate,” a Sidney man was 
told Monday evening, after he 
had spoken against use of Melissa 
Street between Bradford and 
Malaview as a children’s 
playground.
Alderman Peter Malcolm 
prefaced this statement to Mr. G. 
Masson with the comment that 
there was an element of 
democracy involved in the 
decision that council had to 
make.
The matter began some months 
ago when Mr. and Mrs. H. 
.Jackson, whose property also 
abuts the unused portion of 
Melissa, gained support from all 
but two of their neighbours for 
development of a playground for 
children.
The original idea was for the 
Individuals involved to do all the 
necefisary work, requiring only 
permission from the town to use 
the dedicated roadway for this 
purpose. ^ ^
On Monday evening. Mr, 
Masson told council that he had 
purchased his proiicriy because 
it was a corner lot, and he ob­
jected to a playground ticing 
located there, ^
"I don't want to see swings and 
slides next to rny property,” he 
told council,"! JuKt object to the 
fact that its going to Ik! a play 
area.” Masson said, explaining 
that he would not be opiwsed to 
making the parcel into a park.
"Kids can get rnore fun out of 
playing in bushcB than on
swings,” he continued, claiming 
that swings and slides would lead 
to injuries to the children using 
them.
“I just don’t want a play area 
next door,” he reiterated,
Masson was alone, however, in 
his opposition — with mo,st of the 
rest of the gallery filled by other 
residents of the area, unanimous 
in their support of the idea.
Mr. Jackson also presented a 
number of letters to municipal 
clerk Geoff l/igan, from others 
in favor of the playground 
proposal, but unable to attend the 
meeting.
The major problem in the area, 
said Jackson, was that pre-schob! 
age ciiildrcn had nowhere to play 
but the roadway.
nre project would cost the tovyiV 
nothing for equipment, he said, 
explaining that the group had 
received several offers of 
donations of material for the 
playground.
Mrs. Jnck.«)bn disagreed with a 
contention of Massori's that Ids 
property value would decline ns a 
result of the tot lot, reading to 
council the comments of real 
estate agents she had contacted 
for advice. Most agreed that the 
park would add to, rather dlian 
d<‘tract from, properly values.
Council gave the proposal 
unanimous approval, and agreed 
to the town seeding the area to 
grass. The adjoining property 
owners will then erect suitable 
playground equipment
Alberta government, has been 
instrumental in establishment of 
several other centres. As pro tern 
director of the North Saanich 
ynject, Strachan is organizing a 
program to accommodate up to 
85 guests.
Montreal-born Strachan is 
himself a recovered alcoholic 
who has spent 28 years studying 
the treatment of alcoholism and 
fighting myths surrounding this 
dependency.
DEGREE WON 
He is the author of two books 
"Alcoholism: Treatable Illness” 
and “Practical Alcoholism 
Programming” published by 
Mitchell Press in Vancouver, 
they emphasize an “honourable 
approach to man’s alcohol 
problems.”
In Alberta, Strachan helped 
found a department on 
Alcoholism and Addictions at 
University of Alberta and 
reception, diagnostic, referral 
and detoxifidation centres in that 
province. He is responsible for 
initiating the Impaired Drivers’ 
Project (I.D.P.) in Alberta in 
1970, a program which is now 
>eing extended to other Canadian 
communities: • y 
Strachan will be awarded an 
HonoraryDoctor of Laws degree 
at' the May 31 convocation of the 
University of Alberta, Edmonton, 
The choice of .the Vanequyer 
Island site fori a recovery centre 
is the culmination of six years of 
planning by Strach an and 
company members, most of 
whom are Victoria residents,The 
project has received approval in 
principal from the provincial 
government and the municipality 
of North Saanich.
'new CONCEPT , . 
Gillain Manor is the third such 
centre in Canada. “The concept 
of alcoholism as a treatable 
illness is relatively new” says 
Strachan who feels that most 
government aid in their field is 
directed mainly to that small 
segment of "skid row” alcoholics 
which costs the most in public 
care dollars. This group 
represents less than 10 percent of 
Canada's problem drinkers 
however, with the bulk of the 
alcohol dependent population 
coming from middle income, 
management and professional 
groups,
(Cuntinued on Page :\)
W. T*
'i:)
GILLAIN MANOR will be situated high above 
McTavish Road and will command a view of the 
airport, Gulf Islands and the sea on both sides of 
the Saanich Peninsula. The accessibility of the 
site in addition to its seclusion was a deciding
factor in the long search for a suitable location. 
The building will include guest rooms, a chapel, 
library, group discussion areas, gymnasium, 
sauna, hobbycraft and recreation areas.
R.C.M.P. Rent 
Stm Not Settled
ITie reaiu.*ctlvc finance com­
mittees of Norlh Saanich and 
Sidney wlH meet In the town hall 
on May |J2 to continue discusnlon 
of a lenBe agreement for U.C.M - 
P, use of space In the town's 
municipal building,
'Hie lease has been the subject 
of fiiHagreemenl for some time, 
with Norlh Saanich objecting to 
an increase in ren( demanded by 
Sidney in the new agreement.
Town clerk Gwff Uigan told 
council that he had sent a letter lo 
North Saanich requesting 
paymtmt of rent at the p»*opo.sed 
new rale (the previous 
agriHnnont has expired) and had 
received a “very snappy letter 
back” saying that the rural 
district would pay at the old rale,s 
until a new agreement had been 
negotiated.
ANTICIPATION OF PAST WKKK.S drew to 0 
close Saturday evening in Sanscha Hail when 
MissHonnie Me Bile was crowned Miss Saanich 
Peninsula 1073. Shoilu Haweliffe (al right) was 
chosen first princess; and Penny DuTernpIo was 
selected second princess, The seven girls par­
ticipating in the event had been previously 
judged at a fashion show on May 2, as well as at
thoDoronatlon Boll. Each girl received a gift 
from the Beta Sigma Phi Sorority, appmsoriB ol 
the competition, and from the Sidney Klnetto ! 
Club. Miss McBdc will participate in a number 
of events during the coming year, including All 
Sidney Day, the Penticton Poach Festival and n 
Ball to bo held in Government House, Victoria.












THE WAREHOUSE" Tins WEEKS FEATURE
APPLIANCES
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Lid lock With key 
Power aigntil light 
Compartment dividers
Bitacon Ave. next to the Buttery 







St. Michael’s and All Angels 
Anglican Church, Royal Oak was 
the scene of a double-ring 
ceremony at 7:00 p.m. on 
Saturday April 7, 1973 when 
Reverend Ivan H. Futter united 
in marriage Mavis June, only 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lionel 
R. Farrell, Saanich ton, to Gordon 
Gregory Reimer, eldest son of 
Mrs. W. Burrows, Victoria and 
the late Mr. P. Reimer.
Reverend W, J. Hill assisted in 
the service and organist Mrs. 
R.C. Cleland played the wedding
music. Lovely rose-red camillias 
and white daffodils graced the 
altar while tall standards of 
beautiful spring flowers flanked 
both sides of the church, slightly 
behind the altar rail. White 
heather tied with white ribbon 
marked the pews.
marriage by her 
radiant bride was 
full-length wedding 
lily-of-the-valley 
Chantilly lace with a scalloped 
chantilace redingole effect, cut
Given in 
father, the 






Don't worry. Let 
our expert staff 
find it and fix it... 
trust usl
PtEA3ECALLIN
Art ISoistor JSi Sons
Aulotnotive Service Centre
652-104!
West Saanich Rd 
at Wallace Drive 
:::iWlv0ln"Sotm ■ ^
away to encircle an “A” line skirt 
of Lagbda peau. A bridal bow 
centered the empire waist and 
rows of tiny buttons trimmed the 
scuffs of the lily point sleeves and 
' marched down the back, closing 
graceful folds of a long train 
which flowed from the carved 
neckline. A tiered veil with 
scalloped edge misted from a 
floral headpiece. A silver heart 
necklet, studded with 
rhinestones, a gift of the groom, 
was her only jewellry.
'rhe bride's attendants, Miss 
Karen Bellavance, Maid of 
Honor, Miss Diane Doney and 
Miss Janis Atkin, cousin of the 
bride, wore identical floral 
organza floor-length gowns with 
Ixjg O’ Mutton sleeves, empire 
waists and ojMjn necklines in 
shades of pink, yellow and 
mauve, respectively, com­
plemented by rhinestone 
necklaces, a gift from the bride.
nicy carried colonial bouquets 
of matching flowers, Miss 
Bellavance having deep pink 
carnations, Miss Doney yellow 
ihums and mauve mums for Miss 
Atkin. Organza buds to match 
their dresses were caught in their 
up-swept hair-does,
Little flowergirl Carolyn Tory 
in pink and white, carried a
basket of pink and white spring 
flowers while David Schoenefuhs 
who was celebrating his 5th 
birthday was ring bearer. 
Mothers of both children were 
cousins of the bride.
Attending the groom was Mr.
Frank Smith of Deep Cove while 
Messrs. Steve Lohr and Sandy 
Christison, Victoria, ushered.
For her daughter’s wedding the 
bride’s mother chose a floor- 
length gown in floral garden 
shades of pink and rose chiffon 
over taffeta, pink accessories and 
a corsage of deep pink rosebuds.
Mrs. Burrows wore a floor-length 
blue moss crepe polyester with 
white lace top, white accessories 
and pink rosebud corsage.
The reception which followed 
for the approximately 150 guests 
was held in the Agricultural Hall, 
Saanichton, amid a profusion of 
beautiful spring flowers, all the 
floral arrangements throughout 
the hall and the church having 
been done by Mrs. Melvin L. 
Jeffrey.
In a setting of white wedding 
bells and streamers and tall 
standards of spring flowers, the 
bride’s table was centered with a 
beautifully decorated three 
tiered wedding cake flanked by 
tall white tapers.
Mr. J.M. Murphy, uncle of the 
bride, proposed the toast to the 
bride and Master of Ceremonies 
for the evening was Mr. Tom 
Michell. Music for the dancing 
was provided by Ken Warner’s 
Orchestra
For a honeymoon to Southern 
California the bride changed to a 
smart coat and di-ess ensemble in 
Buttercup yellow with matching 
picture hat and an orchid cor­
sage. Upon their return the happy 
couple took up residence in their 
newly acquired home on Baker 
Street.
Out of town guests attending 
the wedding were Mr. and Mrs. 
J.M. Murphy, Mr. F: Murphy, . 
Mrs. G. Phillips^ Miss Agnes 
Phillips, Aitario, Alberta; Mrs:;
L^ Likiies and son Laurie, 
Monitor,iAlberta; Mr. and Mrs7 
H.S. Tory and daughter C^oljm j
Miss o M> ; Scrimgeour, Mr - and 
:Mrs. A: : iddiols ^d daughters 
lAnda, Cheryl and Sandi, all of t 
Calgary; Mr: and Mrsnw.D. 
Farrell,i MrV and Mrs; M. ;; 
Schqenefuhs with Christopher; 
and David, Port Moody, B.C.
Also PJr. T. Doolittle, Maid­
stone, Sasic.; Mrs. G. Dootlittle, 
Neilberg, Sask.; Mr. and Mrs. 
Ken Doolittle, 100 Mile House, 
B.C.; Mr. and Mrs. W.W. Juette, 
Brewster, Washington; Miss K. 
Bellavance, Port Hardy, B.C.; 
Mr. and Mrs. T. Price, Mr. R. 
Tennant, Mr. P. Tikkanen, 
Vancouver; Mr. T. Robinson, 
Kelowna; Mr. J. Keery, Boston 
Bar, B.C.; Mrs. R. Wilson, Miss 
P. Mitchell, Nanaimo, B.C. and 





does P.W.P. mean to
you'? Now that the warm weather
What
9 ______
is all around us, as a single 
parent, you may take part in our 
many weekly activities with your 
children. Why not join us and 
enjoy some good company with 
your family and friends on a 
Picnic, Camp Out, Hike, Swim, 
Sauna, Bowling, Dancing, or 
whatever.
Sunday. May 20th at 2:00 p.m 
there will be a family hike at 
Beaver Lake for anyone over 7 
years old , then to a Weiner Roast 
For more information on these 
and other activities, please phone 
656-3534 or write P.O. Box 2192, 
Sidney, B.C.
T.O.P.S.
The weekly meeting of the 
Sidney Take Off Pounds Sensibly 
Group met Monday evening. Mrs. 
Meryle Howard, area supervisor, 
was the guest speaker. All were 
delighted with the anticipation of 
future weight losses which were 
discussed. There will be a 
“weigh-in” only next week, as it 
is a long weekend. All those in­
terested in joining T.O.P.S. 
please contact Linda — 656-2096.
A gift certificate was enclosed 
in a letter of thanks from the 
Hudson’s Bay Company. This 
was for the entry in the Victorian 
Days contest. Costumes were 
modelled by Mrs. Eileen Jensen 
and Mrs. Doris Penfold. It was 
decided to use the donation for 
candle-lighting ceremony sup­
plies.
Resolutions to be presented at 
the May Provincial conference 
were discussed. Voting in­
structions were given to club 
delegates. An impressive candle­
lighting ceremony was presided 
over by Mrs. Marjorie Smith, 
Vancouver Island Regional 
Director.
A final meeting for the season 
will be held on Tuesday June 11, 
the Qub will recess for the 
summer months and re-convene 
in September.
Garden Qub is always eager to 
welcome visitors and residents 
and to share gardening ex­
perience and ideas. Talks by 
experts and friendly discussion 
among members and guests help 
to solve many of the problems 
common to this most fascinating 
and healthful hobby.
Meetings are held at 8 p.m. on 
the third Monday of the month in 
St. Andrew’s Hall, 4th Street, 
Sidney. As will be noted in 
Coming Events, the speaker for 
May 21st will be Mr. Archie Bain, 
a well known expert grower of 
exotics, who will discuss plants 
suitable for growing in the house 
or apartment.
There are indeed so many 
beauties unknown to most of us 
but well worth trying. Come 
along and share your pleasures 
and problems with other garden- 
lovers.
visit to the O’Keefe ranch near 
Vernon and a stop at the Game 
Farm near Penticton.
A social afternoon will be held 
in the Senior Citizens Centre on 
Hiursday, May 17 at 1:45 p.m. 
Social director Jack Young has 
arranged a concert, and a good 
turn-out of members is hoped for.
RESTHAVEN 
AUXILIARY 
The regular monthly meeting 
of the Auxiliary to Rest Haven 
Hospital was held in the Hospital 
Lounge on Wed. May 9th with 24 
members and one visitor at­
tending.
A very interesting account of
the Regional Conference in 
Nanaimo was read by Mrs. F. 
Waldnik.
Mrs. S.R. Gibbs displayed the 
flower arrangements made to go 
on the hospital trays on Mothers 
Day. ...........
PIONEER SOCIETY
The Saanich Pioneer Society 
will hold its regular monthly 
meeting on Monday, May 21st, at 
eight o’clock in the Pioneer 
Museum, Saanichton. At this 
meeting final plans will be made 
for the society’s annual banquet 
which will be held at the Museum 
on the following Saturday, May 




The members of the Sidney 
Business and Professional 
Women’s Club met at the home of 
Mrs. Wm. Kynaston on May 8th, 
1973.
Newsletters from, the Duncan 
and Victoria Clubs were 
distributed. Of interest to 
members was the reference to 
the successful Regional Con 




A successful Spring Bazaar and 
Fun Fair was held on May 10 by 
the Sidney Elementary School 
Parents .Auxiliary, convened by 
Auxiliary secretary Mrs. Sharon 
Hilton. The group are now in a 
position to purchase the kiln for 
the school that was their project 
for the year.
A general meeting of the group 
will be held in June, with an in­
teresting program being 
arranged.
O.A.P.O. NO. 25 
Thirty-one members of the Old 
Age Pensioners Organization, 
No. 25, enjoyed a three day trip to 
the Okanagan last week, 
travelling there via Kamloops. 










Visitors to Sidney and district 
from the colder parts of Canada 
often exclaim at the beauty of the 
gardens and the wide range of 
plants in cultivation. Indeed, this 
is what has attracted many to 
come and make their home here. 
The Sidney and North Saanich
Wltefe meats are a speciality, not a sideline
■ FOR SERVICE AND QUALITY j
CANADA CHOICE ■
CANADA X’HOICE





MINCED STEAK. . . . .  . i "
CANADA CHOICE ' FH'EE/.EH SI’ECIM;
- SIDES..OF BEEf:.....-..:.:......
, CUT. WRAPPED BHAiVp FKOViEN
For service & quality «*>«P tH» 2400 Block Beacon Avc.
Oncii Dnllv a.m. to fuSO p.m'
' 'BF’ECIAUMNG IN ;...
fuesh cut meats '
■ - . AND "
' ■ ^ ."HOME FHEEXER'aUPPtlKB
The Government of 
The Province of BrlHsh Columbia
LIQUOR-CONTROL PLEBISCITES ACT
Proclamation of Retu rning Officer
PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Siianich anil the Islands Electoral District 
'. ';Llcenslng^.Area„No.',',80.'",
The Corporation of llie District of Central Saanich
To Wil;
PUBIJC NOTICE is liorcby Riven to the electors in tho iKillinR dlvIsionH lisled Ijclow, of the 
Saanich nnd the Islands Electoral District, that I have reeelvcd Her Majesty’s Writ to me 
directed, and bearing thedale the Ist day of May, 1973, cotiimandlnR mo to enuso the following 
4'jueslion, namely:—''
A. Are you In favour of the sale of beer, ale 
eonsinnpllon on Ikenseil premises?
and stout only under a publlc-lunise licence for
(NOTE - A piiblic-luniso licence will be similar to the prosent beer-parlour licence,)
to bo submltt(?cl according lo the Ll(iuor.control Plebiscites Ad to the said electors in the 
l>olling divisions heroin listed; and, further, that iivobedionce to the said Writ a poll shall bo 
opened at tl o’clock In the forenoon and shall be closed at fl o'clock in the afternoon on the 26lh 
day of May. 1973 for taking and receiving the votes of the said electors aforesaid at the





THE MOOSE HALL '
dW!) Wallace Drive. Brentwood 
Central Saanich 
702.’i East Snaniclv Rond
Of which all persons are hereby required to take notice and govern themselves aecordinRl;# ,
GIVEN under my hand (It District of Cenlral Saanich, this 4lh day of May. 1973.














Seniice Will Commence On Thursday, May 17
Tlie bus will depaiT from the Pacific Commuter terminal in SldBoy 
at 12:00 ' noon, returning to-tlie Senior Citken« Centre In Skfney,, 
at approximately I RIO p.m.
BicH-iip of : persons' living in hidiiey uml coiitnctetl 1)y :;. .tlm, ,bni»: . aervicc 
organizers will lake place at the conclusion of the run (approximately 1:15 p.m.).
This service Is fuiuleil hy the Federal Government’s New Horlfons 
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GOOD NUTRITION HEALTH SHIELD OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL NINE
A balanced vegetable diet is 
cheaper than a meat diet says 
Eva Purcell, former dietician at 
Rest Haven Hospital for 23 years. 
To back up this statement and to 
mark Health Week, the cheerful 
Sidney resident gave three 
cooking demonstrations to a sell­
out crowd at the Hospital last 
Tuesday, Wednesday and 
Unirsday.
‘Tm bothered by the eating 
habits of school children who are 
hospital patients” said Mrs. 
Purcell in her soft Texan accent, 
“Some of them say they have 
coke for breakfast, chips and a 
chocolate bar for supper!”
Interviewed after the 
demonstrations, the dietician 
said that althou^ many people 
are undoubtably more nutrition­
conscious than they used to be, 
there are young and old victims 
of malnutrition who simply do not 
have the normal resistance to
supplies for both meat and 
vegetable diets at Rest Haven, 
and says the latter is undoubtably 
cheaper. “By shopping for a 
balanced menu, the housewife 
can save money. I know what I 
am going to cook before I do my 
own shpping,” says the young 
dietician.
Visitors to the demonstration 
saw 12 dishes prepared each 
night and sampled them. They 
learned how to make whole wheat 
bread, gluten surprisingly good 
in mushroom-and-gluten pie), 
and strawberry ice-cream using 
cashew milk and a variety of 
salads, main dishes and sand­
wiches.
- They learned that potatoes, 
often regarded as a starchy food, 
is one of the foods to be used most 
freely. This vegetable is far 
superior to macaroni and, should
Special to the Sidney Review 
BY PAT .MU.NSON
illness and infection.
“So many teenager mothers 
are feeding their children on the 
Coke and bubblegum diet they 
themselves prefer” says Mrs. 
Purcell. “Older people who also 
need a good diet often live on 
toast and tea.”
In spite of the abundant food 
available, anaemia cases are 
found in every age group among 
hospital patients.
Good nutrition runs in the 
Purcell family. 9iaron, Mrs 
Purcell’s 26-year-old daughter, 
was trained by her mother and 
attended Guelph University to 
take over the position of head 
dietician when Mrs. Purcell 
retired last March.
Blonde and slim, Siaron has 
the responsibility of ordering
be substituted for the larger! 
bread ration of the ordinary diet. 
Three servings of vegetables' 
should be given daily.
- Fruit should be served three 
times a day and adults should 
drink two glasses of milk a day, 
children, three or four.
- Eggs should be limited to two 
or three a week, besides 
moderate use in other foods. 
Cheese should be used once or 
twice weekly and mostly cottage 
cheese or soy cheese.
- Grain products such as bread, 
cereals, etc. should be limited to 
the equivalent of three or four 
slices of bread.
-Legumes (peas, lentils, 
beans) should be used once or 
twice a week although fresh peas 
and siring beans may be used
more frequently and as part of 
the fresh vegetable serving.
- Nuts, (used in some meat- 
substitute entrees) should be 
limited to one-sixth of that part of 
food intake.
- Fatty foods should be used
moderately, and invisible fats 
such as olives and avocados may 
be eaten at every meal.
LENTIL STEW 
Cookbooks and samples of 
meat substitutes were given 
away as door prizes every night. 
Here is a recipe Mrs. Purcell 
advocates for Lentil Stew.
Cbok together two cups lentils, 
one cup chopped celery, two 
cups tomato, sauted with one 
onion, chopped, four large 
carrots, cubed, salt to taste and 
>2 tsp. Marmite (optional). 
Simmer together until carrots 
are cooked and flavours have
SIDNEY CASH a CARRY
/ ltdBeacon Avenue Phone 656-1171
BUS SERVICE
meshed.
A grant has been made available under the New Horizon’s 
program to provide transportation to any senior citizens, who 
wish to take a more active part in community projects. Any 
senior citizen in Sidney, North Saanich, or Central Saanich 
who would like to have a bus pick themn up one day a week to 
do shopping or to attend activities which take place at the 
Senior Citizens Centre or both; please phone 656-3412.
This service is free to all Senior Citizens 65 years and over.
Bowling In Review
Saanich Peninsula Credit Union 
Bowling League held their 
banquet on May 7th at the Silver 
Dragon Restaurant with 58 at­
tending. Invited guests were 
George and Agnes Coldwell. 
After a very lovely meal, a short 
meeting was held and 25 crests 
were presented.
Winning Team were the 
Roosters - captain - Wes Jones, 
Marigold Edwards, Wilf Tripp, 
Bambi Stiles and Ron Cork. 
Second team were the Firebirds - 
Captain - Bud Nunn, Ingrid 
Iverson, Bob McCtormick, Polly 
Pesonen and Gwen Mason.
Single Trophies; High average
- Colleen McCormick 173, Bud 
Nunn 220; High Triple - Rowena 
Nunn 659, Hugh Adamson - 855; 
High Single - Ida Bowman - 286, 
Alan Calvert - 307; Most Im­
proved Bowlers - Jane Thwaites 
36 points, Len Cusden - 54 points.
The new president is Wilf 
Tripp, Vice-president Ida 
Bowman, Secretary Rowena 
Nunn, Treasurer - Norman 
Shillitto. The winners of the draw 
were: 1st T. Hamilton, 2nd B. 
Ingram and 3rd F. Nelson.
Bowling will start again the 
first Monday after Labour Day in 
I September.
®1.5 MiUion Alcoholism Centre
(Continued from Page 1)
The average alcoholic today is 
about 40, has two children and 
two cars. Latest figures indicate 
that the use of alcohol by women 
has increased from the ratio of 
one alcoholic worn an to every 
five males, to one in three.
According to; Strachan, many 
people today are“hidden 
alcoholics!’ whose overuse and 
abuse of beverage alcohol can all 
to often include dependency on 
other drugs as well. “It is for this 
segment of the community that 
combined in and out-patient 
resources are critically scarce” 
says the Gillain Manor director.
BIGGEST PROBLEM 
In Western Canada, statistics 
show that the number of 
alcoholics has risen from an 
estimated 63,980 in 1954 to 200,000 
in 1973. “In most areas” says 
Strachan, “the dependency on 
drug alcohol is at least 10 times 
more serious, with a higher in­
cidence of dependency, higher 
death rate and cost factor, than 
all other drug dependencies 
together.”
do not take care of themselves.
Alcoholism must in fact be 
treated as a number one issue 
with other ills sought out during 
process, emphasize Strachan. 
“Too often, society recommends 
waiting until the person asks for 
help. This only reflects our lack 
of empathy or awareness.’’
The? basic approach is ali- 
impqrtant in treatment of this 
iiliiess: Each guest at Gillain 
Manor will be treated as a “total 
being” with spouse and family 
included in the rehabilitation
requiring care and supervision 
during the initial withdrawal .
Stable, recovered alcoholics 
will be part of the staff “team”. 
“In this hew field of community 
care; there is a serious lack of 
empathic, trained, mature and 
experienced workers,” com­
ments Strachan. “There are no 
wonder ciires to effect miracle 
recoveries, therefore it is 
essential that all staff recognize 
and respond to alcoholism as a 
primary illness in its own right.”
Business. industry and 
professions face a common and 
serious concern over problem 
drinkers within their ranks and 
with referring patient clientele to 
acceptable sources of care, “Old 
prejudices still handicap con­
frontation with the problem hy 
the alcoholic and his family, 
hence the need for a private 
resource,” explains wSlrnchan.
program.
“The problem is not 
necessarily with alcohol, with 
some it is a problem with living 
and the family is an integral part 
of that,” says the director.
Participation in Alcoholics 
Anonymous will be encouraged. 
This fellowship is rated by 
Strachan as the finest after-care 
resource available and staff, 
members, including medical 
physicians, chaplains will work 
closely with A.A. in addition to 
offering in-service training for 
others in these “helping” 
professions.
ITie centre will offer individual 
and group therapy, after care 
and follow-up services on a 
continuing basis.
Hie director stresses that those 
reqiiiring detoxification or with­
drawal will NOT be. accepted for 
treatment a 11 h o u g h 
arrangements will be made 
through general hospitals and 
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A hindrance to the recovery of 
alcoholics is the fncl that less 
than two percent of medical 
doctors are willing to treat 
problem drinkers vhlle many 
hospitals do not even admit 
patients with the diagnosis 
alcoholism. In citing these 
figures, Strachan adds “yet It is 
finally being realized that 
alcoholism adversely affects the 
recovery from other libs and 
surgery because the patients





May 11-18 125 Dally • Towards purchase 
May to :t0" McClary Electric Range
Taste Out BARON of BEEF
DAii-Y nnAVV «;:io p.m.
Final Draw Midnite
DURING THE FOURTH ANNUAL
British G^lumbio
An incomparable menu of sports excite­
ment can help you (decide where to go in 













Scores of action-packed events in every 
region of the province give you many 
luasuiiu lu' yul together and acVaway to
enjoy the scenic grandeur and spring­
time glory of British Columbia,
Make this week your week for n special 
Kind of holiday during :fhc British, Co­
lumbia Festival of Sports, an anriuai. 
nineteen-day showcase of sports action,
May17to June4, 107'V _-y
ARC^RY^Vancouvdr May19. 20 BpCCE BALL 
*Creston May 19, 20 BASEBALL Coquitlam May 18,
19 -20: Cumberland May 14, 15, 17, 19, 21;
Enderby May 20; Fort St. John May 19; Pqrth Dqlta 
May 19, 20, 21 BOWLING Aldergrove May 17;
Burnaby May 18; Chemainus May t8; Cloverdale : ; 
May 18; Cranbrook May 17; Ganges May 17; Grand 
Forks May 18; Ketowna May 18; Kimberley MaY ipu 
Ladner May 17; Port Coquitlam May 17; Salmon 
Arm May 18; *Vancouvcr May 19; Vancouver May 
17. 18; Vernon May 17; West Vancouver May 18 
CANOE, KAYAK Burnaby May 20; * North Vancouver 
May 19, 20; Prince George May 20 CYCLING 
*Keremeos-Osoy6os-Pentlcton-Keiowna May 19,
20, 2.1 DARTCHERY *Vancouver May^ 17 FENCING 
*Vancouver May 18, 19, 20, 21 FIELD HOCKEY 
*Vancouver May 19, 20, 21 *Vlctoria May 19, 20, 21 
GOLF Powell River May 19, 20;Vernon May 19,
20, 21 HORSESHOE PITCHING ^Burnaby May 
19, 20, 21; Rutland May 20, 21 HORSE SHOWS, 
RODEOS Armstrong May 20; Burnaby May 20; 
Campholl Hiver May 21, 22; *ChUliwack May 19, 20,
21; Dawson Crook May 19; Houston May 20, 21; 
Hudson's Hopo May 19. 20; * 100 Milo Houso May
19, 20, 21; Kaslo May 21; *Koramoos May 20. 21; 
Nanaimo May 20; Parksvillo May 19, 20; Quosnol 
May 21; "Surrey May 19, 20, 21; Vandorhoof May 
19; Vornon May 21; Williams Lake May 19, 20, 21 
LACROSSE "Now Westmlnstor May 19, 20, 21;
Whito Rock May 19, 20, 21 LAWN BOWLING 
Kamloops May 20; Now Woslmlnstor-Norlh 
Vancouvor-Vancouvor May 19. 20 LOGGER 
SPORTS Chetwynd May 21; Nanaimo May 21;
"Pott AlbornI May 21; MARKSMANSHIP 
"CloarwalorMay 23; "NowyVostmlnstor May 20; 
"Ponticton May 19,20. 21; Port Coquitlam May 19,
20, 21 MOTORSPORT Burns Lako May 19;
•CoquIilam'Westwood May 19, 20: Cmibrook May 
21; "Fori St, John May 19. 20; HouMon May 19; 
"Kelowna May 20; Langley May 20; Mission May 
21; "Now Weslininslor May 21; "Quosnol May 
21 POWER BOATS "Osoyoos May 20 RLtOBY 
Invatmofe May 19, 20, 21 SAILINO, YACHT RACES 
"Kelowna May 19, 20; Port Moody May 21: /
SNOOKER •Vancouver May ! 7 SOCCER 
ClQYordalo May 17; Cimhtirland May 18, 19, 20; 
"Nelson May 19, 20; "Now Alyansh Mqy 18, 19, 20,2f 
"Ponmion May 19, 20, 21 SOFTBALL, FASTBALL 
Ahbalalord Maf ^ 20, 21; Biedtm May i'l; 
Maple Ridge May120; Nanaimo MaylO, 20, 21; : ^ 
Osoyoos May 18, 19, 20, 21; prince .Q&orgo May 19, 
20, 21; Rumnd May, 19, 20, 21; "Vancouver May ;
NW, 19,20, 21; Vernon May 10,20, 2rSPO«r : 
PARACHUfiNO "KamioopsMny 19, 20,21 
SWIMMING "New Wotimlnsler May 19, 20; Prince 
OeorgeMay 19, 20; "Vancouver May 20 TABLE 
TENNIS "Vancouver May 18 TENNIS Salmon Arm 
May 17, 18 TRACK AND FIELD Abbotsford May 10, 
17; Burnaby-New Westminster May 17; Chilliwack 
May 19; "Comoit May 19; Cumberland May 21; 
"Duncan May 19, 20; Kelowna May IS, 17; North 
& Wesi Vancouver May 10,17; Ponticton May 17; 
RIchmondMay 10,17, 22, 23. 24; Surrey May 17,
19, 20, 21-24: "Vancouver May 18,23,24 
VOLLEYBALL "Surrey May 19, SO WATER SKIINQ 
•PartAltmnlMay19,20WEIQHrUPriNQ 
"Vancouver May 18; "Whilo Rock May 19
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Sponsored by iho British Columbia 
Dopartment ot Travel industry mid 
Um B,C, Sports Foderatlon
at any branch otthe /' L ' '
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Despite cooperation frona area doctors and hospital 
staff, and despite increased cooperation from the 
Central Saanich Volunteer Department (in transporting 
residents from that municipality when transfers from 
Rest Haven Hospital to Victoria are required), the 
demands on the Sidney Volunteer Ambulance Service 
are continually increasing.
According to alderman Chris Andersen, council 
representative; on the Sidney fire marshall’s com­
mittee, more than forty ambulance calls were answered 
during the past month. Despite committee discussion of 
the problem, Andersen believes, nothing will be done 
about the situation until volunteers refuse to continue 
answering the many calls for such service.
The situation thus remains much the same as it has 
been in the past: a mild undercurrent of dissatisfaction 
on the part of volunteer members of the department, 
mixed with a desire to keep such dissatisfaction to 
themselves — until the load finally becomes unbearable.
Surely a better solution can be found, and surely the 
town council — who pays the costs of operating the 
ambulance service (albeit without wages) — could 
provide some leadership in finding it.
The possibility of a paid emergency service employee 
has been bandied about for some time; most recently 
during the debacle of the non-hiring of Don Facey as fire 
::/;Chief.'; ' "VV'':":,.:'
Maybe now is the time to again discuss this sort of 
proposal. And maybe how is the time, as well, to con­
sider introduction of a nominal charge for ambulance 





Despite opposition from 
alderman Fred Robinson, the 
town of Sidney will employ the 
services of Willis, Cunliffe, Tait & 
Co. Ltd. for engineering of the 
new storm drain program.
Robinson told council that he 
could see no reason why the work 
could not be done by municipal 
technologist Mike Townsend, 
saving the town the $15,603 that 
Willis, Cunliffe will charge for the 
work over the next two years.
' Both Mayor Stan Dear and 
municipal clerk Geoff Logan 
explained. however, that 
Townsend’s time is already fully 
occupied with duties assigned 
him when his position was 
created last year, but seemed 
unable to dissuade Robinson 
from his basic argument.
At conclusion of debate on the 
matter, Mayor Dear referred 
alderman Wilkie Gardner to the 
fee schedule he had before him — 
in reply to Gardner’s question; 
“I’d like to see what the $15,000 
represents”.
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
OF
TA[ldh)gi5ioi«
ARE PLEASED TO 
ANNOUNCE
THE APPOINTMENT OF 
MR. PETER MALCOLM 
AS ASSISTANT MANAGER
OF




Insurance Is Our Business, Not a Sideline
HARBORD INSURANCE D.
JR. HIGH BAP TRAILS ABROAD
An excited group of Peninsula 
youngsters travelled to the 
Okanagan last weekend to give a 
concert in Rutland, as part of an 
exchange visit with students 
from that area.
The North Saanich Band was 
accompanied by director Austin 
Scott and Mr. and Mrs. T. 
Melville with funds for the trip 
supplied by tlie North Saanich 
Parent Band Association.
ITie success of the junior higli 
school band can be attributed not 
only to hours of practise on the 
part of the young musicians and 
their conductor, but also to 
staunch support from the 
Association which was formed in 
1957 when Stan Magee was 
bandmaster.
Although the Band has been 
assisted by Rotary and the 
Recreation Commission, the 
Association was formed to
finance trips, buy and repair 
instruments. A lunchroom at 
North Saanich was organized in 
1966 and profits from this 
operation have netted about 
$8,350.
The Association has also 
contributed to other student 
groups and to the purchase of 
video tape recording and 
television equipment for the 
school.
The North Saanich School Band 
will give a concert in the school 
on Wednesday, May 23 at 8 p.m. 
There will be no admission 
charge and parents and friends 
are invited to attend.
The final band concert for the 
year is scheduled for Sunday, 
June 3 at McPherson Playhouse 
at 2.30 p.m Tickets will be 
available through band mem­
bers.
The
Editor, Ihe Review, Sir: 
i I am not in favour of the forth- 
eomink plebiscite to allow Beer 
Parlours in Central Saanich.
Other municipalities who have 
allowed beer parlours all draw 
the same: conclusions that they 
get additional tax revenue which 
is more than offset by increased 
public costs.
If you feel the same way, get 
out and vote “NO” on May 26th. 
Don't let apathy in the form of not 
voting ruin our rural atmosphere.
You may rest assured that the 
people who want beer parlours 
: will make every effort to add 
their vote.
Don’t sit at home, don’t forget 
or don’t be too late to vote “NO” 




anybody else,and pur cbm- 
rnunity groups could do with the 
publicity also.
(MrsA Sara Adams 1 
Resthaven Drivei 
Sidney./-,-,'.
Editor, Tlie Review, Sir:
The Victoria and District 
Branch of the Canadian Diabetic 
Association thank those who gave 
donations during our recent Tag 
Day to raise funds for our 
Diabetic Children’s Summer 
Camp,
A special thank you goes to 
those who gave of their lime and 
energy during this appeal and 
also lo the business centres who 
allowed the use of their premises 
for tagging,
Applications for our Children's 
Camp are being accepted. In 
tercftted persons may contact 
Mrs. E. Pesok at 656-1365 (hr 
further Informrition.
Sincerely yours,
(Mra.) Ei PeRck 
Camp Chairman.
i ■■■ '
EiUtor, The Review, Sin 
1 was looking forward to 
watching several hours of in 
teresting television tonight 
(Friday) on Channel 10, where 
Iho Art Gallery Is holding a 
telothon, But to my amazement 1 
find that our cablcvislon system 
here in Sidney doesn’t provide 
Channel 10, For that matter we 
don’t get Channel 13 either, which 
has some of the best movies 
going. "
I can’t got any sense out of tlic 
cablovision people here, iiltlmugh 
the VietoiTU cable people offer 
Iroth Omnnel lO and Channel 13. 
Wtiy can't people up here on the 
peninsula, get the same service 
as anybody else?
Maybe everybody should wite 
to Sidney Cablovision and 
demand i>qual Irwitment, or just 
cancel their subscription, I am 
k'glnnlng to wonder just what 1 
am paying for if I can’t get 
community cable television. Wo 
are just a* interested in com« 
munliy affairs up here aft
Editor, The Review, Sir :
The article ‘ ‘Acres of Mink in 
C. Saanich” wintten by Pat 
Munson in your issue of May 9, 
1973 was brought to my notice. 
Your reporter wrote a very in­
teresting article but either the 
pencil ran off or Mr. Percy 
Lazarz is ill-informed about the 
situation of the mink ranchers of 
Central Saanich. Allow me 
therefore to correct certain parts 
of the above mentioned article.
Iheire is first the statement 
that “Many mink farms have 
closed because ranchers could 
not adapt lo new methods, says 
Lazarz”. 1, myself a retired mink 
rancher, do not know any rancher 
here in Central Saanich who 
closed down for the staled 
reason. Those I know have 
retired for other reasons and 
wliile they have nut rcacJial (he 
status of millionaires they also do 
not live on welfare. In short they 
retired because they considered 
lo have gathered .sufficient 
means to live a comfortable life.
The modern methods in 
quest ion are not so modern 
either. All of them have been 
invented and practiced in my 
time and that is many years ago,
1 know it is fashional)le to con 
sldei' the present as tiu: pinnacle 
ormbdorn methods but many old- 
timers will readily confirni that 
most of these so called modern 
methods, at least if they are 
practical, were practiced long 
teforo their time,' Even while 
retired I would l)e delighted to be 
told of thesemethods which were 
unknown to me wlicn 1 was still in 
business. Moreover, it would bi: 
Interesting to have some in 
formation where Mr. Lazarz 
learned the mink rnncliing trade 
and who his teachers were,
Ihere is the other stalemenl 
'Tlie work suits Percy who was 
trained to tcMch but never liked 
stiTiying indoors”. As far as 1 nm 
informu*d Mr. Uiznrz never had 
any teacher's training. But why 
Ihi.'a liaiaing was bi ouglil up i.'< • 
mystery lo me,
Ihe only comparison 1 see is 
lM>twe<*n str,ident8 and mink. Both 
nrb very awkward to handle but 
only on mink one uses leather 
gloves, Besides mink have a very 
valuable pelt
I‘\»r becoming a succesulul 
mink rancher one does not need 
any training iwvideil by learned 
institutions but one certainly 
needs a very «<wk1 dose of corn 
mon tense and Ihe will to learn
from mistakes. I wholeheartedly 
agree thatmink ranching is very 
hard-work.'';V-/,"'',^ - -v.,,
This is perhaps the reason that 
many take up mink ranching for 
a short time and then quit. 
However, it has nothing to do 
with unwillingness towards 
adaptation to modern methods.
The article in question is a very 
valuable one but interviewer and 
interviewed should always keep 





Editor, The Review, Sir:
“Move to receive and file” was 
Central Saaaicli Council’s reply 
—as reported by the Review — lo 
a North Saanich Council Special 
Committee request headed by 
Alderman George Aylard and 
concerned with establishment of 
the Pacific Oceanographic 
Laboratory on the Saanich 
Peninsula at Pat Bay.
As you will remember, Sir, 
Central Saaindi Council last year 
authorized fornialion of a 
Peninsula intor-nuinieipal 
committee to look into jiust such 
.situations. Mayor Galbraith duly 
appointed Alderman Lazarz as 
clinirhmn of the Central Saanicli 
committee,
Thoir consequent action to 
Ueetdve and File” North 
Saanich’s nujiiesl would seem a 
strange decision for !i council to 
take on such a lYminsula intor- 
imuiicipal matter. A
Are nu'mhers of Central 
Saanich (Aiiuicil aware of their 
responsibilities eitlier directly or 
indirectly in this matter’.’ Where 
will the water come from to feed 
ItKship.s ami their crews iwibg an 
enlarged wharfing tirrangenKnU 
It Pat Bay, a.s well as a major 
research ostaldishment manned 
eventually by at least 300 
professional and supixirt per- 
sonnel'.’ Would perhaps 200,000 
gallons a day be a con.servative 
consideration')
Maybe llie federal government 
Mill build the lini!!ioa dollar 
iwninsula water line! I What of 
the iwssiblUty of ixdlution along 
Pat Bay beaclies and furllicr up 
Bh' 'iitb.l not tw 'iVicution f«rtiv.'r 
jxjssible pollution trom supixirt 
ship repair .simps in a required 
new industrial area" Hou will all 
thisnttecithe reereaiiojial useoi 
die inlet?
What about the sale of sand and 
gravel tor use in construction ot 
this comple.x'.‘ What ot the 
housing and selimi) requirements 
fnr at leas! soo new families 
moving to the area aiver and 
above normal increases? What ol 
the extra ^vear and tear on
peninsula roads in the building of 
this complex and in the continued 
heavy support requirement of the 
complex?
I suggest, Mr. Editor, the time 
is high to think big, as George 
Aylard has done, and think 
peninsula-wise. The sooner Mr. 
Lorimer, Minister of Municipal 
Affairs, moves to resolve this 
type of parochialism by 
Amalgamation, the sooner a 
more effective management of 
our affairs will be available and 
in the best interests of Good 
Government.
But, Mr. Editor, perhaps the 
voters of the peninsula are happy 
to receive and file the whole 
matter and let the Federal 
Minister responsible. Jack Davis, 
do it — as he sees fit.
W.E, Clayards
121.7 Moimt Newton Cross 
Rd.
Saanichton, B.C.
CY)py to: Minister of Municipal 
Affairs.
Editor, The Review, Sir;
Your recent insertion of Nelson 
Dewey’s cartoon i,s, as always, 
outstandingly humorous and as 
such is to be complimented, but 
Imhind his luimmir lies an obvious 
at tempi to miscon.strne tlie true 
and perlininit facts of the dif­
ferences of opinion surrounding 
the installalloivof storm drains in 
Sidney,
The prime puriMise of stonn 
drain imsiallations is to fulfil our 
ohligalion to the I’ollntion Control 
Deimrtmenl to remove storm 
water from (he sanitary sewer 
system within a given period?
.Secondly to overcome any 
ixissible serious flooding. , 
Thirdly and least iiriportant to 
improve aesthetics.
None of these purposes nrn 1 
opposed to. if carried Out 
prudently and economically,
The controversial aspect ot the 
current program, insofar as 1 am 
concerned was tlte ajiparent dire 
necessity lo use a closed pipe 
from Ihe Pat Baylligltway down 
Oce.in Avenue to Fittii and from 
there along Kiftti to (be ocean 
outfall, when other ways were 
jxihsible'. ' - '
The present ditch tlown (tce;m
!.• •lb'!'''- uleft lA ttieevfent
that in severe .storm conditions it 
runs completely tutl, and 
therefore restricts all trihulary 
. Uitcile;* eiilenng iiiei cot Im ihe 
iwint where they back up.
Further contributing to this 
isick up, the egtess under Fitlli 
hired at deean iiirllicr lesUicth 
and impe(ie,s the now ol water to 
the sea causing a further in­
crease \n the heigiti ol Bov, in ihe 
(H'can Avenue ditch.
From ll'tc levels obtained of the
area west of Fifth and north of 
Ocean, it has been established 
that if the Ocean Avenue ditch 
was widened to approximately 15 
feet wide, the subsequent height 
of flow down this water course 
vvould be reduced from ap­
proximately four feet to one foot 
and therefore all those tributary 
drainage ditches would have at 
least a two foot lower free flow to 
the Ocean Avenue water course, 
and therefore reasonably 
eliminating any flooding 
problem.
The installation of the 48 
closed pipe will have no effect in 
eliminating the partial flooding of 
unused property oh the north east 
side of Ocean and Fifth Street as 
this one particular pocket of land 
is subject to the vagrancies of 
extreme higli tides and its only 
solution is to be pumped to the 
existing ditch or to the ocean 
I therefore see no necessity for 
the expenditure of over 100 
thousand doilnrs to put a closed 
pipe down Ocean when there is 
much more reasonable alter­
natives that are in no way less 
desirable aestlielically or 
practically.
There wins (he inference that 1 
would like no drainage system 
other than dikes and ditches, 
wlilch is utter nonsense and 
rubliish and further that once lliis 
drainage .sy.stem is completed, 
ditcheswill be eliminated; pure 
daydreams for the following 
reasons,' ^
Even with the installation of 
underground works, every un­
paved and uncurbed street will 
continue to require open ditches 
lo carry off siirfaco run off water, 
The existing Ocean Avenue and 
•'ifth street ditch will remain for 
years until llie lower area of 1st to 
tub Street are pumped.
The ditch from Henry to 
Mermaid Creek will bo there for 
many years lo come,
Tlie water course from Ardwell 
to Ucstliaven Drive will be there 
lAr years to come,
The open ditches on the Pat 
Bay Highway will he there (or 
even more, no doiibl.
Unless of course you want the 
taxpayers to spend a couple oi 
million doilnrs to hide a little 
[Hire Wiper which runs about 
three months of the year.
In conclusion, may I reiterate I 
do not propose dikes dir ditches ; 
for Sidney, just improving one 
existing water course to 
adequately service the drainage 
of the area west of the Pat Bay 
Highway and improve to a large 
degree the drainage in the north 
west portion of land beyond Fifth 
and Ocean and use the money 
saved for moi-e pressing 
problems such as eliminating the 
flooding which has occurred 
around Resthaven Drive caused 
by storm water surcharging the 
sanitary sewers in Melville Park, 







Rev. Ivan H. Futter 
652-2812
Sunday May 20 
ST. MARY’S
9:45 a.m. Family Service 
ST. STEPHEN’S 
11:15 a.m. Holy Communion 
7:30p.m.Compline 
with meditation 
Morning services conducted 






Miss Uiis Robin, Consultant in 
Teacher & Leadersliip training of 
1‘arisli and Diocesan Service.s 
will be the special preacher at the 
Brentwood Chatxd on Sunday, 
May ’2()lh at U a.m. Mi.ss Robin 
will be in Victoria for a special 
Clergy conference regarding 
religious educational work lo lie 
held May 22nd - 2-Hh. Slie will be 
stKuikiiig regarding her work, 
Her parents. Mr, and Mrs C C. 





Rev. K.W. Ridgway, Pastor
We invite you to attend and 
enjoy the teaching from Clod’s 
Word and the ministry of the 
Holy Spirit.
SUNDAY 
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. | 
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.











MorninK WiirHliip n <kih m
Kvsnins Wor>.l\it» , 7 (Kip us
I’l'iiyi-r .V TliiirxiUiy, ICKMi
Vnunp I'l-oplc 7;'.W(>,iii
A friendly Family Clmrch 
Welcome.




Sunday May 13th 
ST. ANDREWS CHURCH 
9682 3rd St. SIDNEY”
Sunday May 20th 
HOLY TRINITY CHURCH 
Patricia Bay ?
8.00a.m. Holy Communion 
lO.OOa m. Morning Prayer
ST. ANDREW’S CHURCH 
V/ 9682 3rd St;, Sidney; r ^ 
8.00 a .m. Holy Communion






SIDNEY AND NORTH 
SAANICH 
Rev. R. Horr Pratt 
I Church Office - 656-3213 
Manse - 656-1930 
ST. JOHN’S DEEP COVE 
Service of Worship 9:30a.m. 
ST. PAUL’S SIDNEY




Rev. John M. Wood, B.A. 
Church Office 652-2713
Manse fi52-2748
SHADY CREEK, 7180 East 
Saanich Road,
Familv Service and Sunday 
Senoof 9; 45 a.m.
Dedicated to Service 
Hcnsihle prices 
Your six community chapels




.JESUS CHRIST OF 
1.ATTER DAY SAINTS 
SIDNEY BRANCH
MceW lit I'ylhliin lUII '-'a'" ' Uli Mn-rt,






19:43a.m, Sunday Bible School
lUOOa.m. Morning Worship
7;0i)p,m. Evening Fellowship! 
For mlormution 







Rest Haven Drive, 
SERVICES 
9.3(1 a,m, Saturday 
ll.ooa.m.
7.30 p.in. Wednesday
ALT, ARE WELCOME 






Hi'v, C.n. I.vitn -filKt-MIH 
SUNDAY , , ,,
Siin-liiy School OolStt.ai.







A Warm WcU-omi! awalls you
MKMORIAl. (:nFT‘^
In MeiTiofi.-tm i|,-'natiftn» to the
/-'CANADIAN 
CANCER SOCIETY
ace ;tn tipereciaferl tnark n! (ctpcct vecil 
IM' rcM-arcl', ami ehCHl.-i Sc
(Itken,-If matlca (0 .K',;- I *i'ertiif:ia
.Vtiiiic. Vn-c-H'.it• ■( ,i(f fcm (o !(■,'■












The largest independent, 
ftimdy owtietl and enntrolled 
eltalrrin C.anada Snnrb-’''since 
1912. You are welcome to 
corne in to, any of our chapels 




9„3tl a an. The laird's Supper 
11,00a m. Family Bible Hour 
.and Sunday Schnnl
7 oop m Plvenlng Si’rvice 
Wednesday
8 p.m. Prayer A Bible Study 
Jesus fiaid “l am the Ught nf 
the Wnrld”.
Brentwood Chapel









Morning Service 9.00i.m. 
SundaySchoo! lOOOa.m.
Ilmrsday - Bible aas# 8 p.m. 
PASWREONKOai m-wi
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Lunching the other day with 
some printer friends from our 
composing room, the talk being 
mostly gloomy speculation on the 
inroads of automation to which 
they’re singularly exposed, one of 
the older linotype operators 
suddenly remarked: “One thing 
is sure — there’ll never be 
another Dixie Wear.’’
The younger men, it turned out, 
had never head of “Dixie”. They 
knew little or nothing, in fact, of 
those long-gone days when the 
tramp printer, like the travelling 
troubadours, the Scots comics, 
the reciters of Browning and 
Drummond, and the Swiss bell 
ringers crossed and re-crossed 
the land.
Is there, come to think of it, any 
vocation left in which the 
motivation is the appeal of new 
horizons or, as someone once 
wrote of Pauline Johnson, “the 
love of any trail, old or new”?
The printer — the “tourist” as 
he was known to the trade — was 
familiar once in every shop, a 
compulsive roamer, happy slave 
to the wanderlust, footloose 
knight of the open road.
Of that vanished breed none 
was so colorful as the bright-eyed 
elf know’n as William Noland
Wear. They called him Dixie 
because he was from Memphis. 
He, himself, invariably in­
troduced himself proudly as 
“Dixie Wear — from 
Everywhere.” When I last saw 
him he was still travelling, still a 
push-over for the mocking bird.
It is difficult now, in this age of 
strong territorial feelings, to 
define the restlessness that kept 
such men moving on, moving on. 
Dixie, himself, could never define 
it. Reminiscing once at a 
convention of the typographical 
union, he recalled a crucial time 
in his life. He was in his ’teens. 
Even then his union card was 
frayed from much handling. He’d 
worked dozens of shops, putting 
his card on the Iward for a few 
days, then sloping on again, 
following the sun.
Farmersville, Texas, was 
different. The weekly paper there 
was run by an elderly couple. 
Dixie worked hard for them. He 
was not only typographer, but a 
one-man newspaper. The old 
folks liked him. They treated him 
as a son. It looked as if he’d found 
a home.
He’d been there seven or eight 
months, he recalled, and Spring 
was coming up outside the print
shop door.
“I was standing’ there with the 
type in my hand,” Dixie 
remembered, “arid a gol-darned 
mockin’ bird let out a tune close 
by. 1 laid my type stick down 
right careful, put on my hat and 
coat and started walkin’. It was 
like I'd been hypnotized by that 
gol-darned bird. The gypsy blood 
got in my feet again. I've never 
been back for my pay.”
In a way. I suppose. Dixie lived 
in suspension between his 
dreams of the future and his 
memories of the past and the.se 
were his only roots.
He had a lot to look back on. I 
remember him talking the night 
away, recalling other famous 
tramp type-setters such as J. 
Bird Wright and Nathan Bird- 
man, the wandering Jew, and a 
storied roamer known far and 
wide as Weary Willie Waterhouse 
of Walla Walla, Wash.
1 remember him reminiscing 
about the papers he’d worked for, 
papers with wonderful names 
like the Okolona Messenger, the 
Adam Station Rattlesnake, the 
Paducah Morning News, the 
Arkansas Thomas Cat, the Waco 
Iconoclast.
He’d made 22 round trips from
Buffalo to the Golden Gate, 
following the gold trails into 
Nevada and to Cripple Creek, 
Colorado, setting type for the 
noble little flat-bed presses that 
were set up wherever men set­
tled.
He remembered James “Jack" 
O'Rear, a fearless man at a 
typewriter when fearless men 
were not a rarity, and he'd hiked 
through New Mexico with Jack 
London, set type with Irvin S. 
Cobb in Paducah and Opie Read 
in Gallatin, Tennessee, in the 
days before the linotype.
We were mostly young men 
that night, reporters and prin­
ters, sitting in a circle about 
Dixie. I remember the rapt, 
absorbed look on tho.se faces, the 
look of young men hearing the 
mocking bird's call to faraway 
places. Then we all went home to 
our Mamas,
INCREASED AMBULANCE CALLS 
STILL A PROBLEM
In his report to Sidney Council 
on Monday evening, alderman 
Chris Andersen — a member of 
the fire marshall’s committee -— 
said that the increasing number 
of ambulance calls had again 
been discussed at a committee 
meeting.
More than 40 such emergency 
calls were answered in the past 
month, said /Vndersen.
Saanich Volunteer Department 
have been increasingly helpful in 
looking after transfers of patients 
whose homes are in that 
municipality.
Concluding his remarks. /\n- 
dersen said that members of the 
local department felt 
obligation to long-time members 
of the community who required 
such transfer services.
Mayor Stan Dear, claiming 
that a number of suggestions for 
easing the situation have been 
offered in the past, asked .-Xji- 
dersen why the transferring of 
patients from Rest Haven to 
other hospitals was not 
eliminated as one of the vokmteer 
services.
.•\ndersen then explained that 
area doctors and hospital staff 
were cooperating — and that the 
local firemen say this has helped 




We Buy and Sell 
Old China. Silver. 
Furniture 
and Bricabrae 








Commenting on the opening 
ceremonies at the new Central 
Saanich sewage treatment plant, 
Sidney alderman Wilkie Gardner 
said Monday that the municipal 
employees there were “smart 
looking young men, they had 
their hair cut reasonably short.”
electrohome
ELEC TROHO.M ELTD. 2.533 GOVERN MENTS!
IN THE HEART OF DOWNTOWN VANCOUVER
0* r 'i? -- 4 r ’
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
provides spacious new 
accommodation with fully 
equipped kitchens, cable 
TV, phone, free parking 
and view balconies. AM this 
for $15.00 single and $3.00 
per additional guest .... 
with complimentary coffee 
and tea service tor your 
added enjoyment. On your 
next visit to Vancouver 
stay downtown at the
AAaytair Hotel located at Hornby and Robson Streets. 
For reservations, write
845 Hornby St., yaneoover 1, B.C. or Phone area 604-487-6751.
A LARGE NUMBER of 
Central Saanich residents, 
public officials, civic 
dignitaries from other 
areas and repre,sentatives 
of the project’s engineers 
and contractors attended 
opening ceremonies at the 
new Central Saanich 
sewage treatment plant on 
Saturday, May 12. North 
Saanich Mayor T.C.M. 
Davis, senior elected-of­
ficial of the last remaining 
Peninsula municipality 
without sewage treatment 
facilities, toured the new 
plant •— and had a 
somewhat sheepish smile 






Cuts the grass 
and Gliniinates 
clippings!
Tho ono nimvot that cuts Iho , 
flrans, Ihen ciits and rO"Cutr. 
tho clIpplopB Into a lino 
mulch that (lifinpponrR down 
into your town. No bag lo 
omply. No r.lloplngt) lo mko. 
No dangorous discharge 
chulo, Fastof, wirir, cleamrr 
lhan nnylliinci olso you’ve 
uned. Avallmblo In 22" noK- 
prupylioU,??." hiitl Th" fi.iriU- 
propelled tnodols, Bolons 
DIvIflIon, FMC Corporation,
YARD AHEAD
No matter what you're 




BEACON PLAZA SHOPPING CENTRE
hit J'lL't , SI,1',
QUALITY GUARANTEED
AND AT GREAT SAVINGS






65C3g82 9756-3Rd. St. 656-3358
Empress 


















1 Lb. Tub For
Regular Smoked 
Fletchers Or Olympic 
Whole Or Shank Half
Mexican Grown 
Peacock Variety







Prices Effective May 15 lu May IS
In
'iVt;. Ikst-rvc’ the Rigid tu, wnhl
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“SPraT” WILL FLY SATURDAY
NWth An>erica’s first in­
ternational corssing over a body 
of water by a model aircraft will 
take place on Saturday, May 19, 
arranged by Victoria Radio 
Control Modellers.
The six-foot radio-controlled 
“^irit of Victoria” will take off 
from Port Angeles, Washington 
and fly 20 miles north across the 
Juan de Fuca Strait to land at 
Clover Point in Beacon Hill Park. 
This is the route swum by
Marilyn Bell about 20 years ago.
The specially designed craft 
will be controlled over the water 
from a boat, and landed by a 
land-based “pilot” who will take 
control of the plane as it comes 
into visual and radio range.
The Puckle Road polo field has 
been the “Spirit’s” practice 
ground and many club members, 
including Chris and Les Cox of 
Sidney, have‘had a hand in her 
design.
MmmU Chut
One of the best novels a couple 
of years ago was Robertson 
Davies’ Fifth Business, an in­
vestigation of the psychological 
and metaphysical tangle 
surrounding the life of a 
Canadian schoolmaster. Now 
comes THE MANTICORE, a 
working out of one of the dark 
patterns in the earlier book.
It is a sequeU dependent on 
Fifth Business for ease of un­
derstanding. Yet it is a good 
novel on its own — subtle, solid, 
and often funny. David Staunton, 
the main figure, is a successful 
Canadian criminal lawyer. The 
court in which he finds himself 
struggling now' is not the legal 
kind, however, and he is not the 
attorney, but the defendant. 
Staunton is a skilled professional, 
a cynic and a cplibate whose pose
in personal matters is to remain 
aloof. In reality, he lives in a 
small clearing suiTOunded by an 
unexplored, encroaching 
psychological jungle, whose 
advance he slows by drinking a 
bottle of whisky a day. One of the 
beasts lui-king here is his father, 
a loathed, rich bully who was 
seen in Fifth Business, and when 
his father dies mysteriously, 
Staunton flees from Toronto to 
Zurich to the office of a 
psychiatrist.
The doctor is both a Jungian 
and a woman, and Staunton finds 
the second fact more alarming 
than the first. But the Jungians, 
with their emphasis on myth, are 
well equipped to deal w'ith beasts 
in jungles, and soon Staunton has 
identified a number of symbolic 
monsters, including the man-
By Mary Kierans
ticore — a creature with the head 
of a man, the body of a lion and 
the tail of a dragon. It is himself, 
the barbed and beastly 
rationalist.
'The dialogues between patient 
and healer are of a high order. 
Now and then they veer unex­
pectedly into a mad kind of 
comedy, as when he describes his 
attempt of his socially ambitious 
stepmother and an inept dentist 
friend to mold a plastic death 
mask from his father's body, with 
the result that the old man went
w'ithout histo his grave 
eyebrows.
Davies wisely breaks off before 
the analysis is completed, and 
before all the secrets of the in­
terior jungle are revealed. The 
ending is curiously unravelled, 
and since the author is an im­
peccable craftsman, this may be 
a sign that a novel cycle is in 
progress.
THE MANTICORE is now 
available from the Sidney-North 






HUMAN RELATIONS PART OF LEARNING
OBITUARIES
WINGING ON A practise flight, the “Spirit of Victoria” is pictured 
over Central Saanich site of the Victoria Radio Control Modellers.
Custom or Spec. Homes 
Apartment Buildings 





Phone: Mike; 656-4066 
Vic ; 656-4003
9145 Inverness Road 
P;0. Box 2191, R.R. 2 
Sidney, BX.
REYNOLDS 
Henry George Edmund 
Reynolds, Lt. Cmdr. R.C.N.V.R. 
(Ret.) passed away in the 
Ladysmith General Hospital, 
Monday, May 7, 1973.
Born in Winnipeg, Manitoba, 
Commander Reynolds was 86 
years of age. A resident of 
Blythswood House at Yellow 
Point and a farmer long time 
resident of Dean Park Road, 
Sidney, B.C. and of Courtenay, 
B.C. and of the Okanagan.
He was a veteran of World War 
One and Two and a member of 
the Association of Professional 
Engineers of British Columbia.
Predeceased by his wife Mary 
in 1969 and a daughter Christine 
in 1950. He is survived by one 
daughter Mrs. D.M. tAudrey) 
Wilmott, Nanaimo, B.C., nine 
grandchildren and four great 
grandchildren.
Private funeral services were
held in the Chapel of Mount 
Benson Funeral Directors, 
Nanaimo, B.C. on Friday May 
11th. Rev. Barry Jenks of St. 
James Anglican Church will 
officiate. Cremation.
SEGALERBA 
At Sidney, B.C. on May 13,1973, 
Mr. Philip Louis Segalerba, aged 
72 years, born in Sidney, B.C., 
late residence, 9996Third St., 
Sidney, B.C.
He leaves his loving wife, Vina, 
at home; daughters, Mrs. Robert 
(Phyllis) Simpson, Victoria, B.C. 
and Mrs. Peter (Lillian) Boudot, 
Ucluelet, B.C.; 4 grandchildren; 
3 great grandchildren; 2 sisters; 
his brother ; nieces and nephews.
Service was held in the Sands 
Funeral Chapel, Chapel of Roses, 
Sidney, B.C. on Wednesday, May 
16,1973 at 11:00 a.m. Rev. Father 
William Mudge officiating. 
Cremation.
Saanich School Board is 
pioneering in the field of “family 
life” instruction, a form of 
teaching which has recently been 
emphasized by Education 
Minister Eileen Daillie.
Counsellor Gerry Guest gave 
the Board an outline of the 
program which has been 
structured by Sanich teachers 
themselves to reach all grades. 
“We have no specialist teachers, 
but try to use the “teachable 
moment” in every day classroom 
discussion,” explained Guest who 
has been conducting training 
sessions among his volunteers.
“All good teachers are already- 
doing this” he added, “we are 
only making it more structured.”
Guest said that the issue of
parental involvement has not yet 
Ixjen stressed and suggested that 
the Board could help establish 
this contact with the public.
Minister Daillie has said that a 
curriculum which neglects 
human relations may be per­
ceived to be irrelevant.
Trustee Gordon Ewan noted 
that the family life program 
guidelines tie in closely with 
Department of Education ideas 
.... Saanich School District may 
be' a “lighthouse” in this field, 
said Ewan, warning that trustees 
must be prepared to “stand up 
and be counted” in defence of the 
program.
CTiairman Parrott thanked the 
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Open for Drop-ins 
CENTRE CLOSED 
Painting — Oils 
Serenaders Practice 
Uqtud Embroidery 






Concert—With Grace Hawkins 





HAVE LUNCH, AFTERNOON TEA OR EARLY SUPPER
A LA CARTE OR COMPLETE DINNER
Open till 10 p.m. 7 days a Week _
Dine and Dance to organ and piano music by George Essihos
e : »■' ■,« ■ ■ ^ ......
PLEASE RESERVE, LIMITED SITTINGS.
Full Convention, Banquet 









The Select Standing Committee on Social Welfare and Education has 
been asked to examine injto and study the following matters, namely :
LOCATED NEXT TO MILL BAY F'ERRY
SEAVIEW DINIfiG ft DANCING
To tltc organ and pluuo atyllnjj? of Annlito CoBliUo. 
Tuowlay through Sumltty cvailngB, rwcrvation* suggisilod.
^pine. wiOi' ihC' relaxing'„atm&54phere^^-.''" ;; 
and view of Scenic Brentwood Bay
MOTEL COFFEE SHOP and MARINA
OU) FASHIONED PRICES 
S|NSCttEidttg:tii' Niveddlngn, Jianquetfii, conventiouR
Complete ©inner S^elcttion
Tickets now on sale for the Quamichan Inn trip on May 31st; also 
Gulf Island Ti-ip on June 5th.
Morning coffee. Light lunches and afternoon tea served every day 
Monday to Friday, with a special Hot Dinner every Wednesday. Senior
Citizens of the district and visitors welcome.
The present system of delivery of home care and related health ser­
vices in this Province as follows:
(a) To ascertain the relationship of reduced acute-care hospitalization
and home care; and ,
(b) To ascertain the relationship of need for extended care or special
care where home care is provided.
IN SIDNEY
CnOICK OP STAlVrCRi . ,
rmiT cof;KTMi*,rh£Na«, .oMiOfC soutn 
.'CHfcr'S. GAL/vn,:
on




(TODAY'S' DpeSKJlt AhD. BEVEIV.GE
- ■ FOE EfiBEEVATIONS 652-HW
; im'iiEENTW.ooD Oeive, ;
' OPENSUNi:)AY«'14iiWMMVl«AId-liPM , 
, FlUDAY - SATURDAY A AM, - I,PM 
Axwmodatlon daily, wwkly, montWy ■ ^ 
Kitdicnwtlo units avallnWc 
All »^t«« within 100 feet »nd everl^klng the 
YNqumiES PHONE _
11173 Toyota Corona 2 Dr IIT Autojk lladlo.
11)71 Toyota Mark I! 2 Dr HT 
ltl7i Toyota Corona 1 DU SdnV Auto.
11)71 Firenza SW, auto.
;.Tl)70:MarH ILSW auto,,: ;
11)70 Chevrolet 4 Dr Sdn. V S auto. P.S. P.B.
'.i Radio.''
1070 Duster 340. I spd. Radio 
106. Mustang V H aulo. P.S, P.B. Radio 
1060 T Bird 2 Dr. Loaded.
1067 Chev Inipala 2 DR HT V 6 auto, P.S. P.B,
. '-Radio' ,
1067 Fort Galaxle 500 2 Dr HT V 8 auto, P.S.
^ P.B..Radio '
1066 Chev linpala SS, Full Power. 4 Dr sedan. 
t066 Olds F85 V 8 auto, Radio.
1066 Dodge 4 Dr. 6 - Aud, Radio
v.mmD«dge2,BR'nTV-;s. Auto. ^
1066 Pontiac 4 DR V 8 aulo, P.S. P.R. Radio 
1065 Foi'd Convert , V 8 Full Power.
1065 Volks Fnslbaek
1061 Mercury Marauder 4 DR HT. Full Power
ami-Air., , , , ... . . „
2630 BEACON 656-43)1
Home care with a view to co-ordinating activities of the voluntary 
sector, the Health Department, and activities of the Department of
Rehabilitation and Social Improvement.
3 Consider financing of all levels of home care.
I Complete, as mav be deemed necessary, the consideration of any 
malRjrs referred to the said Committee during the present session of 
'the.Legislative Assembly.-', ^
The Select Standing CommUlee on SocialWelfare and Education will hold 






May'.22"and Z\May 24 and 2.5 (Health Unit No. 5,2610 Victoria)
.May 28 '', ' ' '. ; ,
M'ay''29■ ' ' '
May 30 (Cedar Committee Room,
Parliament Buildings, Victoria)
for the purpose of receiving briefs and presentations from organizations 
interestcil In the terms of reference of the Select Standing Committee on 
Social Welfare and Education.
Appointments to appear at the Publle Hearings may be arranged with 
the Senior Clerk of the Health Unit concerned, Appearances before, the 
Committee Hearings in Victoria may be arranged with the Office of the 
Chairman. Parliament Buildings, Victoria, by phoning 387-30S)7.
ALL ENQUIRIES AND COMMUNICATIONS SHOULD BE ADDRESSED
TO;- ■,' ' . .
Ms. Rosemary Brown, M.L.A,, 
Chairman,
Seleel Slandlng Committee on 
Social Welfare and Education, 
Parliament Buildings, 
VICTORIA, British Columbia.
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BANKS WELCOME SBENBiNG
Special to the Sidney Review 
BY RAT itlLNSON
CENTRAL SAANICH VOLUNTEER FIREMEN 
were too late Monday afternoon to save an old 
barn which burst into flame shortly after noon. 
Only the bare frame of the structure was still 
standing v;hen two Central Saanich fire trucks
arrived to fight the blaze in unseasonably warm 
weather. The barn was located on the farm of 
Mr. H.P. deMooy, 6435 Oldfield Road. Cause of 
the blaze is not known.
Times have changed since 
Stephen Leacock wrote the 
hilarious account of his first 
quaking visit to a bank.
The celluloid cuffs and sober 
visage of the teller behind the 
cage have been replaced by mini- 
skirted girls and instead of the 
warnings to save, there are 
slogans advocating “why wait 
until tomorrow?"
“Banks have gone heavily into 
the consumer field" says Don 
Smith, manager of the Sidney 
branch Bank of Montreal which 
this week celebrates its 25th 
anniversary on Beacon Ave. 
“The old saying, 'if you don't 
need a loan, they will give it to 
you’ no longer holds true!" 
TRUE!"
Although the branch is 
celebrating 25 years of con­
tinuous service to Sidney, it has 
even earlier links with this tov\-n. 
In 1909, the Merchant’s Bank of 
Canada, occupied an office where 
the Silver Dragon cafe now 
stands. In 1922 this bank w-as 
taken over by the Bank of 
Montreal and in the next few 
years, moved to other locations
on Beacon Ave., including the 
present site of Sidney Super 
Foods (then Sidney Trading) and 
the building now occupied by 
Gordon Hulme Ltd.
A large vault door in the Hulme 
office bears signatures of early 
bank personnel such as Mustart 
(1929-1933) and Wakefield (1930- 
1933) for it was the custom to sign 
vault doors when arriving and 
leaving a post.
In 1935, the Bank closed down 
its Sidney branch, opening again 
on a part lime basis eleven years 
later with administration 
directed from the GoN'ernment 
St. Victoria branch.
In 1948, it opened on a full time 
basis with a staff of four and 
Gordon T. German in charge. 
Diu'ing the term of managers 
G.C. Johnston and Alan R. 
Spooner, the new Bank of Mon­
treal building at Beacon and 
Third was constructed.
In 1954, this building was only 
half its present size, e.xpanding in 
1959. Now it has a staff of 19 in­
cluding manager Don Smith and 
account manager John M. 
Bukovec and is again somewhat 
cramped!
Since Smith arrived in 1964, the 
bank has computerized many 
procedures, a move which, say 
the manger, has both solved and 
created problems.
Tlie majority of staff members 
are women, in fact there are only 
three men on the regular Sidney 
staff and management by women 
is encouraged (23 percent of 
management personnel in B.C. 
are women). Because mobility is 
a prime criteria however, many 
women are of necessity excluded 
from this category.
Ihe entire staff will be playing 
host this week to customers and 
friends who come for coffee and 
cake during Open House.
Capital Regional District Offices 
Have Moved to
524 YATES ST.
Tel. 388-4421 P.O. Drawer 1000, Victoria, B.C.
COILIMS MARKET
2335 AMITY DR. - CORNER PAT BAY HVVY
BEST QUALITY MEATS & GROCERIES
WATCH FOR OUR WINDOW SPECIALS 
Houles 10 a.m.-7 p.m.






Sunday, May 27, is the day set 
aside for Sidney Parks’ Day. 
Arranged by the Sidney 
Recreation Commission and in 
co-operation with the Sidney 
Parks’ Committee, Sidney Parks’ 
Day will focus attention on 
outdoor recreation during the 
summer months. Parks, beach, 
beach accesses and trails all 
provide facilities for summer 
pleasure. Starting^at Sanscha at 2 
p.m., information will be given as 
to where parks’, etc., are located, 
the public will be encouraged to 
drive around and see for them­
selves what is available and 
where it is.
Provincial Park’s Branch, 
Community Recreation Branch, 
B.C. Yachting Association and
Sidney Swim Qub and Outing 
Group will provide a variety of 
displays of interest to all. A 
concession w'ill operate at San­
scha. The doors will be open at 
1:30p.m. The official opening at 2 
p.m. Touring of parks from 2 - 
4:30 p.m.
Other recreational activities 
being sponsored by the Sidney 
Recreation Commission are: 
May 25: Family Night 7 - 9 p.m., 
June 1: Penny Festival, June 8: 
Old Time Dance, June 15: Family 
Night 7 - 9 p.m., June 20: 
Volunteer Recognition.
Further information is 
available by telephoning 656-4914,
(Mondays to Fridays, between 
9:30 and 11:30 a.m.). An an­
nouncement will be made shortly 
on summer hours.
Participants in the following 
programmes are asked to contact 
their instructors regarding any 
time changes over the Victoria 
Day Holiday: Creative Tots’, 
Ladies Keep Fit Qasses, Ad­
vanced Gymn classes, Leaders’, 
Training Course, Sandlot Soft- 
ball, and Midget Activity 
Programme
.'\nnouncements on the Sum­
mer (July, August) Recreation 
programmes will be made the 
first week of June.
: Notfes
Mr. and J Mrs.? Wilf Mizon, 
Middleborough, Yorksh ire, 
England arrived on May 8 for a 
three week holiday on the 
Saanich Peninsula. They will be 
spending two weeks with Mr. and 
Mrs. C. Essery, Butler Road and 
one week with Mr. and Mrs
Ralph Michell, Pat Bay Hwy. Mr. 
arid Mrs. Mizon lived here for two 
or three years during the War 
years when Mr. Mizon was 
stationed at the Pat Bay Airport 
with the R.A.F.
Mr. and Mrs. W.W, Michell, 
East Saanich Road returned
Mrs. W.D. Lindsay and 
returned home following a
daughter Jennifer, Henry Ave. have 
month’s holiday in Scotland. Jennifer 
competed in City of Glasgow Highland Dancing and came home with 
two silver medals.
Mr. and Mr.s. Donald Easton. Prince George, were guests al the 
homeof Donald's mother, Mrs. J. Easton, Seventh St. last week,
Mrs. C.W. Peck, All Bay Rd. has returned home from Delta, B.C. 
where she attended tho ordination of her youngest .son. Douglas Cyrus, 
into the Anglican Cliurch. Archbishop Godfrey T. Gower, conducted 
the service, Mr. Peck was presented by Dr. John Blewelt and the 
address was given by Rev. Robert Clark. Mr. Peck and family left 
Vancouver on Tuesday la.st, for his charge in Spiritw'ood, Sask.
Mr. and Mrs. A.C. Ramsay of 1299 Mt. Newton Crossroad have been 
busy with house guests for the past few weeks, During the Ea.ster 
v;ec‘kend tlioy had their nieces Miss Ruth Ramsay and Miss Molly 
Donaldson, from Vancouver, Another guest was their son, Mr. 
lluHnas G. Unmsuy, from Chicago. 'Hieir cousins, Mr. and Mrs. 
WilUam Burchill of Victoria, si.M>nt several days with them, and this 
past weekend Mr. and Mrs. Ben Ueeee, also cousins of the Ramsays, 
came from Edmonton.
recently from a bus tour to Reno 
Nevada. While there they also 
enjoyed a side trip to l.ake Tahoe 
and Virginia City,
Mrs. L. Wade, Mission, B.C. 
and Miss Audrey Price, Victoria, 
were guests at the home of Mr. 
arid Mrs. L. Farrell last week.
Mr. and Mi-s. H. Grott, Barbara 
Place, returned home last week 
from a five week motor trip to 
Alberta, North Dakota and 
Washington.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Wills, Weiler 
Avenue arrived back home la.st 
Saturday evening from a real 
“Fun’’ Tour by bus to Reno 
Nevada with short tours to ad­
jacent centers of interest.
A community recognition 
picnic to honour Mr. E. W. Hatch, 
Principal of Brentwood 
Elementary School for the past 
twenty-seven years, is being 
organized and will take place 
starting at four o’clock, Sunday 
afternoon June 17th at Centennial 
Park, Wallace Drive. Mr. Hatch 
will not be leaving School District 
63, but will take over the duties of 
I.M.C. Coordinator for the 
district. The lengthy service of 
three other teachers of the 
Brentwood School will also be 
recognized — Mrs. Anne For- 
sberg retired recently; Miss 
Mary Harrington is taking up her 
duties at another school in the 
district; and Mrs. Joyce Apps is 
retiring. Former pupils of the 
school — especially those lyho 
were under the principalship of 
Mr. Hatch—- parents; trustees 
and former trustees are parr 
ticularly invited to attend. 
Former pupils still living in the 
district are requested to contact 
others Who may be known to 
them. Mr. Graham Rice will be 
the M.C. of the gathering and will 
organize sports and other en­
tertainment for all age groups.
Fornier pupils are requested to 
recall any amusing incidents that 
may have occurred during their 
years at the school, and are asked 
to phone Mrs. Alan Pugh at 652- 
1636 in the evening and she will 
arrange to have them taped for 
re-play at the picnic.
Coffee will be provided: also 
cold drinks for the youngsters; 
and everyone is asked to bring 




Shrubs “ Rhododendrons ■ Heather
6447 WEST SAANICH RD. PHONE 652-2863




A land where waves down
'in' M' ij'l iV'':, i V
on lonq'beaches.' '
A land of deep green forests filled with fish 
and game, And silence. „ : J : - v
A land of mountains that disappear 
into the sea,"'
A land of clean cities and clear air,
A land of valleys full of friendly faces 
and warm handshakes, A land where - 
fresh fruit ripens in warm summer sun.
A land of highways " 
and backvoads that beckon,
A land where history slilillves with 
today's way of life.
A land that offers lo those fortunale enough 
to live here, the qualities of life that 
tourists travel ml)cs to expeiiencc.
In a world tlial’s being civilised out of its 
senaeji, come back lo yours tins summer, 
Take the time to look around you,
At a land to love. To be pall of, . _ ■
; I'o be proud of. 
i Your land . . . British Columbia.
See it this Summer
f‘i\f more tr.'wd Infom'ii'tlion, v(^;lt any Hilibh Colniritil.i Intonri.iiioa Cnniie. or u.titi': 
BtWsh Columbia Dcpsiimcnt of Tfiuvl tiv.lusiry, 1019 Wluui Viooiia, B.C,
How Much Advertising 












Professloricil Service With 
? Thot, Personol Touch :
Very often, it may be none.
If a Realtor is aggressive in seeking out prospective buyers 
and sellers —and diligent at keeping his records — the chances 
are very good that he has a buyer waiting the moment you put 
your house up for sale.
This often results in an almost immediate sale without even 
the time to advertise the property, let alone the need.
But don’t be misled by appearances. The Realtor will have 
earned his commission by the weeks and months of persistent 
spadework that preceded the sale.
It is during his day-to-day detailing of each buyer’s needs that 
a Realtor accumulates a prospect list covering almost any 
property listed.
This is the key to successful marketing of real estate property 
-—the mating of the right buyer to the right property — with all 
the numerous details of personal wants to be considered arid 
weighed. .
A competent Realtor will by-pass unsuitable properties, 
saving the buyer time, and perhaps a good deal of money.
Buyers should not wait until they see the property they want 
advertised, but seek out a competent Realtor. The perfect house 
for them may just have been added to his files.
See you next week.




garden t  rq  spader or Elgin, Sears,




' «C1 can Mower 
^ Grind Bedkiilfc 
A Grind and Adjust Reel
♦ Check WheeiR and BearingK 
Cheek Engine
■A Overhaul Ignition SysIcmMi 
♦Overhaul Carburetor 
♦Overhaul Starter 
»• Change Engine Oil 
♦Cienn Air igiUcrR
♦ ScUUp Control H.
:|<:lncludcH coil, condenser and 







Hero's What We Do-
♦Clean Mower
♦ Sharpen and Balance




♦ acan Air Filler 
♦•IVst Mower.
^slncliidea coll, condenser and' point 
check on electronic tester.
FREE!
KHilinaUfR Given onMaJor Repairs. All l»prti Required are Extra!
HAND REEL MOWERS
AiClean ♦Grind Bed Knife ♦Grind Heel 
♦Check Wheel, Pswin nntl Bearing
Silcrilmowcrs will be lapped in for silent cuUlnff,
Reel Power IVIower,
Sharpening <}f 
Garden Shears imth 
.Yatir Mower ... 
Tane'-lh
^7.9S
Bharpening Only '^'j •!
Electric ^ viewer CJicckcd and .Siiui'pciied"
: . Coll ^3«!t-§1ir ' - ■
for FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY
Gharge .lt on ’I'our SliiipiioiiK-Sears AlhPiirpose Acconnt '̂
■MtiMMlWHIlIttl
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SPRING MUSIC RECITAL
by Mavis Edwards 
An evening of piano music by 
the pupils of Miss Mabel Gold­
finch was enjoyed by parents and 
friends on May 12th in Holy 
Trinity Church Hall.
The hall was pleasantly cool 
after the heat of the day and the 
beautiful floral arrangements, 
gifts of the ladies of the church, 
added the joys of spring to the 
occasion.
Fourteen boys and girls par­
ticipated in the recital: Stephen 
Lipscomb, Eric Chu, Kathy 
Karperien, Heather Deans, 
Brock Parrott, Robbie Croll, 
Leslie Croll, Jamie Croll, Kathy 





Stephanie Gibson and Marigold 
Edwards. Marianne Gowan and 
John Begg.were unable to attend. 
After the musical programme, 
guests and pupils were treated to 
delightful refreshments, 
following which the young 
pianists and other children 
present played a fascinating 
game with a musical theme 
contrived bv Miss Goldfinch.
Slaop &■ Swap
MOTHER’S DAY-ACTIVITIES for Mrs. S. Fluger included 
supervising her husband while he helped apply a nev/ coat of 
paint to daughter Nadyne’s Beacon Avenue storefront. (Review 
Photo);:'Vv
RECREATION BRIEF IN PREPARATION
Sidney Recreation Commission 
chairmah Dan Johnson is
CaleMdar;
Thursday, May 17 - Rae Bui-ns’ 
Dance Studio 3 7 p.m.; Dog
Obedience Training, 7:30 -’ 
Eckanar 8 t; 10 pirn .
Friday, May 18 - Rae Burns’ 
Dance Studio 3:30 - 8 p.m.
Monday, May 21 - Qosed for 
holiday.
Tuesday, May 22 - Rae Burns’ 
Dance Studio 3 - 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday, May 23 - Rae 
Burns Dance Studio 3; 30 - 9 p .m.
Sanscha Tentals: Telephone 
656-4914, Mondays to Fridays 9:30 
- 11:30 a.m.
preparing a brief on the 
organization of recreation in the 
town, council was told Monday 
evening.
Alderman Jack Hamilton, 
recreation committee chairman, 
told council that Johnson is 
“somewhat unhappy ’’ with the 
present organization of 
recreation in Sidney.
Also in the field of recreation, 
council members received copies 
of; an : extensive report on the 
subject, prepared largely;: by 
aldermen Pat Merrett and 
Hamilton.
The report will be: studied by; 
council’s committee of the whole, 
before any of its recom­
mendations are implemented.
:^ATHER:
The following is tlie meteorological report 
. for the week ending May 13 furnished by the 
Research Station, Sidney .
Maximum temperature (May 13), ,79
, Minimum temperature (May 9) 38




Supplied by the meteorological division, 
Department of Transport for the week en 
ding May 13.
Maximum temperature (May 13) W




Sidney council agreed Monday 
evening to the installation of 
signs near the Anacortes ferry 
terminal, directing tourists 
toward camping facilities near 
the East Saanich Indian reserve.
Tony Housdorff, manager of 
the K.O.A. campground on Mt. 
Newton Cross Road, appeared, 
before council with his request, 
explaining that he had been 
refused permission for such a 
sign by the provincial govern­
ment.
Housdorff said that the town 
was going to experience “real 
problems” with the' increased 
traffic from the new, larger ferry 
oh the Anacortes run — and 
explained that tourists following 
the signs would proceed along 
Lochside Drive to his camping 
area -— without having to use the 
Pat Bay Highway.
The signs will not include the 
naraeof the campground, but will 
simply state “campground four 
miles south.’’
After some discussion as to who 
would bear the cost of the signs, 
Housdorff agreed;to >provide 
therri if the town ’s works; crew, 
would look;; after their in­
stallation.
Commencing Saturday, May 
26, 1973, and continuing each 
Saturday until the end of August, 
a Shop & Swap will be held on the 
Fairgrounds in Saanichton. While 
this will be open to individuals, 
we hope that as many of the local 
organizations as possible will 
take advantage of this op- 
{Xirtunity to raise money.
You may sell handicrafts, farm 
or garden produce, home baking, 
or used articles, if you wish.
Qiarges will be $2 a week for 
people selling and 25c parking 
per car for the general public.
On many of the Saturdays in 
this period there are other events 
scheduled on other parts of the 
Fairgrounds — horse shows, field 
days, etc — and this should 
provide a steady supply of 
customers.
Some inside space will be 
available in case of rain. Phone 
652-3314 or 479-2665 for in­
formation.
Winners at the four tables 
received prizes for their suc­
cessful efforts.
Climax of the evening was the 
presentation of awards to pupils 
based on their year’s work. In the 
junior achievement category 
Stephen Lipscomb placed first 
with 86 percent followed by Kathy 
Karperien with 85 percent. In­
termediate placings were Robbie 
Croll with 78 percent and Marc 
Drost with 77 percent. In the 
senior category, Marigold Ed­
wards placed first with 92 percent 
and Leslie Croll and Stephanie 




Our Lumber Yard 
12” X 96” Wood Grain Stained 
Parta Board Shelving
Our Paint Dept
still Same Discontinued Colors
in No. 1 Bapco it Sherwin-Williams Paints at 1/2 Price
Our Garden Dept and Hardware Dept
Quality Goods at Regular Prices SERVICE With A Smile
MINOR HOCKEY 
.ASSOCIATION 
Registrations for boys of the 
Sidney, Central Saanich and 
North Saanich areas between the 
ages of seven through nineteen 
will be held on May 26, 9:30 a.m. 
to 3:30 p.m., and May 27, 12:30 to 
4:00 p.m. at the Saanichton 
Agricultural Hall, East Saanich 
Rd. Parent or guardian must 
bring birth certificate at time of 
j registration. Fee is $25.00.
(Don't Forget Our Free Delivery)







DOB OBEDIENCE CLUB 
The North Saanich Dog 
obedience Training Club will 
hold a summer session; of 
obedience classes, outdoors at 
the McTavish Rd. Elementary 
School grounds. It’s the time of 
year when everyone, including 
the dogs, enjoy working outside.
May Discount
^EER LEGS PANTI HOSE
One size 
fits all. 
S.R.P. 1.19 PAIR 69^ or
Registration night will be held 
at Sanscha Hall on Wednesday, 
May 16th. Qasses will commence 
on Thursday, May 24th at 7 p.m. 
All those wishing to attend should 
make an effort to come to 
registration night. For in­
formation, phone 656-1938, 652- 
1060 or 652-1634.
PROTEIN 21 SHAMPOO
BUY ONE . ' ■ '






























































































S.R.P. 2.98ADORN HAIR SPRAY
GEIMINE FREE! SUPER DISCOUNT
13 oz.
LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC
S.R.P. 1.38 SUPER DISCOUNT
► SIDNEY PHARMACY LTD,
241(1 BEACON 85(1-1168
'A phone is an extension of your personality.;t:xtenvSion' phones are c 
hecause that way everyone in the farTYily carv have just the right phone 
and have it right where they want it. A real nice wrinkle when you have 



















Western Family jg,, ^ 25
95 10"x20” Hibachi FOIL WRAP 59
.Swifts or Gainers Western Family
WIENERS MARGARINE 08lb.
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Great Sltliiey Rewliig Re'vlew!
Regiilatlens Set
Great Sidney Rowing Review 
honourary chairman Col. James 
Brown-Hardinge of North 
Saanich, again created a minor 
disturbance at a meeting of the 
committee held in Sidney on 
Friday morning, to establish 
regulations for the 1973 running 
of the pulling boat competitions.
At one juncture, during the 
early morning gathering, several 
other committee members were 
required to forceably restrain the 
former British Army officer 
when he threatened to thrash 
Review reporter Joshua
MEETING INTERRUPTED BY IRATE COLONEL
Prize List Increased
BY .lOSHl'A BKHI.ML TTKK 
Marine Editor for the Sidnoy lU'vicnv
Perlmulter “about the head and 
shoulders” for his coverage of a 
meeting held during January.
Perlmutter had reported that 
the Colonel “rattled his cane” on 
legs of a chair occupied by 
Rowing Review Judge Bert 
Keates, an occurance that 
Brown-Rardinge emphatically 
denied.
Once the meeting settled into 
some semblance of order, the 
committee approved an increase 
in the number of prizes to be 
awarded, with a minimum of S25 
alloted for the winner in each 
category of the July 28 meet.
As with the 1972 race, boats will 
again be separated according to 
length, W'ith each class covering a
different route. Courses will 
remain the same: the unlimited 
class entries rowing a six mile 
course from the Beacon Avenue 
wharf around Coal Island and 
return; the seventeen foot class, 
a four mile course around Fernie 
Island; twelve foot class, three 
miles around Ker Island; and the 
class for craft nine feet and 
under, a two mile route around 
the Roberts Point l?eacon.
^ ^ 'J.
Boats entered in the unlimited 
class will be divided into two 
groups; one encompassing all 
shells, w'herries and similar craft 
(including any boat wiLh sliding 
seats) — regardless of length; 
the second group including all 
other craft over seventeen feet in 
length.
The seventeen foot class (craft 
over twelve feet and under 
seventeen) and the twelve foot 
class (over nine and under tw'elve 
feet) will each be divided into 
four categories — with $25 prizes 
each for the leading men’s and 
women’s entries with a single 
crew member, and similar prizes 
for the winning entrants with two 
or more crew members.
Because of the large number of 
junior entries expected in the 
nine foot class (boats nine feet 
and under), the committee 
agreed that divisions be made 
according to the age of the en­
trants — as well as- their gender.
The nine foot class will thus 
include separate prizes for boys 
and girls twelve years and under; 
boys and girls thirteen to fifteen 
inclusive; and men and women 
aged sixteen to fifty-nine. Ad­
ditional prizes will be awarded to 
both the winning man and woman 
' sixty years of age and over.
'yT .>IGN0RED -WILTHORPE; vy’ 
committee took no notice 
; of r eth arks by Re vie w' reporter 
Siisarb Rv WU that they
: showed “chauvinistic ten­
dencies”, in declaring that mixed 
crews would automatically be 
considered male entries. Miss 
Wilthorpe concluded her com-
PLACING A SOLID SECOND LAST —- just ahead of John Davies' Deep Cove dory — the whaler entry of H.M.C.S. Malahat 
commanded by Dr. Ian Buckingham contained one of the more colourful crews in the 1972 version of the Great Sidney Rowing 
Review. Stronger competition is expected this summer from a whaler recently acquired by the Sidney Review. (Review Photo)
ments w'iih an obscure reference 
to porcine farm animals, and 
departed somewhat abruptly.
‘‘Damned feminine, 
foolishness! She should be at 
home^ having babies,” growled 
the Colonel, rapping his cane on 
the floor.
His further motion that 
women be barred from the event 
v/as narrowly defeated.
The committee agreed, 
however, that his suggestion that 
a special award be made to the 
oldest entrant in the competition, 
as well as the youngest.
NEAR. MISS
Concluding the formal business 
before them, the committee spent 
tlie balance of the morning 
discussing possible special en­
tries in the event. This reporter 
related an incident he had wit­
nessed on Elk Lake at twilight 
Thursday; when a mysterious 
group of oarsmen came near to 
impaling a swan on the cleayer- 
like bqvy of their racing shell. The 
crew appeared to be strong 
potential competitors.
Sixty-eight year old John 
Newman, who led his class by a 
wide margin last summer, has
been in training since August. His 
special conditioning program — 
which includes running up local 
mountains — is expected to again 
make him unbeatable.
A whaler crew representing 
H.M.C.S. Malahat, under the 
command of Dr. Ian 
Buckingham, will receive strong 
competition this year from an 
identical ex-Canadian Navy boat 
recently acquired by the Sidney 
Review.
Review publisher John Man­
ning, a crew member in 1972 on 
the dory “Pussy” — entered by 
race patron John Davies of Deep 
Cove, is already signing on 
potential oarsmen — having 
dismissed most members of the 
Davies contingent as“entirely 
unfit.”
A number of entries from 
’Vancouver and Washington state 
have already been confirmed by 
the Rowing Review committee, 
and more are anticipated in the 
near future. Entry forms (and 
further information on the race 
may be obtained; by writing the 
Great Sidney Rowing Reviewj 
P.O) Box 2193,(Sidney, B.C.
OARSMEN FROM SIX to well over sixty years of age are expected 
to again make the nine foot class one of the most wpular — and - - 
interesting—- in the July 28 running of Canada's leading pulling 
boat competitions. (Review Photo)
ROWING REVIEW JUDGE Bert Keates casts a discerning eye on the Otter, an old Gorge pulling 











# AIR RIFLES 
© AIR PISTOLS
BICYCLES
DRyG USE & ABUSE
Sidney Unit 302 
Army Navy & Air Force 
Veterans in Canada
including members of the R.C.M.P. Drug Squad 
will be held tonight (Wednesd'«y)
at 7:30 p.m. in Deep Co e School 
sponsored by the Parents’Auxiliary.
EVERYONE WELCOME
THURSDAY, 
MEMBERSHIP NIGHT MAY 24, 1973
Each paid-up member may bring ONE guest.




Miiv 'III K' :>7 Minor ildi’ki-y UcHiMnillDn 
.iiiiK: 2 ■ 'i U l-Ti'Id Day 
: .Imu' 17 • Gii.il Club SIMM , ,
,Inm> I'la .■ iM|..S„\ , Horm- >
SHOP AND SWAI* ON THIC FAUt GUDUNDS 
EVFRY' SATURDAY UOMMENuiNG .MAT
St'iiifiriluT I, 2, ;i ' SAANICH F'AIH 
Nincmh. r a & • JHWID' SHOW
NOTICE
CLUBS, ORGANIZATIONS, HOBBY, & CRAFT 
GROUPS, SCOUTS, GIRL GUIDES etc. etc. etc.
FREE MALL bookings may be urrnnted for displays, 
ronunnjiity Fund Drives etc, etc.
For reservation of space please contact 
Mr. B. Fawcett, Mgr.;
Beacon Plaza Merchants Association
'Phone6S«"M12, '■ . "V't"''' 17.4















An air of fun and frivolity will pervade Eaton’s commencing Tuesday, May 22nd to 
^iurday, May 2fitb. We'il »>e turning the clock back to the ISthOntury wherein our 
staff will 1m* iiUlretl In suitnhle rositimes, oitr wSndowii, dlspiavs, decor and mer* 
dtwridlsii will all perliiln to that diariulng era.
“THE DRIAHO HDTEt,. fiALDDN”—■ walk right Into otii corner, sip tea, rela* while 
you listen to a honkydonk plimo and a real, live Harbei Kliop quartet or just watch the 
passing parade, ,;
PUT A SHINE ON YOUR SHOES - and » »mUe on your race, It’s «n old-f«B|iioned
I'dri^aUi . no fTinriie bt,'*!!!'; ”
Premium Location - Available June 1st 
For Further Information Ph. 656-1116
We invite you to "Sltoll with Eaton's into Another Centuiy"
imiiMiiiMimi BMiffiwiliBiiiiiMiiwiiniiiwiiiiiiwiMiiiiiiBiiiiin'ilMiiiiiiii
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DEADLINE: Tuesday noon for 
insertion same week.
RATES: 25c for each four words or 
less. Minimum charge $1.00
CLASSIFICATIONS
1. Real Estate For Sale
2. Real Estate Wanted To Buy
3. Real Estate For Rent
4. Real Estate Wanted To Rent
5. Help Wanted
6. Work Wanted
7. Home Services and Equipment 
For Sale
B. Home Services and Equipment 
Wanted
9. Autos and Boats for Sale










ONE AND TWO BEDROOM fully furnished 
cottages. Verv quiet area. Reasonable 





















Victoria Real Estate Board 
and Multiple Listing Service.
2444 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 656-1154 \
2296 Henry Ave. 
656-3612
Furnished and unfurnished one 
tvvQ and. three .iiedrooms.
■ 45-tfl
ARlSTOCn.-M' TH.Xil.KU. 21 It. Excellent 
condition. Sacrifice Ksiate safe, S.l.900.00 or 
offers. 656-2753. 20-1
POWERFIL TCBE-TVPE electronic 
amplifier with separate controls, mono, in 
metal cases. Weighs 34 lbs. Price S45.00. 
Phone 656-3347. 20-1
HORSE GRAZING. PA-STCRE, boarding.
You care or we do. Prime pasture land 33’.i 
acres, Sidney area. 656-4297. lfl'2
.ADMIR.AL 12 INCH, pfirtable, B W T.V. In 
excelle.nl condition. Phone 652-1464, 20-1
LIKE TO GARDEN, but have no room? 
Attractive 4 ft. planter box suitable for house 
or apartment. Pre-planted or plant your 
own, herbs, vegetables or flowers. Free 







THREE FINE HOMES 
One acre on LANDSEND Road 
with a 2 yr. old quality built 
home, 3 bedrooms each with full 
en-suite bathroom and many 
extra features. $88,750.
ELDERLY GENTLEMAN REQUIRES 
small home containing one or two bedrooms 
in or within limited distance of Sidney. 
Would like rental basis lo be such as to 
permit personal expenditure on gardening 
and other upkeep items. Phone 656-2636 . 20-1
FAMILY WISHES TO KENT 2 or 3 bedroom 
home or duplex in Sidney area June isl, by 
June 15lh. Reliable tenants. 656-4B95. 30-2
ONE ROOM .AP.ARTMENT in Sidney. Apply 
Box M, Review. 20-1
WANTED
Land and Lots, serviced 
unserviced.
GROW YOUR OWN SPUDS 
in Deep Cove. 11/ 3 ac., cleared, 
with irrigation pond. $12,000
31/2 acres on Saanich Inlet, 3 
bedrooms, 2V2 baths plus 2 room 
cottage. Swimming pool. Lovely 
garden and orchard. $90,000. 
477-2562
YOUNG COUPLE with pets wanting two 
bedroom house with yard. About $150.00 
starting June 1st. Phone 652-2230. 20-1
Help, waiiTea.^
1 ac., cleared, trees on the
fringe. $10,000
YOUR OWN GREENBELT 
Build your own eagle’s next on 
this high rising, treed 6 ac. and 




Here is an ideal family home with 
3 bedrooms plus a 4th in 
basement. Lots of room for ex­
pansion. Spic& Span. $29,900
DEEP COVE MINI FARM 
2.6 ac. of verdant land in 2 par­
cels. A 2 bedroom home, a 20x70 
workshop, an irrigatin pond, lots 
of fruit trees, room for hoj*- 
- .sesv-'$41,900
Established 1925
GROWING W E E KLY
NEWSPAPER on Vancouver
Island requires an ambitious, 
imaginative individual to 
assume responsibility for 
display advertising sales and 
service. Good working con­
ditions, excellent growth 
potential. Previous ex­
perience in sales an asset, but 
not essential. This is a full- 
time salaried position- App^y 
in writing, including resume, 
To Mr. George Manning, The 






Good used furniture bought 
and sold
Phone 656-4013
WANTED, ST AN DING H A V 
area. Phone 656-1504.





■73 TOYOTA HILUX pickup and sportsman 
canopy. 6000 miles. Roy s Chevron Service. 
656-1149. 20-1
Massey-Ferguson Farm, 
Light Industrial And 














7111 West Saanich Rd.
A Message For
FOR THE FINEST 
FLOOR COVERINGS... 
carpet, linoleum, vinyl, 
ceramic tiles ...
The Firm to contact
HOURIGANS
CARPETS & LINOS 
LTD.
713 Pandora — 386-2401
PRICES EFFECTIVE 
May 17-18-19
We reserve the right'to 
limit quantities
-STORE HOURS.:
Monday to Saturday 






MADE LOCALLY — ANY SIZE
We measure and install at no extra charge.
SIDNEY GLASS





WE WILL TAKE TRADE-INS 
BUYING OR SELLING
-.'CALL; .
6564000 Tk drost 656-2427 
656-4000 J. ROSS 656-1234
MAN ONE OR TWO DAYS week to help with 
gardening. Please phone 656-4959. 20-1
1960 ENVOY. Lady owner. Excellent con­
dition. $790.00 or offers. 656-2753. 20-1
1969 OLDS CUTL.ASS 2 door hardt.op. Powder 
brakes, power steering. $2,600.00 . 656-2853.
20-1
3967 ACADIAN, 2 door hardtop 
$1,800.00. Phone 656-4772.
BINGO, K OFi P' HALL. VB pm. every 
Thursday . Everybody welcome. , : ;. 4-lf
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION No. -37 ,
requires a barmaid for afternoon shifts .2:00-
T ; 30 p.m. 656-2428 Or manager 656-2382, 20-1
NORTH SAANICH i DOG OBEDIENCE
CLUB, Summer Obedience Sehool, Out­
doors, McTavish Road Elementary School, 
.Thursday' May 24 al‘7 pmt^Re^str^ion 
liight '-May 16,- 7:30 p.m;':Sanscha,; Hall. 
Special puppy class 4-6 mons. Information 






2481 Beacon Ave., 
Sidney .656-3951
TEXAS OIL COMPANY needs man over 40 
for short trips surrounding SIDNEY. Con­
tact : customers. We train. ’ Write W,.J. 
Dickerson, Pres.; Southwestern Petroleum, 
1 Box 789, .Ft. Worth, Tux.
WELCOME WAGON CLUB. Cruise to Gulf 
Islands from B.C. Ferry Terminal," Island 
Ferries. Departure 1:15 p.m. Return 7:00 
p.m. Sunday, May . 27th. .Refreshments 
available on board or prepare your own 




6.93 acres on Lochside Drive, 
•with a 3 bedroom quality built 
home plus a carport and garage. 
Motel zoned.
15 new homes, some in course of 
building, of superior construction 
in exclusive new subdivision. 1160 
.sq. ft. — 3 bedrooms, master with 
washroom cn suite — on 
municipal water, sanitary sewer, 






Two separate businesses. 
Situated in ideal location; up­
town Sidney. For further par­
ticulars apply to 
II. Bradley (i5«-.M83
Sparling Real Estate Ltd. 
656-1622
YOUNG, MATURE AND .ATTRACTIVE 
receptionist-typist required by Sidney 
Marina. Duties include phone, typing, books, 
minimum sales. Casual but responsible 
position. Hrs, Sat., Sun, 10- 6; Mon.-Wed. 1 • 
9,656-4222. ^0-1
WASH BOY NEEDED for U-Drive at Air­
port, Must have clean and valid driver's 
licence. 656-2312. 20-1
WAITERS AND WAITRESSES for Royal 
Canadian Legion, Sidney, week-ends, 656- 
2428 or manager 656-23B2. 20-1
mmmmmm
WORK WANTED — IVee falling, cemeni 
work, landscaping by hour or conirisci. Free^ 
esumates. Call 65ll-17f.3or 384-0737., Vk-tf
FENNELL’S 
TRAILER SUPPLIES
"Vancou'ver Island’s most 





6459 PATRICIA BAY HWY.
652-2511
IDNEY MOVERS & STORAGE 













NO. 1 SMALL 
LB. 39*
SIDNEY AND NORTH SAANICH GARDEN 
CLUB, monthly meeting, Monday, May 21sl 
8 p.m. Mr. Archie Bain will speak on the 
Care of House Plants. Monthly Competition, 
Collection or Arrangement of Flowers or 
Flowering Shrubs of the season. Visitors 
welcome,
iiiiiSiiilii
1 wish lo thank Dr. Walsh, staff and nurses of 
Rest Haven Hospital for their care and to all 
friends for cards, flowrcs and visits while a 
patient in hospital. Mrs. Alice Pedersen. 20-1
I wish to thank Dr. Moffool, nurses and staff 
for kindness and care during my recevil stay 
in Re.sl Haven Hospital, Thanks also fur the 
itnonymouH hlontl donors, nnd nil wt*ll
wishers, Jesse Sowerby. 2(M
HOLSE 
& 2 LOTS
Older 2 bedroom house* here in 
Sidney. New galley type V.ilchen. 
Uits are 60 x 120 each. Full price
only $23,750 MLS
FUU'NITUUF, UEPAIH; Refinisiiing, 
cabinet making; Venetian blinds retapod 
1 ir.rt cleaned, 25 veurs exiierience. All work 
ine-ranteecl Phone Kd. 656-r.'.18,9682- 41h
St,'- , ,
GARDENING, LAWN WORK, liabysiUmg, 





‘ Notice of Intention
to Apply;/:
' ' to LeaseUand
;; In Land Recording District of 
' Victoria, B.C., and situate oh the < 
foreshore fronting on Part of Lot;
5 (Plan 2348) Plan 468Rv Lots A &
B; Plan 20446; Lots 1, 2 & 3, Plan 
2348; Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6^ Plan 
'980; Section-; 12, Range 4 East, 
North Saanich District: ^
Take notice that Island View 
Marina Ltd., of Sidney, B.C., 
occupation Marina, intends to 
apply for a lease of the following 
described lands.
Commencing at a post planted 
at the North West corner of Lot A, 
Plan 24819, Norlh Saanich 
District, thence 1060-f feet on a 
bearing of S89 degrees 48 00 L to 
a point, thence 780-(- feet oiwa 
Liearing of NOO degrees 12 00 E to 
a point, thence 980-f feel west to 
the North East corner of l/il 6, 
Plan 980, thence south along the 
high water mark to the point of 
origin and containing 19-t- acres, 
more or less, for a Marina,
E.A, Rolhery 
for Island View Marina. 









the MARINE SERVICE CENTER
OUTBOAIID REPAIRS; 
EVINRUDE — JOHNSON ~ HONDA 
. BR'rnSH SEAGULL. ,
INBOARD lUTBOARD REPAIRS.
O M C, STERNIJRIVE — VOLVO-PE 









Tbriving cash busmess. UuTn' 
tlromat showing good return on 
investment, May l>e purchnsed 
with or without building«
DEEP COVF ache 
JuHt listed on the West Saanich 
Rd. 132 X 330. Piped water 
iwallabU* Does not perc, $U),(KKV 
MLS
1st. on the PENINSULA 
1st. on QUALITY 
isi. in SHU VICE
(WMDI
liively 9 room - tvyenr old home 
with many extras in desirable 
location dose to schools and 
. 'iTOSpllal . ,,,,, ■'
BUSINEKB OPPORTUNITY 
Nourishing business on Beacon 
Ave, near Safeway,, \Vh(des,'i1e 
and Retail outlet, Ideal for 
husband .and wife. Statemenis 









KAXnMIY G,Mllli\Gi; SHUT IF 
(:tl9it\-Vp Hiiy Bfl wool t, 656-1M2II,
Si duty
On quiet cul-de-sac with seaview, 
brand now 3 bedroom ex* 
ceplionally well built home,
Bits. 6,56*',W2H Res. .'i02*7.57«
DYERS WIORKSHOP






Owner Wilf Dorman gives Per











Quality Meat Cul. Brappe'l
for lioniy Free/ers. ; ;
710K\V, Siuuiich 652-10.52
DANISH UPHOLSTERY
qi ni'|i.iii>, -- ■Ai',''' .tii'I
'.It'iMiC'i tiiaueii!, (,‘utJoni in,i'Ti'













fjEVH T'UWnUXFM for wAtwfrivnl IM, 
Uwdi End IfoAd, Cove area, 
idiene flforrioi ItuHrm, !l*«-*rn w m-mv
vr(*.l J.li'^WIfomeAOeUd
“Comphste Heal Estate 








^ . :yn SAA,'NICH HD..3»16-$56S RILS. IM4$«2
■Vimri», iftl,7r»ii Sa uwi sui 
SIDNEY 656-3924
«l i:USI/.I D FGGH .YMT DTIIFU UFI- 
GH.MIF.S fur »aU', at thiki, I’rmltry, F.irni, 
HIM tW'wne.v ltd.. Ikwp Cove, OrgiiuU: fur- 
ilt.'i’f. fi'Jii* >'! «'hiU’g«>. Uhiding imiihihury. 
jivailfilile I'lV PheiH' iijiiioinlmfnt, 
Itnngtriirk'ur.dtuult'r vvagf'iw
Mre(.,YHV Iv VHV wtsinUI iitid ‘t"'' 
Si-iirlynt'w (i.TiVi'diiv •'''■*
t.AVYX MDUUU, rU'.'ltii', M-ii 
Heel type Phene 651,'filH'i'i.
-d
;ni 1
Hi |'"i. I'l.D.VU n.LMi .■ni-cn-
Iwttmn to wau-r liiw, deck (md 
betlem ir.'idcd. II V I'.h-rlremidic Mipyif
qiiirt Udo iivc'ii’i'lti'fil I'un.liiieri
Gimd I'yriiUl'J .VnliilUe .le.ei.w,- I'*, 
till trailtT. »t Wth diii.'tkin, .ill H(,»h
rr«*^’i«HrY» DYF uni*"
Uioww, 'A'f>pl,V' Nd- S • Wt’iu'tit) 





im NKt-i i.e,' fieri' 
yijiidiliMi





In'rYHu’ iiFte '"rat: ■ hut yiraun:
Uiii'’I'-i'"'" M r iPi'rl'm.’i'V'il'J .(ijipi'tnii'ii
'("re-i'l.',!'*-' H'llh'meui % eb'trr ■>,»'yiiMiui’ Kl 'thr GifahT Viritirw lunfmfor ihy.artar'rtrd, 15»6 t;i'igy*jJ*rr.
Fur jnStinmtin* Biuw.AVtCf. 
njMTn
mvMliil nilvMTIUill llii. PHONE . 65(1- 47S'U . v./'. Cettiraetoi’s*
vL.lAX IIOMK VND Ut'l H 1: UUMM U,In windows, flewi, und'Br.«Ut ult'(\n«iip. Ikibfik’ult FiSMhM'
f..\llH'Yi«T.'. .VNDTuiii'i^ii n.lull’d i’nimcY'tl- ),M4 ' i> . hh
M.w AMU tl YIN SAW iurhll'i’ (mFSIM 'i ll ■.
billbh,\in
'POOFINd '





Arti.yv’sT V. Srrylee" '"
Ii!t(t7 7ih S(. Sidney T.V.-RADIO
656-5114 SERVICE.lOIIN I’ATTKH.StlN





P.oioYwting, ('tillivaling. I' rant 





' ' ..' ,KRAFT , '
MARSHMALLOWS











Breivlwood U;i> BratuTi 
"174 West Saanich Road 
652-2111 652"2«22 
Specialising in !<•" rasUoai^




,m1! I'Mai'to'(>ai1 s stocked :
{:vmser\'Miora.-s at Zurich
















\V, . ." I
l..ANDSt'APLYi. L'i'D. /
Hesitlenlial -.Onninerein! '
U«vlf Umirst* Cmifaruclion 
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POLO TEAM
MAKES FIRST U.K. VISIT
Central Saanich horseman 
Tony Yonge will captain the 
Canadian polo team on a tour of 
British polo clubs this August.
The tour is a “first” for
Canadian polo despite the fact 
that there is a tradition of polo in 
Western Canada dating from 1883 
when the game was played at 
Pin Cher Creek, Alberta.
All three Western Canadian 
clubs will be represented with 
Yonge of Victoria Qub, Patrick 
Oswald and Jonty Parker (son of 
the late “Nip” Parker in Central 
Saanich) representing Van­
couver Polo Qub and Charles 
Hetherington, Calgary Polo Club.
The visitors will be provided 
with horses by Britain’s
RIDING ATTRACTS
PENINSULA FOLK
It has been said that the 
Saanich Peninsula boasts more 
riding horses per acre than any 
other similar area on the lower 
mainland or Vancouver Island.
The planned system of trails 
and bridle paths which circle Elk 
and Beaver Lake in Saanich, 
Centennial Park in Central 
Saanich, and wander up Horth 
Hill in North Saanich make riding 
especially attractive.
Ihe oldest club in this area is 
the Western Horseman’s Club 
which includes about 30 members 
and works hard each year to 
organize the horse show at 
Saanichton Fair.
The newest group, the Sunset 
Riding Club, is planning a 
Festival of Sport May 29 
which is open to non-members 
providing their horses have not 
won first place in any recognized 
show. The West Saanich Road
ring (near Downey Rd., North 
Saanich) hosts “playdays” twice 
a month for members, most of 
whom are youngsters.
The Saanich Pony Qub in­
cludes young riders from all over 
the Peninsula and meets weekly 
at various rings, to teach hor­
semanship and dressage. Last 
summer the Qub held a suc­
cessful two-day event in Central 
Saanich with cross-country trail 
riding to challenge competitors.
The Central Saanich 
Recreation Commission has 
w'orked this year to raise riding 
standards and increase interest 
in the sport by giving a course in 
dressage by Inez Fischer Credo- 
Propfe, an internationally- 
recognized expert in this field. A 
course was given last fall, and 
another is currently running in 
this municipality.
Hurlingham Polo Association and 
will visit well-known clubs such 
as the Ham Polo Qub in London, 
Cowdray Park in Sussex, the 
Household Brigade Polo Qub in 
V/indsor and a Scottish polo club 
in Dundee.
One of the objectives of the 
touring team is to persuade a 
U.K. team to make a reciprocal 
visit to Alberta and British 
Columbia in 1974. “If this lakes 
place, it could prove to be the 
start of a series of exchange 
visits,” says the captain.
Tony Yonge feels that while the 
distance betw'een England and 
Western Canada makes it im­
practical to ship ponies for a 
three or four w’eek trip (which is 
as long as most players can be 
away), there is no reason why 
players cannot interchange. 
“This does seem to be the trend in 
polo today,” he says.
Meanwhile, the Victoria Polo 
Qub which started shortly after 
the First World War, is tem­
porarily without a playing field. 
The Central Saanich site 
belonging to Bud Michell is no 
longer available and 
preparations are underway for a 
site at Hovey and White Roads.
This summer, polo will be 
played instead on the mainland at 
a Delta site and local players are 









Industrial - Residential 
Commercial Wiring 
Poles and Line W’ork













Robert W. Roper, D.C.
2448 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney 656-4611
Backhoe Work Trucking 
BACK FILLING-LO.ADING 
SEPTIC TANKS FILTER BEDS 
SEWER-STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES 




LAPKAD^ & LEWIS 
ELECTRIC LTD.
Residential & Commercial






Light Repair Work 












The life-saving work of the 
Canadian Medic-Alert Foun­
dation is receiving support and 
action by the life Underwriters 
Association of Victoria who will 
sponsor a Medic-Alert in­
formation program throughout 
lower Vancouver Island during 
;May..;;':-:
The prograiri is designed to 
make the public aware that every 
man, woman- and child who has 
some medical problem, drug 
allergy, of disability should wear 
a Medic-Alert bracelet or 
necklace so that medical per­
sonnel, law officers, and others 
can recognize the particular 
problem in an emergency .
“There are more than 200 
medical conditions which are not 
readily apparent and which can 
result in serious injury or death if 
not known in time of emergen- 
cy”i says Len Nyqui.st, 
President, Victoria Life Un- 
■derwriters Association. It is 
estimated that one person in'five 
in Canada is in this category.
Life Underwriters who, on a 
national basis, serve more than 
11 million life insurance 
policyowners in Canada are 
hoping to ('.ncourage those who 
have an unapparent medical 
problem to become members of 
the Canadian Medic-Alert 
Foundation in their own self- 
interest.
Members of the Medic-Alert 
Foundation are given a bracelet 
or necklace made of stainless 
steel which contains a warning 
message engraved on the back 
naming the specific problems of 
the wearer, such as “Diabetes”, 
“Allergic to Penicillin”, 
“‘Wearing Contact Lenses”, 
“Neck Breather”, etc. On the 
front side Spears, in red The 
words ‘ ‘Medic-Al ert Together 
with the universally recognized 
medical insignia used by the 
Medical Profession Complete 
information is also issued in 
wallet certificate form to be 
carried by the member .
Medic-Alert Foundation also 
maintains a central file and 
accepts calls for information on a 
member from anywhere in the 
world on a 244iour basis. Each 
medallion has a serial number 
engraved on the reverse side and 
also the telephone number of the 
central file.
“All members of the life 
Underwriters Association of 
Victoria know what the program 
means and how citizens may 
register,” says Mr. Nyquist.
He says that information and 
membersuhip application forms 
may be secured from local life 
insurance agents or from The 
Canadian Medic-Alert P'oun- 
dation, 174 St. George Street, 
Toronto.
BUILD WITH BRICK 
AND BLOCK 





Custom Built Homes 
Additions, Alterations 
Cabinets, Repairs 



















Saturna Island. B.C, 539-2470
Government certified, 
technician with 35 years ex­












BUILDERS & DESIGNERS 
Commercial & Residential 
Construction. Renovations 
& Alterations. 656-4128 :
Four Ways Electric
384-4407
SIDNEY- LICENSED. ’ 
Specializing in Rewire 
and Repairing
YOUR ONE STOP SHOP 
■■V-':F0R.'F00D 
CORNER MCTAVISH - 
& EAST SAANICH RD. 
DPEN DAILY3 A:M. - SP^M. 
.'656-4064-"::'-.
Think of the convenience^ Here kre{ some 
beauties iri, Vancouver Island, Coach:iJmes'J fleeT of 
modern coaches for your charter grciup. Ready far they 
smoothest ride on thehighumy-s. Each carrixis 39 or 47 
passengers in air-conditioned luxury’, y'our coach is 
resiroorh cqidpped. You travel in air-ride comfort, 
tdthout traffic monies. Your reclining seat h at vieiv 
level and there are optional facilities for entertainment 
including exclusive Stereo music at no extra cost. The 
finest equipment on the road takes you and your group 
quickly, safely, directly to your dx'stiiuition.
B. BUIIENDYK
'Think of the ad^-antaues of using a djartcred nirtoi:;
rjach instead of your cari Aiiy niunlKtr of your ^ 
cjm travel together ill a safe, fast. Illlly-iiisured, ihddem
tionch. 'niere s the fun and i:onvenien(.'e nf .staving 
together for SHOITING TRIPS -- CITJB 
GAIHERINGS — SPOIQY EVENTS — 1 NlltR- 
CITY MEE'HNGS —■ IWRtlES — VAC.4TION 
IDU RS TO AN WHERE IN NOR'I'H AMERl CA!
B.C. PARLOUR CAR TOURS 
710 DOUGLAS ST., VICTORIA 
TEL 385-4411
BUILDING contractor
New:Home.s & Cabinets Custom bui’t 
Remodeling - Additions and Repairs, 
Reasdriable rates : Free eslimales,
PHONE i;56-4915
' &: ::P e®!® r at® rs:
r
G. W. PETERS
MEDIC-ALEIIT braceleUi ore saving lives in Canada, by 
alerting people such os police ond members of tlie medical 
profession to the fact that Iht' wearer of such a bracelet has a





ARCHERY AND FISHING TACKLE
G.Nl DAY AND SaNSI.TD. 
GENERAL CONTRACTORS 
656-30(i8
8533 BEXLEY TRCE. 
SIDNEY







ROBERTS BAY GROCERY 
10184 Third St. 
Groceries fr-Vegetabies 
Home made Pies 






8093 Alex Road, Saanichton 
PHONE 652-2251
FRED BEARD
Painting & Decorating 
Spray or Brush 
Phone 656-1632
ROTOVATING
Small lYtwerful rhachihe Tor 
established gardens. Free












Fish and Chips our Specialty
AIRLESS SPRAYING 





Murine Aiitii A Kutely TiluHK 
Window (jlasK - Mirriiri.. 
WiiidshieldN InUulli'd 
liitiuraniT (.Taims IVomplIy Ilaiidled.
2384 Beacon Phone (»5(i-1313
DIRECT FROM
, , IIUJLDER






One year warranty on 
ail wor km an.ship 




Outside also Inside 
Spray and Brush
Phone 652-1049 



















New Qinsl ruction 
and Itepairs














"C'ieittHri lirapeii ' ‘
: JkUpimfrlery.^ : 
Cnmidete Inlerlorti 
i:ph(dricr.v Mnylh in .Sl.otlk 
, ' 656-1D2 """
. RetirDii ..Shopping Center
ElUotl & C’tunimny 
Cttarlered AcroiiMtlwiitB
Reacnii Shopping Pima 
2.329 Beaton .\vetui»
, Sidney,li.e. „












RkSt Mt'Ilortatd Park ltd.
6.50-2127 SIDNEY
CJeimeral ■ . ^
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NORTH ISLAND LOGGING RESTRICTED
Resource ■ Use Study Planned Planned
Resources Minister Robert 
Williams announced last week 
that an integrated resource - use 
study of the entire north-eastern 
niTi nf V’anrniiver Island wil! he
conducted oyer the next two 
years In 'making the an­
nouncement; Jie stated the plan is 
in keeping with the government’s 
policy of determining the op­
timum use of B.C. Crown lands 
for the total provincial com­
munity.
Although the study team has 
vet to be selected, it will include
CAMPING EQUIPMENT company manager Tony Cerniauskas grins in the sunshine with his
newest unit “the fifth-wheel” in the background.
Wheeled Homes For Out Doors
a;-;;
■..rv--
; V' Ji !
i|
'l
Five acres of sophisticated 
camping equipment in Sidney’s 
commercial zone near Pat Bay 
Highway attest to the increasing 
popularity of this recreation.
Impala Camping World is 
managed by Tony Cerniauskas 
who says that the present display 
caters to every type of camper 
who can trade up “from pup tent 
to a deluxe motor home.”
Eventually the company plans 
a permanent display building 
similar to the one in Richmond, 
where it has been in business for 
six years.
Newest development is the 
“fifth wheel” trailer which fits 
over car or truck and provides 
luxurious and spacious ac- 
commodatioUj yet is simple to 
haul and disengage from the 
truck. Equipped with furnace, 
frig, bedroom, full bathroom and 
Ihingfoom, the ^ fifth wheel” is a 
slick unit which could be a per­
manent home or year-round 
: camping trailer. It has storm 
windows, two holding tanks and 
may stretch from, 18 feet to 31 
feet.
to: Cerniauskas, the 
two-car family is giving way to a 
one-car V one-recreational vehicle 
family. “With the four day work­
week in sight, leisure time will 
permit more travelling,” 
Campsites ini.be U.S. are already 
acknowledging this trend by
installing more sophisticated 
services and 40 percent of trailers 
now being built are equipped with 
furnaces for chill weather use.
The Impala manager was the 
first Canadian to attend a school 
for motor-home maintenance
given in the United States and has 
a wide range of Canadian and 
U.S. built models. He plans a 
rocket-shaped propane gas tank 
to service local trailers and 
eventually will install a pump-out 
sewage station on the property.
BICYCLES ARE VEHICLES ... NOT TOYS
MmiHERN vancolm:^ /slamd
•rnttmamm iouM^/y ^siuc^ OTSa
sioppsd 1 artsu ef
J . •• 7 J f fhisrestlopfinf restrici&d J
An all-out effort to halt the 
rising number of deaths and 
injuries resulting from bicycle 
accidents has been announced by 
the B.C. Safety Council.
Peter Woodward, Manager of 
the Council said: “Bicycle ac­
cidents, especially accidents 
involving children, have become 
a serious safety problem in tliis 
and other communities 
throughout the Province. Last 
year, in B.C.” he said, “the toll 
from bike-related mishaps v/as 
an estimated 18 persons killed 
and about 1000 injiared. Ap­
proximately 75 per cent of these 
accidents involv^ youngsters 14 
years of age and younger.”
' The thrust of Council’s 
bicycle safety^ campiaign centers 
bn fa ne\y and innovative ap- 
X^ach to teaching: elementary 
schboi-aged bike drivers about 
safety: Designed as a complete 
I and comprehensive instruction 
j program. The Canada Safety 
! Council Safe Bicyding: Ccause
SALES & 
SERVICE
w'as developed and tested by the 
Canada Safety Council over a 
three-year period, and has em­
phasized the need for bicycle 
training on the elementary school 
level.
“The council’s bicycle safety 
education program,” said Mr. 
Woodward, “is based on the 
concept that a bicycle is a vehicle 
— not just a toy — and that 
cyclists are are not just passive 
riders, but potentially active 
responsible drivers. The teaching 
program emphasizes the child’s 
decision - making capcity in an 
evermore changing environment, 
rather than a laying down of 
static rules”.
Thebicycle safety campaign of 
the B.C. Safety Council will cover 
riot only the local news iriedia in 
rnaking the community aware of 
bicycle accident prevention, but 
will involve civic organizations, 
churches and community groups, 
which will bring thefneed of 
bicycle safety directly to the
PENINSULA TENNIS SCENE
by T. J. Ireland
PARTS & 
ACCESSORIES
ALF BECKER & SON LTD.
2981 TIUICUM RD. 384-6414
“It is our hope,” said Mr. 
Woodward, “that the community 
will become more aware of the 
enormity of the bicycle safety 
problem, pai'licularly as it af­
fects young children.”
“We believe that bicycle in­
juries and fatalities can be 
prevented through concerned 
citizens who will actively par­
ticipate in establishing an on­
going bicycle safety program in 
British Columbia with the aid of 
proven educational safety 
programs in our schools.”
Additional information on 
bicycle safety and the C.S.C. 
Bicycle Course can be obtained 
by contacting the B. C. .Safety 
Council.
The pace is quickening on the 
tennis courts these days as 
beginners become novices, 
novices become intermediates 
and so on. The enthusiasm is 
infectious and the Saanich 
Peninsula Tennis Qub is working 
hard to measure up to the 
requirement.
A recent meeting of the 
directors finalized plans for the 
instruction periods which will 
commence on 23rd and 26th May. 
Those persons who previously 
registered wilf be contacted, but 
in the event anyone is 
unavailable when called the 
follov/ing times should be noted: 
Wednesdays j 10:30 - 12:30
Housewives- two groups for one 
hour each; Saturdays 9:00 -11:00 
Juniors (to age 13) two( groups for 
one hour each; Saturda ys 11:00 - 
12:M Intermediates (14 - 19) one 
gro1$; Saturdays 2:00 - 4:00 
Seniors (20 and over ) two groups 
for one hour each.
The coui'se of instruction is 
planned for 5 one hour sessions 
and is designed to allow for 
maximum participation with its 
individual one dollar per hour 
fee. Those attending the periods 
are requested to bring their fee to
the sessions and turn it over to 
the Qub representative in at­
tendance.
If you have not already 
registered for these instruction 
periods, contact the Qub’s 
director of Instruction, Mrs. 
Bouchard at 652-1806, or show up 
at the Centennial Park Courts at 
the time appropriate for your 
group. You will be very welcome.
A recent tennis clinic under 
professional Gordon Hartley was 
held at Centennial Park. Spon­
sored by the Central Saanich 
, Recreation Commission, the 
clinic was designed to assist 
beginners in mastering the game 
and to permit individual advice V
on: points needing improyqment. 
The 13 peope attending (the 
second of the two clinics Were 
certainly enjoying themselves 
last Sunday, the more so when 
they realized ho\y their ability 
had improved. Hopefully, the 
enthusiasm generated can be 
fostered and extended. That is 
what the instructin sessions and 
the lhesday and Thursday 7p.m. 
to 9 p.m. meetings at Centennial 
Park are designed to do.
Interesting information (from
ILTA official rules).
A good tennis ball, among other 
things, will have a rebound of 
between 53 inches and 58 inches 
when dropped from 100 inches on
representatives from all 
provincial resource departments 
and will be named within the next 
few weeks.
In the meantime and until the 
study is completed, the Minister 
has stopped all logging in the 
Tsitika watershed, and within the 
upper reaches of the Compton 
and Adam River drainages lying 
to the east of Schoen Lake.
in addition, logging will be 
restricted within parts of the 
drainages of the White, Gold, and 
upper eastern Nimpkish Rivers. 
Recognizing the fact that em- 
plo>Tnenl is essential and that the 
operating companies have large 
investments in roads and other 
preparatory work, the Minister 
has stated that logging may 
continue on existing approved 
logging plans. However, no new 
areas may be opened up. He has 
also stated that this logging will 
strictly adhere to the coast 
logging guidelines promulgated 
by the Forest Service late in 1972.
In essence, they require 
logging operators to take ap­
propriate measures for the 
protection of fish and wildlife, to 
preserve water quality and soil, 
to clean up logg^ areas, and to 
ensure rapid reforestation either 
through natural regeneration or 
planting.
Finally, and in commenting on 
the scope of the study area, the 
Minister said that although there 
are two areas of special interest 
for which the study is mainly 
required they can’t be considered 
in isolation and must be looked at 
in the total context of the nor­
thern Dortion of Vancouver
Island. Examination of them 
without regard for the overall 
region in which they lie would be 
invalid and inconclusive.
SALES & SERVICE
800 CLOVERDALE AVE. 
385-1457
» MERCURY OUTBOARDS 
4 HP - to 150 HP
> FIBERPORM BOATS 
10 ft. to 28 ft.
« SMOKER CRAH 
AIUMIHUM BOATS
• THORNES ALUMINUM 
BOATS
• AVON RUBBER 
DIHGHYS




’: :: . WE DONT KID :AROUND
about Tent-Trailers
Apache. Lionel; Otto. Stcury. Venture. North 
America’s top sellers by B.C.'s largest dealer.
iwi:: "" ,
MOTOR HOMES Cabana (Canada's finest luxury unit) 
Clinmpion (North America’s lowest priced ail .sloel 
L.. -. , framed Motor-Home). 01ynipu!!i - top quidity built to
oui‘ Spec(?i. at competitive pricing ;
on"
''v'l'IFTH; WHEEL TRAlLEHS'v'
' ' B.C.'s largest ' dealer - largest 
sdectiori to choose froni -" come out 
for a free test drive and sec why It's 
.' the safest
Very large selection oft'""
Back Pack Equipment. Propane $loveS, Etc. ILV. Accessories, Etc., Etc.
Just Say -Charge It 
On Your Simpsons-Seats
Account




e ja■■ u m
CANlPiNla
W&BtW
PAT BAY HIGHWAY, SIDNEY 656-5504
WMHNMMI
Aluminum
IJconomy 12' Lapilrake Ahiminum 
'Ibis fjopular 12 footer has a .51” 
l>eam/44“” transom. Rated for up 
to lOh p. fj251b, load capacity
Deluxe 1?.’ Car Topper 
Super stable design makes this 
popular deluxe model our best car 
topper. Non-glare, skid resistant 
interior with lull fioataUon seats. 
Itoledfor I5h p. IMID.M
Deluxe tr boat
The ideal small lake tioal, tins 
deluxe marine .riUnninum boat is 
rafo,! for a b p Has 3 wood covertMl 
fiealB. liltk.wi
See dur selection of canoes, boat trailers, 
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Jr. Misses" Blkliil Briefs ■
Printed Arnel bikinis in an excel­
lent assortment of colorful prints. 
Sizes 8, 10, 12, 14. Super Value!
little Beys' Mybn l-Shirts
IW'/o nylon, smart vortical stripe 
with contrasting 3-button English 
crew neck. Short sleeves. Sizes'. 4,
SPECIAL, Each - ■
'•■tf
luifaiils' Terry Sleepers
stretch terry, domed and zip styles. 
Canadian made, Three sizes to fit up 
, to 30 lbs. Assorted bold colors.
SPECIAL/Eoch' - ■
?!v
Beaded Nylon Crochof Knit*
Short sleeved plain nylon bodysuit. 
Shirt collar, placket front. Colors: 
Navy, White, Red, Yellow, Blue, 
Orange. Sizes: Small, Medium, Large. 
Chooise early opening sale day.
Leg-clinging, one size panty hose 
100% stretch nylon. 40/20 denier 
nude heel. Colors: Beige, Spice anc 
Mink. Stretch to fit 100-160 lbs. Stocl 
up at a substantial saving.
“'I 'A' ii' ■ts£'' ^ ■
' . EocH '
'"’U-.f-V ' -J'il &
Swing into Summer with a 
new beaded hnndbftg. Choose 
from six styles, in white or 
multicolor designs. G r e a t 
value at this low’price.
Rib and crochet knit. Elasti- 
cized cuffs. Unconditionally 
guaranteed. White, Navy, 
Geranium Pink, Heaven Blue, 
Kiku Yellow, Sweet Orchid. 






Sizes 7 to 14
100% cotton plaid “Baggie” pant wil 
cuffs. Fly front, double button wais 
band and front pockets. Excellej 
assortment of plaid and colors, ; 
Mzes 7 to 14.
SPECIAL
Eoeh F L>'
• .>L x> L
LiHl® Girls' 
CUFFED
Lightweight flare pant, cuffed. Pi 
on style with sewn front crease, c 
trasting plaid cuff.. Colors: Navy, R 




1 f> [ i ’ ) ^ ‘
n lu''* kA * A ..1 , I , ■LLp.:
® Budget priced. Aborted mesh 
Enclowa elastic waist, braid elai 
leg openings, double crotch. Colt 
White, Green, Orange, Navy, Be 
Yeliow. Sizes; S-M-L," .
M’i
vH -















SOS'?) polyester and 20% nylon for that lasting, neat look. Expertly tail 
f ored. Loiig point collar with stays, short sleeves. Gool comfort! Good 
I looking, smart assorted patterns and colors -- Green, Bro-^n, Navy, 
r Beige, Blue. Sizes: 14% to 17.





IA L Each — ) 'S -
c-
'h C?'
'<1 ^'5f- Great value at a vexy special price. Polyester-cotton blend for easy
« i • _ _ _v:  J O XT'*** r*l? r»T*»care. Smart jacquard pattern. 3-button English 
crew neck, short sleeves. Sizes: 8 to 16. iS & 11
Af' F(f9<rh - ' - •■ »'«■■■« •< Eyy?^■lAi
Pdlyester
BASSE PAN?
A Sixes S to 16
sx
l. PuU- V'
MJ, con- l 
'V, Red,
6, 6X.
vmm»KUmi tri»w e«!8ii»»i (mMW.iaWBtl ICftKKKt 
iK Ik Kft a K





100%' polyester knit “Baggie” 
pant. Small patterns, belt loops, 
wide flare legs with 2-inch cuff. 
Two front, two back pockets. 

























Durable crepe compound rubtwsr put» 
Role with baseball cleat defilgn. 
Heavy duty canvas uppers, kick*
proof n»bJ¥!r to« Ruard, Bupportlnc 
cite. “arch, cuHhIon Insbi . Colors: 
lllaek irbn, Gold/BJack trim.
Rib knit. Machine wash and dry. 
Colors: Copen, N a u V. H«d, 
Green, Gold, Ginger, CharcoBl. 





Polyester and cotton blend for 
easy care. Smart plaid pattern 
half boxer back in new “Baggie” 
leg style with 2-inch cuft Sizes: 
4, {j, 8, 6X, Hurry in, save!
Wl««IwwiMiiU
es, Yottthit' fulltiaRtt' 11 ti» 13
lolors:
ge, Boyit' full 
' sixot: 1 to S -
A'l.
YoulW 6 Id SVi ■■ 
Boys' 8 to 10% - - 
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Your opportunity to save on Brand 
Name shower curtains. Manutac- 
turer’s clearance of first quality 
lines. Excellent assortment of 
signs and colors. Standard size 70 x
A tremendous sale 
priced bath mat sets Made of 
cotton chenille. Mat size ^0 x34 . 
Seat cover has elastic on edge foi 
Sug fit. Colors; Orchid. Green 
.Rose,':^Gold.,;., ■;^ .
Quality hose, in green trans­
parent vinyl, %-inch diameter, 




/ 24-piece solid stall...---






Handy everyday item. May be 
used as a spatula, strainer, 
steamer, spatter shield. Fits all 
pans up to 12 inches.
i’ I i ji > '% If i0' if'' f »f\4i*. I <i''
.V ', >;
,;,.,„>iX V' W.,, '■,. ‘h\\:\ V "rv^■■■■if;
.. Each Each
t' - M . A\
, Jumbo hag of plastic hair rolb
■.V.V--’. > ■ ■■ = ::brush:''type::=iivi:'«ttswted;^'^^
K \.'' S 66 roller picks. Extra spoclttl
Made of heavy, durable vinyl, 9- 
inch size. A tough ployball! Ideal 
for playroom, yaM or beacru 
Timely Mayiime special. Yours at 
a substantial saving.
Big 30-inch hot color bat com­
pete with a large professto 
size ball." Perfect for backyard 
play. Great value for so bUit 
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B.C. is ready for vacationers
with improved campsite areas
. - , .11 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ } ^ •T.i-v -v* rv\ >“i o
Home is where you find 
it and for thousands of 
British Columbians home 
this summer will be 
somewhere in their own 
province of B. C.
These thousands are 
the outdoor recrea­
tionists, the vacationers 
going fishing, swimming, 
hiking or camping, who 
are following the trend 
right across Canada of 
getting outdoors.
British Columbia has 
everything to offer, the 
r ugg ed m o unta in s, 
inumerabie lakes and 
streams, p 1 a tea u s and 
valleys and the sea coast 
of the Pacific. V
And B.C. , in anticipa­
tion of a rush to the out­
doors, has beenbusy pre­
paring for the summer.
New campsites have 
been opened, facilities for 
f e c r ea ti o n al vehicles 
have been improved, the 
B. C. Forest Service has 
started a new wilderness 
campisite plan and the 
B. C. Wildlife Branch has 
been restocking lakes 
with sport fi.sh.
In fact, the B. C. De­
partment of Travel In­
dustry, the Department 
of Recreation and Con­
servation, t h e B. C. 
Forest Service and the 
B.C. Fish and .Wildlife 
Branch have all been busy 
providing more outdoor 
recreation for British 
Columbians and the 
visitors.
The B. C. Forest Ser­
vice is back in the busi­
ness of building camp­
sites, something it did 
more than 20 years ago. 
But this time there is a 
difference. The recrea­
tion sites being built are 
scattered throughout re­
mote forested areas of
\ B..c.-:\-'.
Last year the service 
provided niinimum health 
and safety facilities at 
286 sites Land installa­
tions iheluded^ 950 litter
barrels and^280 toilets.
An estimated 153,000 
persons and 59,600 ve­
hicles visited the sites 
during the four - month 
1972 summer season.
This year 118 sites will 
be improved and for the
first time litterbags will 
be available for the forest 
traveller.
The Forest Service is 
also busy making an m- 
ventory of recreation 
sites and potential in Pro­
vincial Forests. The ser­
vice is also working on a 
canoe trail and a run for 
rubber rafts. More 
cross-country trails for 
hiker s are also being con­
structed.
Future plans call for 
map brochures, indicat­
ing recreation sites in 
each forest. Until they are 
available travellers 
should check with the 
local Forest Ranger for 
information on s i te s 
in that area.
One thing to remember 
when you call on the 
Forest Ranger. Be sure to 
pick; up the bfochure 
on new B. C. campfire 
>:regulations. L They were 
amended in March and are 
how in effect. There are 
12 regulations governing 
the use of campfires all of 
■ them very necessary in a' : 
province where forest 
fires are a real danger.
The campfire regula­
tions are also available 
at any Forest Service of­
fice and most tourist in­
formation centres.
The year 1972 was 
another record year for 
the expanding B.C, travel 
industry. Estimated tour­
ist revenue for the year 
is just over .$.548 million, 
an all time high, and an in­
crease of about $26 
million over 1971.
In his annual report 
Richard L. Colby, deputy 
ministers of the Depart­
ment of Travel Industry, 
reports that “We can look 
back on a fruitful year 
(1972) but at the same 
time we should dedicate 
ourselves toward making 
'' 1973 more successful 
; thari any of its predecesA 
'v'sors-’ ’ A,:?,-:/-'- 
A Following up Mr. Col- 
A; by ’ s ad V i ceA fo fe thi s y e ar : 
the Ld ie p a r tme nTv^ has 
printed a new 1973-74 
road map including a 
campground and fishing 
" '''guide..AA-"
The new map is a 
“must” for travellers in 
B. C. It includes informa­
tion for motorists, il­
lustrations of turn control 
signs and border crossing 
information.
The new m a p also 
includes hunting and fish­
ing licence information 
and a sport fishing guide 
which includes descrip­
tions of B.C. sports fish- 
and the areas to fish.
The map also lists the 
117 provincial camp­
grounds that total about 
5,000 individual camp­
sites- It also includes 
provincial marine parks.
The map is available 
at Department of Travel 
1 nd u S t r y. Parliament 
Buildings, 1019A Wharf 
Street, Victoria; the B.C.
' Information Centre, 652 
B u r r a rd Street, Van­
couver 1; dr any local 
tourist bureau. The 
bureaus also have infor­
mation onA marine, parks.
TheA popular Tty of 
campsites in B.C. is 
shown in The 1972 figures 
with camper nights total­
ling 1,440,OOC) and day
(Continued on page 2 see 
B.C. Ready)
British Gdumbia is more than just your Province.
A land where waves pound down 
on long beaches.
A land of deep green forests filled with fish 
and game. And silence.
,A land of mcjuntains that disappear 
into the sea.
A land of clean cities and clear air,
A land of valfoys full of friendly faces 
and warm handshakes. A land where 
fresh fniit hpens in wann summer sun.
A land of highways
and backroads that beckon,
See it this Summer.
(A land where hisfoty still lives with 
todays way of life.
A land that offers to those fortunate enough 
to live here, the qliatities of life that 
tourists travel miles lo expetiencc.
In a world that's being civillred out of it’s 
senses, come IracV. to yoiirs this summer. 
Take the time to look around you.
At a land to love. To be part of.
'lobe proud of, ,
Your land .,. Britisli Colufnbia,





The 65 hp Evinrude 
Triumph has a remarkable 
track record, in fact, it has 
set several racing records 
in its class. But, it’s more 
than a thoroughbred 
racing motor. It's a ski 
motor and has become the 
popular power choice on 
the new generation of bass 
fishing boats.-This 3- 
cylinder. loop-charged, 
sophisticated engine has 
everything going for you 
—speed, smooth idling, 
fuel economy, and a repu­
tation for dependability. 
It’s worth looking into. Now 
is the time to do it while
we have them on display.
There are 15 other Evinrude Outboards 
— from 2 H.P. to 135 H.P.
Reereationists, firms 
shore use of forests
Within the past 10 years 
some of the big forest 
companies of B. C. have 
inv'ited outdoor recrea­
tionists to share forest­
lands on a multiple-use 
basis.
Road maps have been 
provided and signs have 
been erected announcing 
what hours the access 
roads can be used (so as 
not to conflict with work­
ing hours of loggers and 
truckers). Some firms 
have built campgrounds 
and picnic sites and 
others have printed 
guides that outline the
See Your Local Dealer
bri^ Carefully-~4he Life You Save May Be
r
(From page 1) 
visits totalling 7,840,000, 
an all time high. British 
Columbians had the high­
est percentage use of the 
campgrounds, 58.6 per­
cent. United States visit­
ors accounted for 22.3
percent.
If you are planning to 
camp at a regular camp­
site or somewhere else 
in the wilderness this 
summer, pi e a s e re­
member that B.C. isyour 
home. Treat it like your 
own place, keep it clean
and livable
GetUpTo
And Get Out 
For More
environment protection 
and multiple - use 
policies.
Multiple-use is a term 
used to designate the 
sharing or using of 
forest lands by timber 
companies, fishermen, 
hunters, hikers and other 
outdoor recreationists in 
such a way that wildlife 
habitat is not endanger­
ed. . .
The popularity of using 
these wilderness areasby 
recreationists is shown 
in this MacMillan and 
Bloedel 1972 report, just 
recently released.
Recreationists travel­
led MacMillan Bloedel 
logging roads in British 
Columbia in record 
numbers in 1972, the total 
exceeding 100,000 in a 
single year for the first
time. ,
They also took home a 
bumper harvest of 43,046 
sports fish — trout, sal­
mon and steelhead —
which is believed to be the
largest catch ever taken 
in lakes and streams in 
forest lands managed by 
\ MB.
Announcing the com­
pany’ s 197 2 public access 
and land use statistics, 
H.R. Chisholm, MBs 
G r o ti p Vice - President, 
Logging, said Tit 
mated more than 103,000
British Columbians _and.:
visitors to the province 
travelled The company s 
roads to ifsh, hunt, ski, 
hike and camp.
“The logging road sy­
stem is affording the 
public constantly expand­
ing recreational opportu­
nities”, said Chisholm. 
“For example, m 19oy 
a total of 76,522 people 
used MB roads, in 1970 
the figure was 81,621, 
in 1971 itwas 88,626. Now 
we have topped the
100,000 mark.
“In the past 10 years
well over 600,000persons
have used MB roads for 
2-0Qreation and other pur­
poses”, pointed out Chis­
holm. “That’s the equiva­
lent of about one-quarter 
of the province’s total 
population and provides 
clear evidence that the 
present system of forest 
management meets the 
needs of the public in
terms of recreation while 
at the same time making a
vital contribution in em­
ployment and to the 
economy.’’
“Even these figures do 
not tell the complete story 
of public access provided 
by MB”, emphasized 
Chisholm. “ For example, 
we do not know how many 
people have enjoyed ac­
cess to some lands where
: no logging dperations are
being conducted. They are 
open to the public all day, 
seven days a week. These
include privately owned
Gulf Islands,;:: 
The T sab River, 
Squaniish, Cortes Island 
; and H o r n e Lake.
Proposed opening dates 
for the B.C. big game
hunting season this year 
have been announced by 
the B. C. Fish and Wild­
life Branch. The season 
dates are for male 
animals only.
While it may seem 
early to list these dates 
it should be noted thatthe
season for hunting Mule
deer opened April 1 in 
Management Area 24.
(The Management 
Areas are s e ct i o n s of 
B.C. and a hunter should 
pet a map from the D.C. 
Fish and Wildlife Branch
showing the area.s.)
The season also open­
ed on April 1 for Wolf
and Cougar, but only in 
c e r t a,i n M. A. areas. 
There are 10 areas de­
signated for the Wolf and 
15 for the Cougar.
Hunting for Mountain 
Goat and Mountain Sheep 
opens August 1 in certain
Ma.aagement Areas.
Moose, Caribou and Elk 
open In certain areas on 
August 15.
All the above species 
mentioned have other 
later opening hunting 
dates, depending on the 
management area loca­
tion. Contact the B. u 
Wildlife Branch for a 
complete list cvf opening 
dates in the various 
Management Areas.
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DiSTniUUTORS EOn WESTERN CANADA
HINTS ON HIKING




Hiking is a personal 
adventure and rnore and 
more Canadians are 
taking to the trails to cap­
ture the solitude of the 
outdoors.
Your hike could be an 
evening stroll near your 
campsite after a hard day 
of driving. Or it could be 
a climb to some view­
point. For others a hike 
is an ail-day trek or per­
haps two days on the trail 
with a night beside a 
campfire.
Remember when hiking 
take it easy, especially 
if you are just starting 
this outdoor recreation.
Be sure of your trails.
Make certain your foot­
wear, clothing and equip- 
men are adequate for 
most conditions. Don’t 
choose a long hike as the 
time to break in a new pair 
of boots (unless you take 
a comfortable spare pair) 
or to test new equipment.
Even if you are con­
ditioned to hiking, don’t 
plan on walking more than 
2 1/2 miles in an hour 
over level ground where 
the footing is good. When 
estimating hiking time, 
add one hour’s time for 
each 1,000 feet you will 
have to climb and each 
: 1,500 f e e t you will 
descend during the trip.
; :.i\:fiye-mile return hike to
a point 500 feet higher 
than yoiir starting point 
win take a minimum then 
of two hours, 50 rninutes.
Get the latest trail in­
formation from people of 
the area; they can often 
warn of new dangers and 
point out unsuspected 
points of interest. / 
Take care of the trails 
and their natural sur­
roundings. ^ ..
Keep to the defined 
trail. Don’t litter the 
trails or condone vandal- 
ismoftrailmarkers,na- 
ture - trail signs, trees 
and flowers.
The choice of wearing 
apparel on a trip is 
largely dependent on the 
expected weather con­
ditions. It is generally 
agreed that the “layer” 
method of dressing for 
such an excursion is the 
most satisfactory. That 
is, a net-type undershirt, 
lightweight woollen shin, 
sweater, and the light 
jacket would be far more 
cornforiable ilian a heavy 
shirt and large, bulky 
jacket.
The layer method also 
allows for peeling down 
as the tcmporaturo rises. 
Thermal-type underwear 
is indispensable forcold- 
wcather hiking.
Trousers arc largely: 
a m a t tor of personal 
; choice, but it is import- 
ont to remomhor tltat 
some trousers lend to lit 
: more tightly than others, 
\ and may constrict :cir-.
in the important 
' leg nuiscIcB.
^ Walking shorts are 
very comfortable in warm, 
weather, and allow for 
maxi in urn freedom.
In general, there are 
three types of walking 
shoes:
The comfortable low 
oxford with lug soles, or 
tennis shoes with heavy 
sole configuration: these 
are fine for easy walking, 
low hills, grass and open 
forest.
The ankle-high general 
hiking and climbing shoe 
with padded tongue and 
ankle support area, steel 
shank, with hard or soft 
toe, and either deep or 
shallow sole cleats or 
lugs. This is the most 
practical all - purpose 
shoe, giving good wear
and comfort on roc k, 
shallow rubble, and so on.
The insulated, all padd­
ed, hiking shoe, much 
heavier than number two 
shoe and made especially 
for cold mountain work on 
.snow and ice.
Any type hiking or 
walking shoe should be 
equipped with lug soles or 
some type of cleat or hob 
nail to provide positive 
traction.
Almost as important as 
the shoes are the socks. 
It is extremely import­
ant to prevent blisters 
from forming on the heel, 
ankle, or toe. This is best
prevented by wearing two 
pairs of socks; a light­
weight pair inside and a 
heavier pair outside, re­
membering that wool is 
still the warmest and 
most protective material 
known.
There are three basic 
types of packs: the knap­
sack, the framed ruck­
sack, and the rigid, or 
semi-flexible frame and 
bag combination.
The knapsack is little 
more than a rectangular 
canvas bag fitted with 
shoulder straps. It is gen­
erally lightweight and in­
expensive, and ideal for
a day’s outing.
The ruck-sack is much 
like the knapsack except 
it has an enclosed metal 
frame which holds it up­
right and away from the 
back. It is ideal for short 
climbs, rock climbing, 
and touring.
The rigid-frame pack 
comes the closest to be­
ing an all-purpose pack.
Be sure to have a pocket 
knife in your pack and if 
you are staying overnight, 
a small axe. You should 
keep matches in a water­
proof case, take a flash­
light, a compass and a 
first aid kit.
Trout are found in cool 
or cold fast-rushing 
streams and in clear 
lakes. They are not found
in sluggish lowland rivers
or in excessively warm 
and weedy ponds.
They must have cover; 
they like to hide under 
rocks, under banks, in 
log - jams and among 
roots. Unless there are 
such hiding places avail­
able, trout will not thrive.
Trout fishing is best 
from dawn till the sun 
strikes the water, is re­
latively slow during mid­
day and picks up again
near sunset. Big fish that
have been hiding all day 
often appear and start to 
feed after sunset.
Stream trout feed pri­
marily on aquatic insects 
and insect larvae, crusta­
ceans (shrimp, etc.),
mollusks (clams and
snails), land insects 
which have fallen in and, 
to some extend, on small 
fish. Some big trout feed 
largely on small fish and 
do not hestitate to include
any small trout thatmay
stray within reach.
In most streams,
aquatic insects a.nd^in-: 
sect larvae form the bulk - 
of the food; and the cadcHs; ; 
worm is probably the; 
commonest single item. 
This creature is the larya 
of the xaddis fly. Mo st ; 
caddis fly larvae live in
cases which are made of
bits of wood; sahdgraihs,
etc. These cases are quite :
conspicuous and abound 
in most trout streams. 
The fish frequently eat- t t _ __I * .-...-v rt1 I-
Ifmt prefer streams 
that are reel and tlear
1_ r.K'iHp mabundant under stones, 
logs and other obstruc­
tions in the rapidly 
flowing parts of tne 
stream, and the trout 
himself is essentially a 
fast - water feeder. A 
feeding trout will usually 
be in or near fast water 
and will also be in or near 
a good hiding place.
In a large stream, he 
may be in the open riffle 
if it is not too fast but
'worm’ ’ case and all.
l^ieTs more apt to be where 
a boulder breaks the cur- 
rent. , iHe may be under a bank,
or in the deep water at the 
head end of d pool,_but 
v/herever he is he will be
watchingthe fast water and
will be waiting to grab 
whatever the current 
brings him. , .
in a small brook, the 
riffles are usually too
shallow for safety or 
comfort, and the trout will 
probably be at the upper 
end of a pool, watching 
the fast water flow_ in.
Wherever he is, in a 
large stream or small, if 
there is aiiy current he i 
will be facing into 
If he is in an eddy, that
may result in his. facing
downstream - r^^member ;
that when youlsneak up on ^ 
him. A trout in the middle ■
^ of a large, quiet pool is
usually loafing. He is rmt r
overly hungry; and t^ds 
to be very criticalqf all 
offerings, and as the ; 
water is ; clear, the
surface unbroken, and the
visibility excellent - the 
odds are all in his favor.
Stand back of a bush, 
rock or tree. If you can t 
do that, stay in dense
shade and ove slowly.
If there is no cover ot 
any sort, stand well back 
from the stream. Never 
let your shadow fall upon
the pool.
If you are so dressed 
that you harmonize with 
your background, you can 
often stand in full view of 
v/ell-educated trout with­
out frightening them — 
but you will have to move 
very slowly to do it.
If the water surface is 
ruffled, you do not need 
to be nearly so particu­
lar, and if the water is 
white with bubbles or is 
muddy, about all you have 
to do is to avoid casting a 
shadov/ on the place where 
you are fishing.
Often, in spite of every 
care you can take, you will 
frighten the fish.
If the stream is quiet 
and unbroken, take every 
precaution to step light­
ly, and remember that the
ground carries sounds for 
long distances.
If you are trolling on a 
, lake with an outboard let 
out a fair amount of line.
The noise of the motor 
does not: seem to; ^ther 
the fish if it is a'fair dis­
tance away. But if you are
^still fishing or-casting
from the boat, 
leave the motor
qTRF AM FISHING requires a lot of know-how and 
clean streams. So™®“'Ining up
rn recreation areas.
J -
Ah outboard is a goqd 
thing to have to get yoii 
to a secluded bay across 
the lake away from a 
crowded beach or picnic 
site. Your chances of 
catching fish near a 
crowded and noisy water- 
front arepretty^sli^ ^
The favorite lure for ; ^
bait fishermen is usually 
the earthworm and 1^ 
works very well:
^ If worms are kept rea­
sonably cool and are oc­
casionally sprinkled with 
a few drops of water, they 
usually stay alive for two 
months or more. ,
Warning! Wlien you take 
worms to high altitudes, 
don’t leave them outside 
at night. It may freeze and 
kill them. Don’t leave 
worm cans in the sun, 
close to the motor or ex­
haust line of your car, 
or any place that will
overheat the worms.
( With apologies toToro and Jacobsen.)
Walking mowers. Gliding mowers. Riding mowers. 
Edger-trimmers. Shredders. Compact tractors.
Rotsry iiiiBrs.
With features like super-strong super-lightweight 
cast magnesium decks. Exti'a heavy polyester
fibre bags. Multiple "Sure-Shield safety 
features on every model. And testing by 
an independent laboratory.
ook for Columbia in your neighbourhood. 
For a free brochure and the name ol your 
nearest dealer, just drop us a line.
When you put a worm on 
a single hook, put the 
hook through him once 
or, at most, twice, and 
let most of his length 
dangle. Don't get him so 
firmly onto the hook that 
he can’t even wiggle and 
don’t thread him onto the 
hook. It is not necessary 
to hide the hook clear 
inside the worm, but if 
snags abound where you 
are fishing it is advisable 
to cover the point.
When a trout bites, give 
him a few seconds to get 
the entire worm in his 
mouth, then strike, If you 
strike too soon, you will
probably doinate him half 
the worm.
Canned salmon eggs ;
are also good bait. They
are ideal for: the novice 
fisherman. They are easy
to see and he can keep 
track of his bait and learn
what it will do in the dif­
ferent c u r r e n t s and 
"'.eddies.. ■
The best hook for a 
salmon egg is a short- 
shanked one which nearly 
fills the egg. Too small 
a hook is apt to jerk out 
and leave the egg in the 
fish’s mouth. Size 10 is 
best for average - sized 
eggs.
If you run out of the two 
standard baits, don't 
hesitate to use grubs,
caddis worms, stone fly
larvae, grasshoppers, or 
anything else you can find.
Use a small hook and 
don't insist upon hiding
it in your bait. If the bait is
very small, very fragile, 
or has a very cough shell
it is best to leave the point
and almost the entire bend 
of the hook exposed.
T hose funny - look! ng 
Inch - long h u n d 1 e s ^ of 
sticks or sand grains that 
you sec in the stream are
caddis worm cases, ex­
tract the worm and use 
him for bait,
And 8oe the Columbia Mud Bugs 
and Mini-Bikes, too. They make 
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503 E. Ponder St., Vancouver 4, D.p.
Ducks LInlimitod (Con- . 
ada) has; announced a $3 
million budget for the 
c0rpo ra ti on' B 1073 act i - 
^VitiOSr:
President of Ducks Un- . 
limited (Canada;, R.(XA. 
llunicr of Winnipeg, .sate 
the budget will be used 
for the* development of
several ihbuKarid acres 
of wetlands habitat in the 
Prairies, MaritlmoB and 
in British Columbia.
Around 100 water man­
agement projects to im­
prove nesting conditions 
for waterfowl and otrier 
wildlife spccioB are plan­
ned.
j'vl vI vn I' it > i I'I 0/ I ,
Awi I Vfi'fv;"-. . '. s 
ISff'I 1 I ll I I *■" !'' s ? : ?'
Sifi *1. V , I
Family camping crips 
to the great outdoors 
bring with them some of 
tlie best picture-taking 
opportunities of the year. 
So when you’re loading the 
car with all your camping 
gear don’t forget your 
camera - and lots of film.
Better still, have your 
camera loaded and ready 
to record the fun, ex­
citement - and sometimes 
frustration - of getting 
ready for the camping 
trip.
Before the trip stock up
on film. If you have a new 
camera practise taking 
pictures in advance so 
you will know how your 
camera operates.
Be sure to dust it with 
a soft cloth, making sure 
the lens is clear. You can 
buy a special lens tissue 
for this job.
When not using your 
camera place it in a cool, 
shady spot.
Never carry it in the 
glove compartment of the 
car, it can become too hot. 





































Last fall I spotted two 
huge birds circling a tree 
some 400 yards away. I 
quickly “zeroed in” with 
my binoculars, hanging 
around my neck, and 
identified the birds as 
two bald-eagles circling 
their nest on the top of 
.^'theYree. ■■■
It was another example 
of when a pair of binocu- 
lar s can add ? en joy m ent 
:; to your outdoor trip., i
are ^practically ; an :,es-^^^^ - 
sential part of your equip­
ment on hikingj hunting 
trips, or -at a football 
game.
Here’s a quick rundown 
bn what to look for when 
purchasing a pair, how to
use them and howto main­
tain them.
One of the best pairs 
for all-round useis a 7x35 
binocular. The seven 
signifies the target will 
appear seven times 
closer. The 35 means the 
diameter of the front or 
objective lens is 35 milli­
metres, and this deter­
mines the amount of light 
that can enter the binocu­
lars. The numbers are 
stamped on the bi­
noculars.
Next look for the “field 
view” rating which may 
vary from 350 to almost 
600 feet. It means the 
width of the scene that you 
can see at a distance of 
1,000 yards. Mine has 
“l-ield View 358 feet at 
1,000 yards” stamped on 
it. Others may have the 
“Field View” rating in 
the literature provided. A 
wide Field View is good 
for outdoor use.
Be sure the optics are 
coated as this lots more 
light through to your eyes.'
Centre focusing is host as 
it allows one knob to focus 
both oyopioces.
You must focus them to 
suit your own eyes. Pick 
out an object some dis­
tance away and adjust the
centre knobUntil you can 
object, although 
it might be blurp. Now 
i close your right eye and 
move tlie centre focuBlng
knob until you see the 
distant object clearly with 
your left eye. Now open 
your right eye and close 
your left eye. Twist the 
right eyepiece, the sec­
tion touching your right 
eye, until you see the ob­
ject clearly with youxv 
■; right eye.;.'.
Now open both eyes and . 
bend the two sides of the;; 
binocular s on the centre 
hinge: so you have one- 
clear f circle of view 
with ho overlap or figure 
eight in the field of view.
^ The binoculars are now 
focused and you should 
note the scale marker on 
the right eyepiece and on 
the centre hinge and keep 
the binoculars focussed 
at these rriarker s for your 
personal use.
When using them keep 
both eyes on your object 
and bring the binoculars 
up to your eyes without 
taking your eyes off the 
target. If you look down 
at the binoculars you will 
have a hard rime finding 
the target again once your 
eyes have left it.
Always keep the lenses 
clean and clear. Do not 
use spectacle tissue to 
clean them as this may 
damage the len.s’ coating. 
Use a clean tissue or soft 
cloth and use a dab of 
warm water to remove 
stains or fingerprints.
If you wear glasses you 
should get. special cyo- 
caps on the binoculars to 
get them closer to your 
eyes. These can be pur­
chased at any optician’s 
, place. :
Check your neck strap 
every so ’ often for rot or 
damage, If it breaks your 
binocular.s could fall and 
bo damaged.
: .................... ........ .........
Tho spawning Halman 
have a senBo of smell so 
superscnsltivo that they 
cun pick out an odor spec-
trurn ah tiny as one part 
in eight billion. As long 
as Ihe salmon smells tbla 
odor ahead they will 
locate their home spawn­
ing stream.
or floor and cover it with 
a cloth or blanket.
When taking beach 
scenes avoid water spray, 
especially salt water, and 
exposure to the sun. They 
can damage the camera 
and film.
Have a path, stream 
or road wander across 
your picture diagonally, 
not across or straight up 
and down. Try and posi­
tion a building, such as 
a barn or house, to one 
side of centre. Look for 
contrasting color or 
pattern to give foreground 
interest to the scene.
Interesting results can 
be obtained by varying the 
camera angles. And this 
means you don’t have to 
always take a picture with 
the sun behind you. Side 
lighting gives much more 
sparkle to your scene and 
makes it a real color pic­
torial instead of just a 
snapshot.
Speaking of lighting. If 
your camera exposure is 
adjustable rather than 
automatic always give a 
shorter exposure in 
b r i g h.t sunny weather, 
especially if the light is 
reflected o ff the water or 
there is deep contra^ 
between the, sun and the 
shade.
; the?evening: a longer ex- ; 
posufe is needed.
And one final; tip for 
amateur photographers. 
Take: e h d ugh pictures. 
This will give you a good 
selection of shots and a 
full sequence ofyour holi- 
" :;day-trip-
CAMERA ENTHUSIAST in left foreground is following 
instructions of having road wander across picture to add 
incere^. (See article ori left); The road is the Yellowhead
Highway and that is Mount Robson near the B.C., Alta, 
border.;'':
With the versatile1073 and1200A lightweights.
Either one is a great friend to have around the cabin, it II dp your cutting^
chores with ease, and thon go to work as a water pump, spray painter, brusn
cutter, pulley drive, or winr'h. Al! you have to do is add the right accessory.
Your nearest Pioneer dealer will be glad to demonstrate all this convenience 
to you He’s in the yellow pages.
Wlaklng things oaslof (lii'Unbutod iht'duah ovor 100 dofilorH t)y
PORVEe RITCHIE
Oivitiidn of Tho Wofil Coaol Purvon Hitchio Company, 
Vancouvor/Nanaimo/CalQary '
vv \ \ J
AXES AND KNIVES
Be sharp is the word
...     nppris in mind and
The axe and the knife 
are two of the oldest tools 
on earth. They both date 
back to the Stone Age 
Man when he chipped 
rocks to a fine edge or 
point. He either shaped 
the rock as a dagger or 
bound it to a stick and used 
it as an axe.
No matter which way 
you are travelling into 
the great outdoors, by 
camper or just plain 
back-packing,- you should 
have these two tools with 
you.
Here are some tips on 
what to look for in axes 
and knives and how to look 
after them.
First determine what 
type of axe you need. They 
range from the 13 
l/2~inch Scout axe, or 
hatchet, to the 33-inch 
length. The Scout size 
with head of about one 
pound will take care of 
light chores.
For felling trees or 
splitting logs you will 
need a heavier model, a 
pole axe with a two or 
three-pound head and a 
length of 28 to 30 inches.
It is called a pole axe as 
it only has one cutting 
edge and the other end is 
flattened and can be used 
for driving stakes or
poles. ,
Best axe handles are 
fashioned from straight- 
grained hickory, running 
the length of the handle. 
When buying an axe be 
sure there are no knots 
in the handle.
When sharpening an axe 
use a flat mill filo or a 
foot - powered stone. 
Never use an electric 
grindstone, the heat gen­
erated can take the 
temper out of the blade.
Grind each side at a 
slight angle, removing 
metal for about one-halt 
inch back from the edge. 
Use a medium-grit whet- 
stonG to finisli off thG final
edge working it in a circu­
lar motion from the head 
to the toe of the blade.
One more tip, when 
using the axe make sure 
there are no obstacles 
in your cutting area such
as branches overhead.
When buyiog a knife 
choose one with yoiur out­
door eed  
be sure to buy one from 
a reliable manufacturer.
Fishermen will need a 
long, thin blade for fillet­
ing, and the hunter, who 
spends time around a 
campsite will want a 
heavier, thicker blade.
A short, light well- 
curved blade is excellent 
for skinning but not good 
for chopping. And a 
heavy-duty blade is not 
the typG of blS-dc needed 
to clean small game or 
fillet fish.
Sharpening should be 
done with a small, moist 
handstone, holding the 
blade so the back is about 
15 degrees up from the 
gm;-facG of the stone. Ruh 
the blade apinst the 
stone, edge first, using 
a circular motion.
Similarly as with the
axe, do not use an emery
wheel and be careful with 
a grindstone.
Never sheathe a wet 
blade, always clean and 
dry it first. When storing 
it coat it with a film of oil 
or vaseline and leave it 
out of the sheathe.
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Lake, B.C. give a the^ wind forecasts
note those, clouds shadm^ winds are due.
areF correct (see article beio r - b.C. Govt.; photo
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EXCLUSIVELY FOR YOUR GROUP: the Greyhound ‘comfort 
package’ offers you climate-conditioned, restroom-equ.ppe
luxury and SEJfoty-proyen chauffeurs.
Vo anr^o iVuV:
in r^xth Americal) In your group's own private GreyhounJ
cruiser, ''7 ^7.," , ; ,■




.. and leave the driving to us
Coll ydur loc^al bus terminal
for charter-planning assistance. _ ,
Ask about economical package Express o.
Winds are one of the 
most capricious elements 
of nature and the very 
existence of mankind de­
pends on whether they 
blow hot or cold.
For the outdoorsman 
some elementary know­
ledge of anticipating 
winds, and what their 
strength means, i?. es­
sential.
Light winds are those 
from one to seven miles 
per hour and they cause 
smoke to drift and can 
build up waves to a foot
in height. , ,
A gentle wind is one 
from eight to 12 MPH 
and can create waves of 
two feet or more.
Moderate winds are 13 
to 18 MPH and can build 
ui) waves to five feet 
high.
Fresh winds are 19 to 
24 MPH and can create 
created waves, even on 
sheltered waters, 
iv Strong winds are 25 
to MPH and small 
craft warnings arc hoist­
ed and sent out by radio. 
All small pleasure cratt 
should take sheliex in a 
cove iH" tic up at a dock.
Gale winds arc over 40 
MPH, then come 
hurricanes, typhoons,
' etc.
Here are a few simplo 
rules on predicting winds 
but they are not a guar­
antee of SUCCOBB.
High riying cirrus
clouds (mare s tails)
forecast rising winds and
the direction from where
it will blow.
Billowy white cumulus 
clouds are created by as­
cending air during warm 
weather. Heavy winds can 
be found in their vicinity. 
Steer clear of them if you 
are on a large body of
water. , •
Low, gray, solid 
stratus clouds that blot 
out the sky usually herald 
a steady wind that stays 
as long as they remain, 
sometimes up to three 
days. Smooth water re­
turns with clearing skies.
Changes in wind direc­
tion and velocity can be 
forecast by o b s e r v 1 n g 
smoke. H the smoke 
climbs straight and 
slowly the air is quiet and 
there should be little 
wind. ,
If the smoke waver.s and
breaks there is wr- 
bulcnce and a strong
poBsibility tbat winds are 
coming.
If it climbs, then flat­
tens out, masses of warm 
and cold air arc meeting 
;u that level and it Is a 
sign of rain on the w«y7
When smoke spreads 
out at water level, the air 
is daiTip and tbcre7s a
strong posBibllity pi log* ,
Try these simple rules
this summer and see hoNV
accurate your predictions
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Opening up a great un­
touched wilderness, the 
Yellowhead route is a 
dream-corne-true for the 
adventuring outdoors- 
man, sightseer and 
history buff.
The Yellowhead, named 
after a light-haired 
Iroquois trapper and 
guide the French called 
‘Tete Jaune’, is western 
Canada’s new interpro­
vincial highway. It links 
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, 
Alberta and British Col­
umbia in a 1,875- mile 
journey across wheat- 
fields, past lakes and 
forests and through 
mountain valleys to the 
Pacific coast.
The scenery, camp­
grounds and abundant 
wildlife all along the high­
way are a delight. They 
range from pastoral set­
tings to the grandeur of 
three magnificent moun­
tain ranges in Alberta 
and British Columbia. 
The crowning glory is 
Mount Robson (12,972) 
highest peak in the Ca­
nadian Rockies.
As a change of pace 
there are the myriad at­
tractions of cities like : 
E d m onto n, P r i n c e 
George, Prince .Rupert 
arid Kamloops, where din- J 
Trig and entertainment are 
surprisingly good. Ed-;
- montori has a flavor all its = 
own, a city that almost; : 
literally comes apart at 
the seam s during its 
colorful Klondike Days 
festival July 16 to 28.
The Yellowhead High­
way enters Alberta at the 
city of L loy.d m in ster, 
straddling the Saskatche­
wan-Alberta border; and 
continues through hunt­
ing and fishing country to 
Elk Island National Park, 
a haven for swimming, 
boating and other outdoor 
recreation.
Nearby, the u n i q u e 
wildlife collection at Al 
Oeming’s famous Game 
Farm attracts visitors 
from all parts of the 
world. A n i m a 1 species 
are from around the world 
and include unusual Ca­
nadian varieties, such as 
the huge Swan Hills griz­
zly. Oeming’s farm is 
noted for its adaptation of 
tropical animals to the 
Alberta climate.
West of the hustling 
city of Edmonton, the ter­
rain along the route be­
comes lofi.s rolling and 
more spectacular as it 
approaches the Hockies. 
Here the Yellowhead 
enters Jasper National 
Park, with its myriad of 
outdoor sport.s, from 
mount a in c 11 mbi ng.hik i ng 
and skiing to golfing and 
swirnming.
The route continues its 
w e 81 w a r d trek through 
Yellowhead Pass and 
across the Great Divide, 
ter Mount Robson Provin­
cial Park in British Col­
umbia.
It then HpIiiB into two 
arms at Tete Jaune 
Cache! the soutliern arm
leads to Kamloops in the 
interior; the northern 
arm to Prince Rupert on 
the coast.
Heading south through 
mountain valley s, the 
traveller is treated to one 
of North America’s most 
magnificent wilderness 
areas — tlie 1,300,000- 
acre Wells Gray Provin­
cial Park. Here there is 
climbing, canoeing, 
hiking, trail riding and 
camping.
Further south, the 
Yellowhead terminates at 
Kamloops, once a trading 
post frequented by pros­
pectors searching for 
gold and now a major 
commercial centre.
From Kamloops the 
traveller follows the 
Trans - Canada Highway 
west through the magnifi­
cent Fraser River Canyon 
to Hope. At Hell’s Gate in 
the Canyon the whole 
force of the river pours 
through a narrow cut in 
the rocks.
At Hope the traveller 
leaves the canyon and the 
highway leads to Van­
couver across the pas­
toral Fraser Valley 
farmlands.
The northwest arm of 
the Yellowhead Highway 
leads from Tete Jaune 
Cache to Prince George, 
following the direction of 
the upper Fraser River.
It then turns westward 
towards Prince Rupert, 
passing through what has 
been described as “The 
Lakes District of B.G. 
There is ideal fishing, 
swimming and boating in 
nearby lakes and rivers.
At Moricetown Canyon 
the Bulkley River, nearly 
a quarter-mile wide, is 
compressed into a 50-foot 
wide chasm. Fish ladders 
help the salmon through 
the cataract to the up­
stream area where they 
Spawn-
Near Hazelton is the 
historical ‘Ksan Indian 
Village where there are 
totem pole carvers and 
craftsmen showing the
arts of leatherwork, 
beadwork and weaving.
The highway continues 
through the Hazelton and 
Coast Mountains and 
follows the Skeena River 
to tidewater.
Prince Rupert is ringed 
by mountains that protect 
the fishing fleets, freight­
ers and cruise ships an­
chored in the Pacific 
coa stal waters. From 
Prince Rupert, car 
ferries ply the Pacific 
north to Alaska and south 
to Vancouver Island.
The traveller then 
travels south on the is­
land to Nanaimo or Vic­




QUADRA-TRAC —Someday all 4-wheel drive vehicles may have 









Here’s how it works and what it does for you:
QuadraTrac eliminates shift lever and front locking hubs.
Ouadra-Trac is lull-time automatic 4-wheel drive. Theres 
no need to get out and lock in the Iron! wheel hubs or
even shill alever,; . Ouadra-Trac eliminates both. 4-wheer 
drive iG automaticaliylhoro when you need it on or oft 
the highway. :
Quadra-Trac offers superior traction.
; Under lest conditions, two Jeep Wagoneers., one Ouadra-, • . ,; : .
X Trac, one without, were asked to make an accelerating ;;; : ,
. turn on a'wateC'Soakeci road, The Wagoneer witli , ■ .. .
: I Quadra JYaGremairi'ed in control, while tlie other vehicle , c
hadatGndencyjQlishiail, X"
QH&6ra-lrBC works In nm\N way.
A tl'iird dilterentiai allows torque to bo directed aulO' , ;
: maticallv to ttie wheels,ttiat t'lavo the best traction; II the ■ ■ 
wheels on one axle start to slip, as on ice or rough tor rain,
.tt’iewtieelsoillt!e(„)!hei axleautumalicaily layover
Quadra-Trac is one c)Y the.most advanced 4 -wheel drive ;:
' systems ever developeK,! and its,available now on Jeep . , '
' Wagoneer a'nd Jeei.) 'Truck, ii you v»^anl Tou8he*t.<i*lclt*r worcl on wh«*6l*, 
,10'know,rnore about it: she your Jeepxmrjl 
, 'dealer. He kriows 4-wheel,drive, Pn ii,
A at AairfiCtO' rimO.i .f l.amtiul.
, 'hi, ;.■■■ ; s: ■ ^ ■-
>i.44V'C; );■ .f.'h'.X:
■e-'u's- XvTXMi hX I '41 Xwif'*' ta T
If you are driving or 
towing a trailer, camper 
or campmobile for the 
first time this year there 
are some safety hints that 
every novice should 
study.
It can make all the dif­
ference between having a 
pleasant vacation or one 
that is filled with mis­
haps.
Make sure your car has 
enough power to pull the 
trailer safely. Have your 
service station mechanic 
check the car to see if you 
have heavy duty springs 
and shock absorbers, 
similarly make sure the 
trailer has heavy duty 
tires.
Have the mechanic 
check the frame, rollers, 
winch, cable,, tilting 
locks, safety chain, 
wiring, lights and hitch 
before starting a trip.
After about 10 miles 
of travel stop and check 
the load and fastenings, 
the hitch and lights and 
trailer wheel bearings.
Distribute your lo ad 
evenly and do not exceed 
gross vehicle weight.
Proper loading helps
prevent trailer sway. Ten 
to 15 percent of the trail­
er weight should be on the 
hitch and this ensures the 
trailer will remain level.
Special driving skills 
are needed when towing a 
trailer. Practice start­
ing, turning, stopping and 
backing up on a quiet road 
before going on your trip 
or tangling with heavy, 
high speed traffic.
Reduce your normal 
driving speed by 10 to 15 
miles per hour and 
increase your following 
distance on the highway.
Don’t brake too sudden­
ly if you are going to stop.
If a tire blows out pump 
the brakes lightly and try
to stop gradually in a 
straight line.
A heavy - duty cooling 
system is a big help in
. mountainous country. Al­
ways down — shift to a 
lower gear in mountain­
ous terrain to avoid 
engine overheating.
If the engine does heat 
up, park the vehicle, put 
the gear in neutral, and 
run i the engine at a fast 
idle. This will cool it
dowm''"‘X.
Give yourself plenty 
of time and space to pass 
another vehicle and 
always keep right except 
to pass. If you are travel­
ling slower than normal 
traffic, be courteous, give 
the other vehicles every 
opportunity to pass.
Never allow passeng­
ers in the trailer while 
travelling. It’s dangerous 
and in some provinces it 
is illegal.
Always carry emer­
gency equipment. A hy­
draulic jack will probably
be needed for tlie chang­
ing on a trailer. Try it 
out before starting out. 
Also carry red flags and 
reflectors or flares for 
emergency highway 
stops and always carry 
other auto tools and a
spare can of gasoline. You
will be surprised at the
increase in consumption
of gas by your car when 
it is towing a trailer.
One thing more, before 
each trip check your heat­
ing gas fittings to be sure 
they are tight. Vibration 
on a rough road can loosen 
up some of the: con­
nections. If you smellgas 
Xbe sure TO open all 
windows. DO NOT LIGHT 
::; A: : M A T CH. X In ; :fact it T s ^a x; 
goodX 'idea to leave two 
windows or vents open tOi 
ensure adequate ventila-.
X^-" tiohX':^
TH^ is demonstrating the wrong
waV to travel. It is over the centre line.XThis is one xway
- vou could finish yoiirTvacation with a crash. See trailer
SLy tips article on this page. B.C. Govt, photo
m/^VEL
Make sure your heat­
ing and cooking burners 
give off a blue flame. 
A lazy, yellow flame in­
dicates the burner is im-' 
properly adjusted and 
giving off excessive car­
bon monoxide. There can 
also be a flash fire hazard 
with badly adjusted burn­
ers.
Make sure your re­
creational vehicle is 
equipped with a fire ex­
tinguisher. In a spot check 
last summer only one unit 
in the 84 inspected was 
equipped with a fire ex­
tinguisher, yet 39 of the 
units had poorly adjusted 
ranges or ovens.
Play It safe and you will 
have a happy holiday.
Como ;in(i soo tho oxciting now Scnniponrailors on displ.'ty 
ruw! ricvon pinnn.id mndolr. lo (iciroinmodoto
nvory inmily iind ovpry hudgot, Now dosiyns, Now (loorpliit)s 
Now foaluros Kvory irniler built lor olfortloss driving and 
fiiifo roadltolding, Mnko ovory vvookond n gotawiiy holiday -
in u Sc/impor, tho nunawoy Lomlor,




Sciimp'o Motor ohm ii
choice ol iiiiMlifli* lo nimii ovmy
(lOHMin.il nndbio.ini'c,!, 10(1111(0
IhiUiitHl : nod rolKtIdo ihiv 
vom ’sa<'(m'|nti Cmvipmii books 
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PREBUILT INDUSTRiES LTD.
For FREE full-color brochuros or) tho 1973 
SCAMPER lino-up, soo your nqarost doolor,
(Looiilud in Ktiy CtjfhrifS iicroitnWmiinrn Cnnhdn)
, While the public is hc- 
corning aware of forest 
fire prevention there 
should more auention 
paid to The pollution pro­
blem, a spokesman for the 
Cnnad Ian l-orcstry As- 
sociatloii said.
Me pointed out that pol­
lution ranks with forest 
fires as a threat to the 
forests.',
XWe are becoming more 
concerned with pollutiori 
although destruction of 
(he forest by fire i.sa form 
of pollution, he said.
The easy a(ccess to the 
outdoors, by new high­
ways, planes and high 
speed boats, is creating 
pollution and vandalism 
problems at campsites. 
The outdoors etiquette 
rule of leaving a camp 
clean is being ignored by 
a minority of ignorant 
and careless campers.
There have been recent 
cases of private cabins 
being ransacked, with 
nothing taken, but the food 
staples (left there incase 
someone became snow­
bound) scattered all over 
the floor, bunks, etc. It 
is not the work of wild 
animal s but of human ani­
mals.
Here are some tips on 
how TO keep a clean camp 
and do your bit to prevent 
polluiiun.
leave loose 
around. It at- 
1 n sects and 







it in the ca mpsite garbage 
pail. If there isn’t a pail 
then try burning the burn­
able items and bury the 
rest in a hole In the 
g r0 u nd a nd sp r 1 nk 1 e 11 
with chloride of lime be- 
foro covering it oyer.
Similarly if there art? 
no toilet facilities at the 
camp dIg a hole some dIs- 
tance from camp and use 
loose earth and lime then 
fill it In ot ihtv end ofyour 
'''Stay.''"'"' f '
Fish bones, vegetable 
poellngs and other
refuse can also be buried. 
They will gradually 
disintegrate and recycle 
into the earth.
Be sure to clean out 
the trailer’s water and 
refu se tanks at an 
authorized depot, not at 
the campsite.
Never throw garbage, 
refuse or effluent into a 
lake or stream, or any­
where for that matter. It 
not only pollutes the sur­
rounding water but It will 
also affect the water 
miles away, particularly 
so if it is a stream.
A white trail of exhaust 
fumes from your vehicle 
or outboard motor is a 
sure .sign you’re burning 
oil instead of gas. It is 
also a sure sign you’re 
pollutinc the air. ,
Clean up nil Utter be­
fore leaving your camp­
site. Nonbumable items, 
bottles, cans, etc., should 
be taken out in plastic 
bags to a proper dump. 
Cardhoard, paper and 
other burnable Item.s 
should be burned.
Try andkeepcanipfire.s 
burning brightly. Thconly 
time a fire should he 
smoking fs when you are 
lust in the woods ur when 
you are using It as guide 
for Bomeone else; who la 
lost.','''',',;
And when you are put­
ting-out the campfire be 
sure that every spark la 
dead, Douse the wood with 
water and he sure there 
a re no smoki ng embers.
' ' ^ I*(,Mi < e ‘ "i’'' ' ,1 ' H ( ) ' '' , , I '
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LOOKING OVER the new Grand Forks deer range 
are from left: Alastair McLean, Canada Department of 
Agriculture; Bert M. Hoffmeister, chairman of the fund, 





















































The largest annual out­
door athletic event of its 
kind in North America, 
the British Columbia 
Festival of Sports, 
launches its fourth extra­
vaganza on May 17.
From then through June 
4, close to 125,000 
participants will take part 
in 322 events in 9L British 
Columbia communities. 
Th e r e are 41 major 
sports involved in the
: FestivaL^v. ^
All 10 Canadian pro­
vinces and two Terri­
tories will participate in 
the Festival this year for 
the first time. In addi­
tion, the Fe stiva 1 has 
drawn entrants from eight 
countries and 11 Ameri­
can states.
Besides Canada and the 
U.S., other countries 
competing in the Festival 
are Japan, Denmark, 
Australia, New Zlealand, 
West Germany and Wales.
Overall, the Festival 
has drawn 79 internation­
al events, six national 
c h a m p i 0 n s h i p s, four 
Western Canada cham­
pionships and nine pro­
vincial c h a m pi o n s h i p 
events.
Na t i o n a 1 champion­
ships will be decided in 
marksmanship, motor- 
sport, fencing, archery, 
track and field and wheel­
chair sports.
In addition, much of the 
emphasis on the fourth 
Spring Festival wil! 
centre around the New 
Westminster - Burnaby 
Canada Summer Games, 
slated for those two 
centres, August 3-12.
The Festival will pro­
vide the backdrop for pro­
vincial playddwns In nine , 
sports leading to the 
Sumtner Games.
Fr<,)vincial p 1 a y d o w n 
sports to he staged during 
the l-cstival are swim­
ming, diving, track and 
field in a rk sm a n sh i f),' 
rowing, water skiing, 
canoeing, lacrnsse a nd 
tennis.' ""L o"
At press time, all Imt 
tennis had decided its 
|)loydown schedule. The 
playdown will be fudged 
as either outriglit events 
or part of otitcr events. 
The schedule;' 
CANPIGNG, Canoe and 
c K a y a k championships, 
June 3, 9 a.m., Burnaby 
Lake. ,
TRACK AND FIELD, 
Provincial High School 
Championships, June 1,
4 p.m., June 2, 12 noon. 
Bear Creek Park, Surrey.
LACROSSE, Canada 
Games Team Trials, June
1- 3, Port Coquitlam Re­
creation Centre.
; : M A R K S M A N S HI P , :
; Canad a G a m e s Team 
Trials, June 2-3, 9 a. m.j v: 
Ca had a Games Range, 
Port Coquitlam.
; ; SWIMMING, Northwest L 
TnvitatipnaF Swirn; Meet, ■ = 
June 2-3; 10 a. ni., Percy 
Norman Memorial Pool, >
Vancouver.^
WATER SKIING, North- : 
west Open Tournament, 
May 19-20, 8 a. m. , Sproat 
Lake, Port Alberni, 
Round One, Northwest 
Open Tournament, June
2- 3, 8 a.m., Shawnigan
Lake, Shavmigan, Final 
Round.
DIVING, Canada Games 
Trials, June 2 - 3, New 
Westminster Canada 
Games Pool and Simon 
Fi*aser University Pool.
ROWING, Canada 
Games Trials, June 3, 
Burnaby Lake.
In total, the fourth an­
nual Festival will be the 
best on record, both from 
a sports stand point and 
a community effort.
" The C O m m u n 11 i e B 
have done a fantastic job 
of prep a ring for this 
one,” said Festival man­
ager, Robert Groulx.
One of them is at 
Cloverdale, whcre on 
June 1-3 at the Fair 
Grounds, the Festival 
Medieval Games will be 
fougln out.
Such ancient competi- 
: tions as Jousting airi: 
liorseback, long bow and 
cross Flow firing, chariot 
:races, ' Mlllc'r wagon 
r a c s. a n d ti 'i e 11 a til e, c 1 o u t 
will ,bi‘ on the lino as the 
I'air Grounds turns back 
the clock 10 King Arthur, 
Robin Mood and the 
Wizard o.f:ld.'';: „
\lorses will,be a big, 
pan of the Festival, too. 
There are 29 equestrian: 
events and nine rodeos 
.scheduled during the 
three - week l-’estiva 1 
period.
The ^'F'estival . is co­
sponsored Ity tlie British 
Cojurnbla Depanment of 
1 ravel Indufury and ilio 
11. (a f'pi 1 r IH 1'0(1 e ran (»n.
Purchase of the Gilpin 
deer range, an area of 
approximately 470 acres 
of winter grazing land for 
deer which winter near 
Grand Forks, has been 
announced by the National 
Second Century Fund of 
B.C.
The land, in the west 
Kootenay - Kettle Valley 
area, has been purchased 
from two private owners.
It is the first land pur­
chased by B. C.’s Second 
Century Fund.
The area is accessible 
and the public will be able 
to watch the deer in their 
winter habitat.
It will be maintained by 
the B.C. Fish and Wildlife 
Branch of the Department 
of Recreation and Con­
servation as part of a 
game management pro­
gram along Highway No.
3, which also includes 
greenbelt farm land ac­
quired by the B.C. gov­
ernment.
Approximately 1,500 
deer winter in this area.
Announcing the land 
purchase, fund chairman, 
B.M. Hoffmeister, stated 
the purpose of the Second 
Century : Fund is to ac­
quire lands in B.C. that 
ard ecologically valuable 
hut are endangered by in­
creasing* u r ban; growth 
' arid in d u st riali z a t io nz * 
Such lands lmay be nest-:”' 
ing or feeding grounds of 
wildlife threatened fby 
B. G. ’s human growth,: or; 
rhay contain unusual ex- : 
amples of plant or animal 
' life. ■;
In the Grand Forks 
area, deer have been 
threatened with starva­
tion in late winter and 
early spring because 
there is too much com­
petition with cattle on the 
same hillsides.
Properly managed 
range land can support 
both cattle and deer, but 
on Grand Forks' drybelt 
hillsides close to the city, 
the first few green shoots 
in spring are precious to 
deer which come there in 
large numbers from many 
miles back in the moun­
tains, said a Century Fund 
spokesman.
The south-facing slope, 
the variety of plants for 
' winter and spring food, 
the varied topography and 
the forested areas for 
protection from weather 
are factors making this an 
important deer winter 
range.
Sparkplug behind the 
application for the Grand 
Forks land purchase was 
the Grand Forks Fish and 
Game Club under leader­
ship of local B. C. Forest 
Service o ffi c e r, Fred 
R u s s e 11. Analysis of 
grazing potential and, 
identificatidh of suitable 
properties came through 
T the B Penticton offices of ; 
the B.;g. Fish and Wildlife 
Service.
The National Second 
Century Fund of B. C. was: 
set up by Prime Minister 
; Trudeau during the 1971 
B. C. Centennial Year. Gf 
the $10 million granted 
to B. C. for centennial
projects, about $4.5 
million was unspent. A 
permanent fund was set 
up by Ottawa, with annual 
interest of between $300, 
000 and $400,000, to be 
spent on purchase of lands 
of ecological value . . . 
"for the benefit and en­
joyment of the people of 
British Columbia.”
At the Grand Forks 
project, a large number 
of deer will be protected 
on south - facing land 
which gets the first spring 
sun and which is varied 
enough with some timber 
to give the animals cover.
The Fish and Wildlife 
Branch plan research, 
fertilizing, and browse- 
species planting program 
to increase the game- 
carrying capacity of the 
land.
5, day: allvinclusiue : float trips.,: A 
perfect holiday in remote wilderness ; 
setting. Scenic Cariboo Chilcotin. 
Whitewater. Fishing, hiking, adven-i 
ture. Fine foods; Week ly, June, 
July, August. Reserve how. Write— 
CASCADE RAFT EXPEDITIONS, 
P.O. Box 6441, Vancouver 8, B.C.
fa
VI7ant outboard power to flash across the open 
water? Gr maybe .a tranquil lope through your 
favorite fi.shing spot is more your sfiecd. Father 
way, there’s a ’73 Merc with performance 
feature.s other outboards won’t have ready for 
you until 1975. All ten Mercs have changed for 
’73. .Some a little. Some a lot. The point is, you 
can count on Mercury to stay years ahead of 
nil the rest.
Stop in today and sen why tho 4- to ISO-hp Mores for
'73 are setting sland.irds lor years to come.
nrtiEiRcejiffstv'
OUtHOAMUU
Compl#Hn«fig« ol : 4, ? 6, BJ. K). W. W. f*&. 16. MS, IM HP.Mtficufy MAiJnc'/Oiififtioh ot Hfonnwiik Corpofftiion, .1'pf‘d du Ldf,
Ttif YEAR'S ' ' 
MERa SIT NEXT' 
YEAR’S ITAMMIWS.
Mt«vfy Slid Uoyd Ot(Cl|*» stir tgtin Ihn ynt w Irliviiiow's w«»1 riciii«i|, 
hfjsitn* tftir*-"Wjiff Wndrl II " S** fimt l(i(«l IV lijihnid hw liw* rndmiiftn.
Contact These
for SALES & SERVICE
CAMPBELL RIVER
Campbell River Ocean Marine 
& Machine Shop
CHILLIWACK
Leo Edwards & Sons Ltd.
COWICHAN BAY
K. & P, Enterprises Lid.
CRANBROOK
Don's Marino Sales 
CRESCENT BEACH 




Smitly's Boat Rontrjls 
HOUSTON









Pitkollily & Buijrj Lid. ,
POWELL RIVER












Four Sooion's Spoils Ceniio
SORRENTO
Shuswap Marine Sales lid.
TRAIL, ,*■ ' '■«
Trail SporU Centro Lid.
VICTORIA '
. Mayfair Marino lid.
Mullins Marine Sales l.ld,
Ditiribuierl In British Columbia and 
YiJiron by Iho Marino Division
McLennan, mchely a prior ltd,
3525 Cornell Rd., Vancouver 12 
Phono 4:i3-?4(n
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This is the time of the 
year that boat owners 
should be checking their 
boats and equipment to 
ensure a care free sailing 
summer.
First, and most im­
portant, is the motor. You 
should have this item 
checked by a qualified 
mechanic. The overhaul 
should include cleaning
sparkplugs, carburetor, 
setting up the timing, 
checking gas lines, etc.
The electrical system 
is extremely important. 
The insulation on cables 
can deteriorate during the 
winter and should be 
checked to be sure they 
are not shorting. Check 
your running lights to 
make sure the wiring is in
WRiewspaprs 
fealiire
This supplement is one 
of two published annually 
by WESTERN REGIONAL 
newspapers LTD., a 
non-profit organization of 
thirty - eight community 
newspapers serving non­
metropolitan centres in 
British Columbia and Al­
berta. „
Each Spring and Fall, 
WRNewspapers distri­
bute these supplements 
in their newspapers, ac­
companying them with 
locally - printed s econd 
sections, or special 
p ag e s, while additional 
copies of ^ ; this' main
supplem ent are also di s- 
tributed : to other com.- :
munities through regional
and local Fish and Game, 
Tourist, Automobile As- 
sociations, Sports and^ 
other organizations. ^
In each supplement, the
key subject is OUT­
DOORS. The Spring issue 
also features TRAVEL 
and ' SUMMER* FUN . . • 
fishing, travel, earning' 
games . • • while the Fall 
edition’s added features 
are HUNTING and 
WINTER SPORTS, Skiing, 
Snowmobiling, etc., etc.
Through these supple­
ments, and their locally- 
printed “second sec­
tions” the Newspapers of 
the WESTERN RE­
GIONAL group fill a void 
in supplying to this, out­
doors - minded audience 
articles of great interest 
on all subjects relating to 
outdoors activities, with 
considerable emphasis 
being placed on environ­
ment and other subjects 
of importance.
Additional copies ol 
this supplement are 
available to those who 
may wish them for mail­
ing to distant friends and
relatives. The complete 
list of WESTERN RE­
GIONAL NEWSI’Ainr:RS 
carrying tliis particular 
issue is given helow . . . 




Gran brook Courier, 
Cranbrook, B. C.
Duncan Cowichan Leader, 
Duncan, B.C.
Kami o o p s News Ad­
vertiser, Kamloops,
B.C.
Kimberley Daily Bulletin, 
Kimberley, B.C. 




Fraser Valley Record, 
Mission, B. C.
P o w el 1 River New s, 
Powell River, B.C.




Salmon Arm Observer, 
Salmon Arm, B; C. 
Sechelt Peninsula Times, 
Sechelt, B.C. ^ 
Sidney Review, Sidney,
' B C '
Smithers Interior News, 
Smithers, B.C.
Surrey Leader, P. O. Box 
1180, Surrey, B.C.
imiTlSIl LOMiMHIA;
Abbotsford, Su m a s and 
Klatfifiui News, AbbotH- 
ford, B.C.
Campbell River Courier, 
Campbell River, B.C.
Campbell Riyer Upper Is­





Camrose Canadian, Cam- 
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good condition and check 
other electrical acces­
sories and make sure they 
are in proper working 
order. Check the battery 
for cracks and corrosion 
and be sure you have a 
full battery charge.
If you didn’t do so at the 
end of last year’ s boating 
season, now is the time to 
tilt the boat up, remove 
the drain plug and give the 
boat a good wash, inside 
and out, with warm water 
and a mild detergent. If 
you have a plastic (fiber­
glass) hull do not use a 
harsh detergent as it will 
remove some of the wax 
from the surface and may 
remove some of the pig­
mented surface.
You may have to use a 
wire brush, steel wool or 
putty knife to remove 
some of the growth on the 
bottom of the hull. 
Scraping is not recom­
mended on plastic as 
there is a danger of 
scratching the surface. If 
you have a persistent 
stain you can buy special 
stain removers.
Check the boaCs hard­
ware for pitting and cor- 
rosiqri. A good polish will 
help to; restore the lustre.
In - some cases you may 
have to replace items.
Check; the steering 
cables and pul 1 e y s.
Cables shouId be untwist­
ed, tight and free of wear.
The anchor line is sub­
ject to a lot of stress and 
it should be checked for 
fraying and rot. Similarly 
check your life preserv­
ers for floatability. Ifyou 
used them for cushions 
last season they may have 
lost some of their buoy­
ancy. ■
If you haul your boat to 
the launching site be sure 
to check the trailer while 
you are checking out the
boat. . .
Inspect the tires for 
wear and see that they are 
properly inflated. Be sure 
to follow the dealer’s 
guide on pounds of air 
needed for certain loads. 
And if you are getting a 
new trailer this spring bo 
sure that the weight of the 
boat and the tires match 
up and that the hitch is 
the proper type for the 
weight to be pulled.
One tiling rnoru. You 
might be thinking of put­
ting all that luggage you 
usually haul in the car Into 
tlie boat. In that ca.se he 
sure to add that on to the 
hauling weight of the heat.
------------- , ^ -uBOAT LAUNCH at Lac La Hache in the Cariboo 
country of B.C. makes it easy for the traveller^ ^t 
on the lake and try for some Trout
locked salmon). B.C. Govt, photo
to raise
It’s easy to raise your 
own earth-worm fish bait: 
in your backyard. The 
following . tips and in­
structions to build a worm 
bed- vShou Id produce 
enough bait for the whole 
;-:..summer.;;::;v;-v- 
: *One word of caution. Be 
careful with the use of 
insecticides anywhere 
near the production site. 
IncidentELlly an oblong
Or square crate canbe 
used in place: of building
a worm box. Many worm
breeders use a bronze 
screen lining inside the 
box but it isn't that neces­
sary. If you feed the 
worms well they’ll stay 
put right in the box-
Earthworms depend on 
four major conditions for 
good r e p r o d u c t i o n: 
suitable soil, abundant 
food, moisture and tem­
perature control.
A combination soil con­
sisting of 1/3 peat, 1/3 
black loam and 1/3 man­
ure w'ill give the best re­
sults. Sandy soil should be 
avoided since it tends to 
injure the intestinal tract 
of an earthv/orm.
For food, the earth- 
v/orrn thrives best on a 
high fat-protein diet, sup­
plied 1.')' .‘■lUch loodkS as 
vegetable oil or lard mix­
ed with corn, .soybean, or 
cottonseed irieal. For 
,, each bod 6" x ^; x 3‘ 
apply I 1/2 pounds of 
shonening or lard mixed
witli thr ee pounds of meal 
every two weeks.
Used/kitchen- fats are 
a good source of food, 
as if shortening and.lard. 
The feed should be mixed; 
into the top 12 inches of 
soil in the bed.^
Moisture should be 
/ added to the soil each tirne 
the worms are fed. If it is 
too dry, they will be found 
at the bottom. If too wet, 
they will be at the top.
Temperature should be 
controlled as much as 
possible. If the worm bed 
is portable or on wheels, 
it can be moved inside a 
garage on extremely cold 
nights.
To construct the worm 
bed, use 2x10-inch boards 
nailed together to form a 
rectangle. Bricks or ce­
ment blocks could be used 
in the same design.
Place the bed under a 
heavily shaded area, or 
make a roof to protect the 
worms from sunlight or 
heavy rains.
Stock the bed with about 
300 adult worms and 
• cover withmossorburlap 
bags to prevent loss of 
moisture by evaporation 
and to provide protection 
from the sun. Consider­
able thinning of young 
worms is necc.ssary to 
produce large ones.
Within six monthsaftor 
;stocklng, wonpir Tan be 
removed from the beds 
and the fishing fun begins.
"
LOOK TO;jip^^gfll:TOR INFLATABLE BOATS
Tho World’s Toughest Inflatable Craft - from Groat Britain
loUulititlii ■ l*oH.iblo, Roll Up nnd Slondjla • Dutnble • Uiulnknbbi 
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If, as novice canoeist 
you don’t know about a 
"J” stroke, or a draw, 
you don't know how to do 
a "canoe-over-canoe", 
don't wear a personal 
flotation device, don't 
know about hypothermia, 
resuscitation or feather­
ing then it’s time to learn.
If, as a more advanced, 
adventuresome canoeist 
you don't know about 
Grade II or IV, whirl­
pools, hydraulics, ferry­
ing, survival, etc., then 
you are a menaceto your­
self and others.
Danger in canoeing, 
like danger in driving, can 
be directly attributed to 
the lack of basic canoeing 
education and the lack of 
ability of the paddler (or 
driver). This danger can 
be almost entirely eli­
minated if you will take 
the time to seek out some 
qualified basic canoeing 
instruction.
Thus far, we are free 
of government regula­
tions. There is no govern­
ment law for example that 
says you must carry, let 
alone wear, a life jacket 
in the canoe.
There are a few unwrit­
ten laws however, by 
which you should abide to 
make canoeing safer:
(1) Be a competent 
swimmer. (2) Learn at 
least one form of resus­
citation, preferably 
mouth to rhouth; (3) Wear 
y o u r personal flotation 
device, test it for flota­
tion. DON’T sit on it; 
DON’T kneel on it, WEAR; 
IT!!1 (4) Learn canoeing 
through an organized, 
r e c o g n i z e d group. (5) 
Know your own capabili­
ties. (6) Know the cap­
abilities and limitations 
of your equipment. DON’T 
attempt a GRADE III river 
with equipment designed 
for lake travel. (7) Never 
canoe alone. (8) Watch the 
weather.
Even before you pur­
chase a canoe, you should 
avail yourself of canoeing 
lessons through a canoe 
club, community recrea­
tion organization, YM and 
S'WC A or one of the many 
other groups whoareablc 
to provide qualified 
canoeing programs.
One such club In the 
Vancouver area Is the 
Dogwood Canoe Club. It 
meets 7;.3n p.m. on the 
fourth Wednesday of each 
month at the VVllllngdon 
ilelglUP Community Cen­
tre. l-idl Carleton Ave., 
North Burnaby.
In the near fu t u r o, 
"Canoe B.C.", an as- 
soclation of canoe clubs 
in B.C,, will bo certifying 
■ canoe Instructors to bring 
the fuantinrdf; of cimoc 
t ea ch i ng to a uniform 
level throughout the pro- 
,.:;vlnce. ■
: ; A' typical ,baslC‘canoe-; 
r ing ci’uirsu" sihould be ,of 
not loKB than 10 Houra 
duration on a, pupil/tea- 
c!ier ratio of; not more 
than 6 to I, If ydur In­
structor is ‘'Certified” 
or,' for rlmctime being,^ 
adoquarcly qualified, ho 
will give you Bome of the 
history ami evolution of 
the canoe, some back­
ground to present day 
canoeing,
lie will he able to give 
you advice regarding 
canoe construction, ma­
terials, comparison of 
models for lake or river 
use, size of canoe best 
suited for you or your 
family.
For pre-course read­
ing, he will recommend 
certain books, such as 
“Canoeing for Begin­
ners", the Red Cross 
book of "BasicCanoeing’’ 
and tell you where they 
are available.
He will show you how 
to launch and delaunch, 
get into and out of the 
craft without tipping over. 
He will show you how to 
paddle from kneeling and 
sitting positions in the 
bow, stern and amidship, 
alone and with another 
paddler or paddlers.
He will teach you the 
following strokes: for­
ward, “J" stroke, back 
paddle, sweep, draw, 
cross-draw, sculling, 
pry, lov/ and high brace, 
and feathering.
In safety and rescue, 
he will show how to lie 
in a swamped canoe.
paddle it ashore and 
empty it. You will be 
shown how to do the 
"canoe - over - canoe’’ 
rescue. He will also im­
part some knowledge of 
hypothermia, what it 
means and how to prevent 
it.
Contrary to old beliefs, 
he may not attempt to 
teach you how to empty 
a swamped canoe by the 
"Push and shake’’ 
method. It has been found 
that it requires too much 
energy. With a life jacket 
on, it may be better to 
leave the craft and swim 
ashore if your survival 
chances are increased by 
doing so, i.e.: if the craft 
is being blown by an off­
shore wind, headed for 
bad surf, rapids, whirl­
pools or waterfall.
A "Certified" or well 
qualified instructor will 
teach you different 
methods of portaging.
He will also stress the 
responsibilities of trip 
leaders who should check 
food, gear and equipment.
If an instructor is un­
available in your area 
contact "Canoe B.C." 
through B.C. Sports Fed­
eration, 1606 W. Broad­
way, Vancouver 9, B.C.
They will help find a 
"Certified" instructor 
for your group.
(Ed. note: The author 
of the above article, 
"Dinty" Moore, has just 
completed a course on 
canoeing and can supply 
information on the type of 
canoe, paddles, etc. need­
ed in certain waters. He 
can be contacted at Moore 
Sales Ltd., 4579 Kings- 
way. South Burnaby, B.C.)
WARNING; The Department oI National Health and Wellare advises that danger to health 
increases With amount smoked.
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if you’iB In the market for
a car loan, gel H from
the Royal
It's very simple, We have $25.00 in crisp new bills to 
nut in your hand the moment we put through a Termplan 
Personal Loan for you. for $1,000 or more of new money,
before June 29th, ^
No catches, no strings. No change in our interest 
rate. Plus: life-insurance at no extra cost. You don t 
even have to be a Royal Bank customer; ^
It's a good offer—-so good that you may wonder what s
in it for us. . . ,
Well, personal lending is a very important part ol our
business, Wo know that there are many people in the market 
for money this spring, and we want to increase our share 
of the business. So, we're offering you the best incentive 
wo know of-the thing we know best—money. Wo haven t 
chanricdouf interest rates, and there are no hidden charges, 
Wo hope to make the money back from the increase in 
volume And you, tfic boriowor, con reap the benefit noiw, 
with the assurance that the Royal Bank will newn knowingly 
let you get in over your head
It doesn't matter wbatlior you bank witlt us or not. and
the only account you'll need to open is a chequing account 
for the loan repayments. This offer applies to anybody who 
can qualify for a loan. ^
Just talk to your local Royal Bank manager before June 2y. 
Remember-you'll be in a better position to make the 
best deal if you know you've got the money. So arrange
your loan before you shop for the car,
Or, if you need a '
$1000 loan for 
something else, we' 
still give you 
$2B...in cash.
Sonuithing else wo can giv(3 you—a 40 page bookxalled 
"Vouf Money Matters", with lots of sound advice on 
manaqitig your finances; It's just one of the many helpful
services you'irfind at your Royal Bank branch.
Do somothing nice for yoursotf at the
